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FOSTER,

N. A.

Terms —Eight

Dollar?

BUISNESS CARDS.
W. w.

PROPRIETORyour in advance.

a

REMOVALS.

THOMAS. Jr.,

Law,

EVANS

Hocse,]

Rates of advertising.—One inebol space,in
euglb oi column, constitutes a “square.”
$1.50 per square daily first week: 75 cents per
week after; three insertions, or less, $1.00; continuum every other day alter first week, 50 cents.
Halt square, throe insertions or less, 75 cents; one
cents per week alter.
W'-ek, #l.ou;
Under head of “Amusements,” $2.O0ncr square
three
insertions or less, $1.50.
per week;
^l-kciAL N olios*,$1.25 per square ior the first insertion, aud 25 cents pel square for each subsequent
nsertion.
Advertisements inserted in the “Maine State
P*ES8"(wbich lius u large circulation In every I^ret the State) tor $1.00 per square tor first insertion*
aud 50 cents per square tor each subsequent iuaer-

bThudson,

J.

Over IiOrlag’a

jb.,

Square,
\ .ug21dSai__PORTLAND, ME.
IF. H. WOOD if soy,

BROKERS,

S T RO U T

Counsellors

business CARDS.

Law,

at

»eyt3dtt

n

No. 30

F.

Cmigre** Street.

311

FREEMAN A

New

CO.,

no21dlf

MERCHANT
BAS

Copartnership

and Mauuiaciiuei'a ot

FUMITUEE, LOUNGES,

undersigned have this day formed
nership under the name of

THE

EED-STEADS

Spring-Beds, ftlattreeses, Few Cushions,
No. 1 Clapp’* Block- fool Chr.lt.ul Street,
W. P. Fbeeman,
n
augLPti

D.

A. N, NOYES &

Successors to Messrs. Merrill Bros. & CdBiing. late
Msrrill & Small, In tlie Wholesale Fancy Goods
Business, over Davis, Mesorve, Haskell & Co.,

Stoves, Ranges

&

Portland,

and

ta*tumcrs

receive orders

rpHE

H. P.

augUdtt

Clapp’* Block, Congee**

No. b.

n

DEANE,
and Attorney,

Counsellor

re

NO.

OF

Is this day dissolved by mutual consent.
All acsettled by L. B. GRA100

The subscriber will continuo the Iron Foundry
Business at the Shoe recently occupied by L. B. £
W. A. GRAHAM, UK) GREEN STREET.
L. B. GRAHAM.

CRAM & STURTEVANT,
GENERAL

January’

subscriber having
store to Messrs
THE

Me.

ogtlGdtt_

HOWARD d> CLEAVES,

& Counsellors at

Jggfffih Howard,

jyOtt

Cleaves.

Nathan

Leads,

r~
PEARSON,
©old and Silver Plater

Oils,

M.

CHARLES FORES.

1BA J. Batchki.fr is admitted a partner
our firm, and also the firm of Portland Packing Company from this date.
DAVflS, BAXTER & CO.
dim
Portland, Jan. 1,1867.
tJ^Star please copy.

MB.in

PORTLAND, ME.

Mayymiy

n

^A. WILBER

&

CO.,

Tremont Street,

112

Importers

Dissolution.
mutual consent Stephen H. Cumming’s inter-

Boston,

BYest in
The business
partners

WELCH and A .MICHIGAN

Jan. 1,

ROOFING SLATES, !
all colors, and slatingnails.

Careful attention paid I
n
aug22-Um.

shipping_

huo eeascB on and after this date.
will be continued by ibe remaining
under the name and style of
T. H. WESTON & CO.
1867.
Jan7dlw
our

Dealers in

and

il2n.

Copartnership Notice.

—AND—

Jfi

&c.

Colors,

Portland. Jan. 2, 1867.

Manufacturer ot Silver Ware,
Temple, Street] first door from (Jongreu Street’

Copartnership.
undersigned bare this day associated
THEselves
of
together under the lirm

them-

FICKETT & DRAY,
*
to do a
Paint, Oil and Varnish Business
Has saj-cd his Library. Office at2 2 1-2 Free street, i
in all its branches at 1ST FOBE STREET.
ib the Griffith block, third
n J^dtr
story.
JEROME B. PICKETT,
Jan. 1,1867—tf
WILLIAM GRAY.
BRADBURY & SWEAT

Counsellors

at

GOftGItICM*

•J4U

I

Law, Copartnership Notice

STREET,

nHHE undersigns l have formed
A der the name of

Chadwick Mansion, opposite United States Hbtol,
Portland Maine.
Bion Bradbury.
nov Dtt
J D. M. Sweat

Deering.

JONES

augSl-dtf_

copartnership un-

WILLEY,

at the

I

STREET,

Portland, Maine.

J.

Portland, Dec. 26,

^Street.
B. H.

1866.

O

V

A L

removed trom iheir
sireot, to

^

!

HAVE

old stand, No 205 Fore

Of Hartford, Ct.

North

Of Hartford, Ct.

American,

New England,

Dec. 27

O. 31. & D. W. NASH

have resumed business at the head of Long Wharf,
under J. W. Hunger’s Insurance Office, and will be
pleased to see their former customers and receive their
orders as usual.

July 10,1866.

dtt

n

3c

LIBBET. ■Haurnnce Agents,
will be found at No fl7 Commercial,
DOW
of
St. Home Office of New
corner

Exchange

York; National
Office ot Boston, Karragansett Office oi Providence;
Putnam Office of Hartford; Standard Office of New

York, and'oiher reliable offices,

are

this agency.

John Dow.

Jy25dtl

represented by
F. W. Libbey.

YRON, GREENOdOH A CO., Furs,
Hats, Caps and Robes, 1G4 Middle St„ over T.

WOODMAN.
Dry Goods,
Jul 17—dtt

H. J. LIBBY & CO., Manufacturers
JJOTICE!
and Commission Merchants. Countin'! Room
First

National Bank, No. 23 Free street, second
tf

AMBROSE

MERRILL.

Dealer in
•
Watches, Jewelry, Masonic Regalia, and MiliNo
13
Free
Portland.
tary Goods,
street,
Same store with Geyer and caiei.
lyJ2dtf

J

MILLS* although burned up. the ProEAGLE
prietors, Messrs. L. J. Hill & Co.,
preto furnish
are

pared

now

Coffees, Spices, Cream Tartar, &c,
place of business, No. 100 Green St.

at their new
An Order Slate inny be found at Messrs. Low,
Plummer & Co’s, No 83 Commercial St, and at Mr C.
M. Rice’s Paper Warehouse, No. 185 Fore Street.
All orders promptly attended to.
Goods at the lowest prices.
ju!16tt

H
9t.

PACKARD, Bookseller

•

found at No. 337

Stationer,
Congress St., corner

may be
of Oak

and

_Juliet!
WEBSTER if CO.,

toimd at the store
ol C K. Babb, Clapp’s Block, No. 9, where wc
•
oiler a good assortment or Clothing and Furnishing
Goods at low prices.
jul 16

H.

—OF—

Life

Insurance!

TTAVLNG been appointed General Agents

jJL

Maine of the old

for

New England Mutual Life Ins. Co.,
I us. Co. in America, wo wish fifty good, active agents
to work in the different cities and villages
throughout
the State. None need apply unless
good reference
can be give.
Xlie Co. is Z'i years old and has paid in
Dividends $1,217,000 00 and over $2,000,000 00 m losses by death. It has now a well-invested accumulated
Capital oi over $4,000,000 00. The Co. formerlv made
tnd paid its dividends once in live
A Diviyears.
ieiid will be made up In Nov. i860, and
annually
thereafter, and available on© year from dale of Policy. Applications ter local Agencies will be made to

RUfOS SMALL & SUN, Gen'l Agents,

no21d3m__Biddefbrd, Me.

SECURITY.
pOKDENSEP

Company actually paid

00

$451,384 68

Total amount of capital and surplus,
ASSETS.
Cash Items,
e
t
United Stales Bonds,
State, County and City Bonds.

_L_
58

$1,461,381

$315,308 42

285,707.50

...

Bonds and Mortgages,
Inter, st accrued, bur not

lol.tjpo 00
498,184 00
18.254 70
64.047 78
146,672 93

due,

Unpaid Premiums,
Special Loans, and all other Proporty,

$1,430,085

**

incurred, and in process
of adjustment,
$166,831
All other existing claims against the Com

43

Total amount of Losses, Claims and Liabil-

.$208,560 47

We shall contlnuo the BOOT AND SHOE BUSISta :e of New York,
1
I’eurhyn Marble Co.
NESS in all its branches, and hope by strict attention
City and County oi New York,)
Manulacturers and Dealers in Enameled Slate ! to business to merit and receive a liberal share of the
A. F. Hastings, President, and Frank W. Ballard
Chimney Pieces, Brackets, Pier Slabs, Grates j public patronage.
Secretary, of the Security In sum nee Company,
1
EASTERN EX PREMN CO. are now
aiul Chimney Tops. Importer and dealer in
Custom work tor both ladies and gentlemen made
Engj
and duly sworn, depose and say, and
being
located
at No. 21 Free street, and , each severally
Ush Floor Tiles, German and French Flower*
permanently
lor himself, that toe
Puts, ! to order from the best of material and by the best of ]
is a true, lull
Vubcs, Parian, Bisque, and Bronze Statuett3
workmen, and warranted in every particular. Be- j prepared to do Express Business over all the Rail- and correct statement oi the foregoing
Hanging
ahau s of the said Corand
and Busts. Glass Shades and Walnut
road
Steamboat routes In the State, and West I
Bohepairing neatly done at short notice.
and that they are the above described ofStands,
poration,
mian and Lava Vases and oilier wares.
by P. S. & P., Eastern and Boston & Maine Roads i ficers thereof.
JONE* & WILLEY.
to Boston, connecting there with Expresses to all
112 XltEMuN T STREET Studio
Buiiding
Sworn to before me, Nov 13,1866.
of tne country.
parts
Persons indebted to me are requested 10 make im_augg—tta_n_BpST0N, Mass.
TIIOS. L. THOR NELL, Notary Public.
For tho convenience ol our customers on Comroermediate payment, as, owing to the change in my busiand
Fore
an order book lor freight Calls
clal
streets,
A. F. HASTINGS, President.
SHEPLEY & STROUT
ness, all my old accounts must be settled bv the first
will be kept at office of Canadian Express Co.. Ni.
FRANK W. BALLARD, Secretary.
of January.
B. H. JONES.
Fore street.
J. N. WINSLOW.
dcc27
dtf
Jy24 tf

THE

_

13 issolutiou.

OFFICE.

Post Office Building, 2d story; Entrance
o. F.

SHEPLEY.

J. T.

on

Ex-

A- A.

this day dissolved

Provisions !;

Morion Blocl,,
Two

at

Produce and

Importers and

Dry

Goods
Arcade

r.

DAY1S,

L.

?: HffiES

E.

.jar

18

and settle

The subscriber Having obtained the
337 Congress Street, wifi continue the
will keep constantly on Laud

MB
~

Celebrated

\

Also,

Diiiggi§ts,

244

be found at Ills residence

CUMBERLAND,

at

Law,

For the purpose of
business in

i

Doc C-^dtf

JROSS & FEES Y,

IF. I. Goods,
_

Produce,

PLASTERERS,

prompt

„„„
Po
t

PLAIN and ornamental

STUOOO AND MASTIO WOftEEES,
Oak Street, between, Congress and Free St*.,
PORTLAND, ME.
Coloring. Whitening anil White-Washing ,.romptOrdars trom out ol town solicited.

Mii^-22—ittl

transacting a general wholesale

Groceries, Flour

„„.

end,

and shall receive personal
attention.
A. p. MOltUAN.
d. w. m'fcj,:,
j. e.
Sept 10, lR«i.
sep25dtl

solicited,

hakEaford.

partnership

havo formed a Cothe purpose of
transacting a

Clothing find
business,

Famishing
under

robinson &
At

2?
s«pt

law,

n

A. E. £ C. II. HASKELL,
DEALERS IN

Groceries, Provisions,
Wen India Good*. iWcoit. Ac.,
AT

3§4

jan3

LOWEST CASH PRICES-

Coi*|>re«s
WM.

W.

Portland, 91c.
'dti

WHIPPLE,

Wholesale
21 MAEKET
pug3

eary store.

Benj.
BOOTS,
customers
at

HbIh anil Clothing.
be found readv to wait on

Moulton street, foot

Jul20

Exchange.

iCarn
tor sale by

488

Druggist,

PORTLAND, MR,
t*

NEW BEDFORD.

Pacific Mutual Insurance Comp’y,

No extra charge for Cargoes Grain In
Bulk, Coal,
\
Salt. Iron. Copper Ore, Marble or Slate coastwise. We
! shall be
pleased to secure a share of public patronage.
Office 166

Fore Street, Portland.

$ioo.
$100
WAR CLAIM OFFICE.

is this day removed from No. 80 Commercial Street,
to the new and commodious rooms

Patterson &. OhacTbourne,
Morton Block, 2 doors above Preble House.
new Bounties, under the law approved Julj
28th, 186(5, Increase of Pensions, Arrears of Pay.

THE
Prize

Money, and all other claims against the Uov»
eminent, collected at short notice.
The necessary blanks have been received, and claim
ants should tile their claims promptly.
Fbank G. Pattebson, late Lieut. 6th. Me. Vote.
Paul Chadboubne, late MaJ. 1st Me. Cav.
Oct 18-dtf
n

Oysters,
received

Oysters.

ItiP'All

by

ed*to.

or

express

promptly attend*

Oysters delivered in any part of the city.
11. FREEMAN & CO.,
101 Federal Street.

Steam

Portable

Engines,

the Maximum of efficiency, durability and ccommy with the minimum or weight

S0MB1NING

price. They

are

widely

and

tavorably known,

than ttOO being In use. All warranted satisfactory, or no sale. Descriptive circulars sent on
application. Address
J. C. HOADLGVA CO.
Lawrence, Mass.
Nov. 6. 1866 3md.
more

Coal for

ANNUAL

SALE

-OF-

We

.hall,

on

Monday,

yearly U|c cf

COB8ETS,
To

1«0
Also

Annual Meeting.
Olllce of said Company, on Monday the 7th day of
January, A. D. 1887, at 3 o’clock P. M„ tor the purpose of choosing Seven Directors for the ensuing
year ami lor the transaction of any other business
which may then be legally acted upon.
«£0. A. WRIGHT, See’y.
Portland, Deo. 11,18GG,
dec 12 did

Twomblff, Geneial Insurance Broker,
LS.
would iniorm his many friends and the
publ'c
•

generally that he Is prepared to continue the Insurance Business as a Broker, and can place
Fire, Life
and Marine Insurance to any extent In the best Companies In the United Stales. All business entrusted
to
my c re shall bo laithfu.ly attended to.
Offlce at C. M. Rice’s Paper Store, No. 188
Forest,
whore orders can be left.
iullGtf

TOWS

Discount

BLANK E
STILL

Our present stock of Corsets, comprises a jreat
riety In both style and finish.

L.
831

B.

LARGE

A

$4,00

dcljdlui

*tfi* of Job work neatly executed at

At Office.
And In

No.

79

SIZED

a

NEW AND

ELEGANT DRUG STORE

OLD

STAND,
same

with

a

choice selection ot

Lancaster Hall Bonding, Market Square,
PORTLAND.
and Sub-Agents Wanted,

j^CanvMiCT.

fords

Brags, medicines and Chemicals, Toilet
and Fancy Goods, Fine imported Perfumery, Trasses, Shoulder Braces,
Elastic Hose, -Knee Caps,
Cratches, See., dee., in great variety.
We extend a cordial Invitation to all onr lVtends to
take a walk among the ruins" and ses us.

Cor, Exchange and Federal Streets.
jan2

dtf

SHORT &

TORINO,

Booksellers & Stationers,
31

Free, Corner Center Streets,
Have on hand a full supply ol

School,

Miscellaneous and

Blank Books.

STATIONERY OF Al>I> KINDS,

Cash, Post Office and Envelope Oases, Let*
ter Praises, Pen Baoks, &c.
We have just retrieved from New York a full supply ol

PAPER HANGINGS,

call.
31

Short & I.oring.
Free, Comer Center Stree

Jysntt__
BLANO HARD’S

Improvement

on

Steam Boilers!

boilers 700 de<*s. of hoat is thrown away,
making a loss or 1-3 the fuel. The question is
how
can this be saved.
askStl
olten
Mr Blanchard
has invented a boiler that takes perlcct control ol all
makes
it do duty in the engine. TMinis
and
the heat
very simple in its construction; after the engine Is In
motion the smoke pipe Is closed tight, and the waste
heat carried through heaters, heating the steam to
shy temperature desired; the remainder carried
through the water heater, using up all the waste
heat but 200degs.; the heat being reduced so low
there can be no danger of setting tires by sparks
throwfi from engines, which will aud much value to
this invention, besides the saving 1-3 the tuel.
For partieulars inquire ol
WM. WILLARD,
Corner of Commercial Wharf and Commercial St.
Feb 21—dly

ON

some

JOHN KINSMAN
DEALER IN

GAN
FIXTURES
—AT—

25 Union St.,
PORTLAND.
dtl

Aug 20

New Store,
349 Congress Street, (Up Stairs.)

H. W. SIMONTON& CO.,
opened
Ladies' Furnishing
HAVE
taining good assortment ot

Store, con-

Hoop Skirts, Corsets,
Clothing, Merino Toils, Collan,
Cnhs, Worsted and Fancy Goods.

French

Stamping

Done to Order.

349

Congress Street, (Up Stairs.)

IKJtlHdtf,

to report upon those

along to a stage more or less closely approximating conclusion, and to a point where Its
results might legitimately be
expected to
become largely fruitful.

incidents of his administration which have
seemed especially objectionable.
It would

have been well to wait for those reports before
proceeding to consider what shall he done
provided the result of the authorized inquiries

popular impression.

for the sake of

It should be remembered, in the fourth
place, in reference lo (he survey of our State
water-power, that manufacturing proper, that
is to say, working the raw materials
of nature
by the aid of the forces of nature, has but

Mr.

identifying

name

made

stand

double

reason

to the
olutninous. The Georwork on his land ten months of the

by

them?

Who can with

the greatest

tacility compact his
water-courses In

populations along the
villages and cities, wherever

cataracts set water-wlieeU in motion ?

Mr. Editor, your correspondent has
urged
this at probably an annoying
length. He begs
leave to say that in whatever he has
said, lie
has no private “axe to grind,” or
purposes to accomplish.

He has

no

personal
land, no

water-power, and no capacity to take part hi
the proposed survey. He hopes
only that our
legislators may be able to see the matter in
the same light as hirosell, and
may as wise
men devise liberal
W. Well*.
things.
-——----

•

VARIETIES.
—Braxton Bragg is in New Orleans, for the
first time since the “late
unpleasantness.”
In

The King of Prussia is the
only
Europe that knows his Bis.

—The oldest
Boston Post is
on

the

monarch

living actor, according to the
“Superfluous Lags, the veteran

stage.”

—The distance to be traversed
by the Russian American and the New East India Telegraph lines may be estimated from the toilowing figures: From San Francisco to New
Westminiater the line is 800
miles; from New
Westminister to Frazer and Simpson Iiivers,
800 miles; from there to
Behring’s Straits,
1,200 miles; from thence to the Amoor, 2,500
miles; from Aaioor to Kyachta, 25,00i miles;
to Pekin, 800 miles;
70

Elen-siag
miles;
Shanghai, 600 miles; Hong Kong, 850 milesgiving a total distance from San Francisco to

China and New York ot 25,000 miles! Most of
the material for the construction of the line is
already on the grouud, and plentifril supplies
of timber are procurable on the route.
—The celebrated preacher, Pere
Hyacinths,
at present giving a course of
lectures at
Notre Dame, in Paris.
He is described as a
fine looking man, of about
forty years of age,
handsome features, an acquiline
nose, some
what foil and sensual lips, and a well
square t
chin. He presents an imposing
appearancei
the pulpit, attired in the costume ot his orde
—a dress of coarse brown woolen
and hood an
capote of white, naked feet and

U

—The "soft note of the pistol" is heard
erand anon in Texas.
—A Dacotah fellow
says “the Indians and
half-breeds out here, can’t toll one
greenback
from another, so all our ones are tens."
—The Boston Bulletin
says, “There is a
bashful bachelor who dares not meet
ladies
in the streets.
He says they wear so
many
on
their dresses that he fears
bugles
overtures
! from them.
er

!
1

beginning in this country. The enormous population now
coming forward to occupy the great fertile valley of the Mississippi,
;
will require an amount of
manufacturing industry of which we now have little conception. A very large
proportion ol this work
can be and doubtless will be
done withiu our
national limits. Legislation, if not the
natural course of labor, will doubtless
determine
this to be the result The labor in
question
wiU be done in part by steam and in
part by
water-power; by the latter always, where
practicable, when great amounts of power
are required, and
operations are to be carried
on on a grand
scale; because it is the cheapest Now where shall this
work be done ?
Where can it l»e done to the best
advantage?
Where, in other words, is the best, the most

jecting lrfs resolution, has instructed the Judiciary Committee to inquire whether the
President deserves impeachment. That Committee will probably wait at least for the further information which is expected from the
New Orleans Committee and from Mr. Pike's

Special Committee be tore taking any definite
action.
Our Water Power.—We publish this
morning another valuable article from Mr.
Wells, touching the advantages to be derived from the proposed survey of the manufacturing waters of the State. We behave
the weighty considerations presented in these

a

relatively

gregtae of production not much above the
same proportion, upon land of
equally good
quality equally well tilled. Who, theu, can
»niosecute manufacturing labors to
relatively
the best advantage, the
Georgian or the citizen oi Maine ? Who has the
strongest inducements to enter into these labors, and

one no

tractive and effective form. The cost of one
first-class railway locomotive
judiciously expended, would undoubtedly carry the work

with the movement, has chosen to
anticipate the reports, and the House, not
choosing to be put in a false position by re-

DRAWING PAPER OF ALL SIZES.
us a

the safe-

tion of the President’s official conduct is what
the country expects. Congress has already

corresponds
Ashley, perhaps

well os

quately endowed; not by any means put upon
good working basis. We have a State Su
perintendent of Education. But we give him
nothing to wotk with; no institutes, no conventions, no assistants; and we lay instruc- i
sandals,
tions for labor upon him, which hall a
dozen
closely shaven head, with the exception of the
men could hardly fulfil over this
large S'ate, short fringe of hair, which just stops short at
The money which we withhold, doubtless the
temples.
from a persuasion of the necessity of so
—A wag suggests that a
doing,
good way to get rid
from outlay in the direction of onr intellecof the national debt would be to let
Congress
tual development, we shall
perhaps be willing steal it
—Tho fire-bells in Montreal
to lay out upon a
promising chance of great
gave notice of
material advancement.
None of the ftrods the new year by striking 18G7.
need go out of the State. We have
—Philadelphia used 10,614,405 gallons of
engineers water
last year.
In our midst, Anderson,
Wilde, etc., entirely
A crusty bachelor
te
objects to chamberconduct the survey, to digest Its
competent
maids because they use more hair oli
than any
results, and to put them upon paper iu au at- six men.

The Meveaueal Ter Impeachment-

to the

streams for

year, and the high temperatures associated
with bis abundant rain supplies, invite to
agricultural labor, and abundantly reward it
when conducted with skill. Our
growth season is but little over hall' as
long, and our ag-

a

Representative Ashisy’s resolution, published yesterday morning, would probably
have taken the country by surprise, if it had
not been heralded in all the newspapers a day
or two beforehand. ▲
searching investiga-

appointed committees

gian can

satisfaction to make, but which
by the facts. Wejaave a Normal School, an excellent institution under
hard-working management, but it is not ade-

ty of the nation. The votes ot the ignorant
Southern population contributed to bring on
the rebellion, which their muskets sustained.
We cannot aflord to run that risk again.

his

New patterns anil Choice Styles.

Give

imperilled

our

constant, as

amount of rain more

is warranted

ligently acting with the two great parties
which society naturally developes. Conserva-

South to destruction and

are more

little tor our intellectual or educational
advancement This is a statement which it af-

tism has controlled the South. Conservatism,
unbalanced by a party of progress, ha9 led the

the

consequence

being passed over.
There is a special reason why we can with
propriety venture to expend a little money iu
developing, or attempting to develope, the
physical resources of our State, In the laet
that as regards special efiort we arc
doing so

APOTHECARY,

(jndcr

Street,

remarks, docs not fully appprehend the position of his friends who would have all
voters
read and write.
“Let the negro,” he

Our rain-tall is more

evenly distributed through the year, and in particular our
evaporation in summer is far less; and by

of divarication and embranchment
amongst
our mountain ravines, or is
merged in lakes.
Only those points in the water shed referred
to need be specially examined at which it is
obvious from casual inspection considerable
power is available; and throughout, only the
more Important conditions need be
careftilly
determined, those of merely scientific Interest

Pair,

a

Commercial

had occasion to elaborately discuss the
matMr. Pike, if one may judge
by his casual

ter.

_

opened

rivers.

t^

RECONSTRUCTED t

Horace, Stable-keeper, and other.,

CO.,

Representatives and Senators from
Maine, only two have yet had occasion to
speak on this subject. Mr. Morrill has mi™-.
ground in favor of an educational test. Mr#
Pike has taken ground against it.
Neither

Blanket

All Paid in ana Securely Invested,
Is now prepared to issue Polices ou HORSES,
CATTLE, and LIVE STOCK ol all kinds, against
DEATH oi THEFT at moderate rates ol Premium.

G^peral Agents,

FOLLETTE,

Tolman Place.

BUY

$170,000

W. JO. LITTLE &

I

proposed, is

obliged to concern itself with the narigable
portions of our rivers, and indeed that portion
of the work has already been done, or is in
U.S. government.
process of doing, by
Its sphere of labor will be across that breadth
of declivity lying between the line of
navigable waters, on the one side, and that, on the
where
the
other,
manufacturing volume of oui
rivers becomes dispersed in a complex system

says;
“have the same rights as the white
man, and
be subject to the same disabilities.”
Certainly;
All Wool
! that Is
precisely what we want. Mr. Pike
-FOBcontinues, “If men all over the country may
safely be trusted with the ballot when It Is In
Per
white hands, I know of no reason to
appre-AT—
hend danger when it is in colored hands.”_
P. M. FROST’S,
But we do not believe the ballot
may be sately
SO. 4 DEEBISO BLOCK, trusted In the hands of large masses of whites
or blacks, unless the alphabet goes with it._
dc22dti
CONGRESS STREET.
We have seen the poor whites of the South
manipulated by the cotton lords for years—the
i North always divided by the wholesome conflict of diverse opinions, the South always
THOS. G. LORING,
voting in solid column in the lnteiest of a
single class. Politically the South Is a unit today. We must have an educated South before
is pleased to inform the citizens of Portland and vicinity that, haring been purified by fire, he has now we can expect to see men there as here IntelCAN

YOU

a

va-

CONGRESS STREET, 381

_Cor.

TJS

CHEAPER!

Stock Ins. Co.,

POLICIES ISSUED BY

LEHIGH.

PERKINS, JACKSON ft CO.,
High Street Wharf, 302 Commercial,
Foht of High street.
janhltf

for

to pass.
Of the

of DRY SLAB WOOD, sawed in store
length, delivered in any part of the city, at $8 per cord.

The Hartford

FROM FORMER PRICES.

for Cash.

LITHE

FARMERS

Assets,

STOVES,

Hates

e

i*

stand at their present altitudes, our waterpower will not fail, and can suiter no material
abatement.
In the third place, the cost of the
enterprise
upto the extent required, at least at present,
will not be great. The surrey will not be

extending the same leniency to others.
If the principle is right, we have now an
opportunity such as will never return, to embody it in our institutions. It is to be hoped
that Congress will not allow that
opportunity
excuse

lot

a

Company.

Now have an opportunity to In ore with a sound and
reliable company, against lost by FIRE, DISEASE,
or ACCIDENTAL CAUSES, and trom THIEVES.

A—

Very Lai’ge

Ocean Insurance

perhaps

NICE BLACKSMITH’S COAL.

to place insurance, in ali its
amount, in companies second to
the globe, and on the most iavorable

on

both sides ol the questions
upon which

he esteemed too gieat leniency towards
ignorant voters already
enrolled, and furnishes no

!

A small lot of

prepared

Parties preferring first class insurance, are respectftilly invited to call.
November 5, I860, dtf

on

made, a temporary inequality will result. But
the inequality arises from what may

—aN'd—

PARLOR

Farmers and Owners of .Valuable

Continue Thirty Days /
—AT

others
terms.

no

Cash

December 17 th, commence
onr

for any

Live

CORSETS.

Dissolution of Copartnership.

now

said

Ranges, Furnaces,

OWNERS OFLTVE STOCK,

GKAND

COAL

COAL !

BUILDING,

arc

Oysters,

a

where he is

forms, and

STREET,

Stockholders of the Ocenn Immrnnce
THE
Company,
hereby notified to meet at the

lot

day
splendid
Virginia
and for sale at$1.60i»er gallon, solid;
THIS
mail
orders

TI1E CUMBERLAND BANK

a man accessible to
argument, which
enables him to learn
something of what is

Improved Roofing,

Law,

n

NO. 66 EXCHANGE

renders
*

JOHNS

IF

to

presently the wealth which a hundred years
have produced is exhausted. New
regions ol
agricultural productiveness, likewise, soon fiul
of their virgin fertility. Mines and
quarries
also give out sooner or later, or are worked at
constantly augmenting expense. Bat a waterfall once turned to
account, will, save the
exceptional and temporary interruptions of
repairs, extraordinary dearth or overplus of
water, work on for ages. In particular, as I
showed in a former allele, the
waterpower
of this State is, for several
reasons, singularly
permanent and constant, and its constancy Is
dependent upon great geographical conditions,
as, for example, proximity to Newfoundland
and its vapors, low temperature in summer
and consequent small evaporation, lake connections, etc.; and is not dependent upon local circumstances, mere conditions of surface
as to cultivation, forests, ot any causes which
can be atlected seriously by human
agency.
So long as the Gulf Stream runs, and the
White Mountains with their
outlying ridges

For buildings ol all kinds.
CAR and STEAM- ! he Is called to act, assuredly wiU furnish the
BOAT DECKING. ROOFING CEMENT, for coatbest assurance ol future peace and
prosperity,
ing and repairing all kinds oi rods. PRESERVAtor this country; and no one measure will
TIVE PAINT tor iron and wood work, Metal Roofs,
conSee. COMPOUND CEMENT, tor repairing leaky
tribute
more powerfully to this end than the
shingled roots. BLACK VARNISH, (or Ornamental Iron work AC. Full descriptions, c rcular, pricee,
requirement of an educational qualification
«ftc. furnished by mail or on application at the office,
for voting. Whenever such a
where samples and testimonials can be seen,
requirement Is

J. W. MUKOEB & SON.
octC.eodSm

Sparrow’s Insurance Office

ait

Lrlck Store, three stories, No. 8* Union
street. Apply to
ST. JOHN SMITH,
J*34*

H

j

of to permanent and indestructible a character as practically to be
for all coming time. If we
open up vast tracts
of primeval forest growth to the lumbermen,

writing alone; yet the diffusion of popular education, of the elementary knowledge which

Foot of Maple Street.
General Agent tor the State tor

j

our

direction

reading

241 COMMERCIAL STREET,

removal.

NTBekt.

\T OTICE 19 hereby given that the partnership lateXT ly existing between Chas. F. Davis and Albert
Stephenson, both otDcor Isle, Maine,under the name
and style of DAVIS Nr CO, Green’s
Landing, Maine,
was dissolved December
twelfth, A. D. one thousand
eight hundred and sixty-six, by mutual consent. All
said
demands due
partnership, and all demands on
said partnership, as shown
by their books, will bo
settled by Richards, Adams & Co, or their representatives.
Witness our hands and Seals this fourteenth dav
of December, A. D. 1806.
CHARLES F. DAVIS,
rarrr
Signod,
ALBERT STEPHENSON, [seal ]
Signed, Elipiraiet F. Davis, Wm. 11. Folsom.
The Urm will continue under the name and style of
Charles F. Davis & Co., to whom all demands should
be paid.
CHARLES F. DAVIS & CO
Signed,
Dec 21—dlaw3w

BEDFORD.

Aggregate Capital, $580,161,17

WEBB, Attorney** and
DERAaOIM
CounMellorw, at th Boody House,-corner oi
Congr- ss and Chestnut streets.
jyi>6

Goods

To Let.

SQUAEE,

—BY—

&

knight,

CONGRESS

BOARDS,

and turnisbed the

Ocean Mutual Insurance Comp’y,
T

178 Fore Street.

WH. Sewing

otners notwithstanding their fault.
What makes the matter still worse Is, that It
excludes many of our friends and admits
many
ot our Ute enemies on these
unequal terms.-—
L UMBER,
The objection Is very grave, and we have no
Wholesale and Retail.
wish to understate it.
sizes
Plank, Shingles andSeunlingofali
constantly on hand.
If we were legislating only lor next
year, or
Building material sawed to order.
for the next five years, the objection would be
ISAAC DYER.
Union
Wharf.
anglltfNo.lij
fatal. The operation of the
requirement will
Cireat lndu.cem.enUH
necessarily be unequal at first. But we are
FOR PARTIES W’SHING TO BUILD.
not legislating for the present
only. We are
fflHE subscribers offer for bale a large quantity 01
JL desirable building lats in the West End of the
laying the foundations of a great and endurcity, lying on Vaughan, Pine, Neal, Carlton. Thomas, ing empire ot the people.
It is necessary to
West, Emory, Cushman, Lewis, Bramhall, Monument, Danfort It, Orange and Salem Streets.
begin right. If a moderate educational test
will sell on a credit of from one to ten years,
They
may fairly, nay, must in common prudence, be
U desire a ov tne purchasers. Prom parties who
build immediately, no cjsh payments required,
as prooi of a man’s fitness to
j
required,
help
Apply at the office oi the subscribers, where full govern us all, when can we
particulars may be obtained.
begin to apply it
J.B. BROWN & SONS.
better than now ? Time will correct its inema 5tf
Portland, May 3, 1805.
quality. To all candidates for the privilege of
BCBITECTIIHE & ENCIYtEKlNO.
Messrs. ANDERSON. BONN ELL ir CO., have participating in the government, the condition
made arrangements with Mr. STEAD, an Architect
will apply impartially. Those who are
of established reputation, and will in future carry on
tempoArchitecture with their business as Engineers. Parrarily excluded will rapidly fit themselves for
ties intending to build are invited lo call at their I
the
franchise. We do not expect the millenoffice, No, 306 Congress street, and examine elevations and plans or churches, bank9, stores, blocks of \ nium until
several years after the latest date as
buildings, <yc,
j 12 ;
yet fixed by the Miilerite prophets; the millenWM. M. WALKER,
nium will not pethaps come by
and

BUILDING.

and

Schooners l

200 M. imported ana domestic Cigars
C. C. MITCHELL & SON,

OYER. can be found with a now stock
• of
Machines, of various kinds: Silk
Twist. Cotton—all kinds and colors, Needles, Oil, &c.
166Middle street, up one flight stairs.
jull7eod

ana aamits

on

Ships, Barques, Brigs

NEW

Jull3tf

John W. Manser,
Correspondent.
apl4dlmcod9miw6w

—ON—

tt

jylO—tf

Shoe*,
Fogg may
No. 4

O’NEIL W. ROBINSON
STEPHEN D. KNIGHT*

Market] Square.

at—dtt_

iyll

the firm of

Portland, Dec. 8,1888.

at

cial streets.

and

C 33'p,.,*'nKI<4ST11>
lor

X

I'OBTLAND.

^ S. E. SPRING may be found at the store ol
Fletcher if Co., corner of Union and Commer-

dec22dlm

CARLETON,

attorney

Co.,

Provisions,
Wf 'Consignments of Cooperage. Lumber. Country

and

S. L.

&

co-

No. 143 Commercial Street,

No. 30 Exchange St.

y attondiTi to.

Dyer

Morgan,

a

And have purchased of Messrs. LORD & CRAWFORD their Stock and .'ease of store

a ANA,

Attorney

PRICES.

have this

head of mechanic street.

Counsellor and

jul U6mH. BURKE.

A

Co, Agts,

marine Insurance

IN

assortment of ORGANS and MELODEOLD PIANOS taken in exchange.

day formed
undersigned
THE
p:irtncrshp under the style and firm of

JlSOtt_

W,

good
ONS.
a

the manufacturer’s

Copartnership Notice.

PAINTER.

JOHN

sell at

B3P* Orders for tuning and repairing promptly attended to.
Wifi. G. TWORBLV.
November 26,1866. dtf

SCHUMACHER,

At present to

Steinway Instrument,
can

LOWEST

17-dtt

FRESCO

which he

'

No. 148 Fore Street.

CH AS. J.

fine store No.
business, and

the BEST MANUFACTORIES, among them
the

from

SQUARE,

dc20-cod8w

Congress street, opposite Meehan

PIANO FORTES

Boots and Shoes for Sale Cheau.
JylO dtt
rr. f. Phillips <e co7,

oct

under the

at

Street,]

CXDER LANCASTER n.tLL.

Wholesale

existing

CALVIN EDWABDS.
WILLIAM G. TWOMBffY.

lie found

AT 29 MARKET

of

337 Congress Street.

Woolens,

nov9’65dtf
chapman._
D. CLARKE & CO.
can

heretofore

CALVIN EDWARDS & CO., is this
day dissolved by mutual consent. All persons holtfng bills against tbe firm, are requested to present I
them tor payment, and those indebted will please call

& 00.,

&

Office No. 117 Commercial St„

_______

copartnership

THE

PORTLAND,

Loring, Stackpole

we

■M-ATHA N' GOtfaLD, Merchant Tailor, has removed
to No. 1C Market Square, over Sweetsii’s Apothe

of Copartnership

*

Jobbers ot

Free

consent.

DODGE,

the late firm to be settled ai No
dcl&ltf

Dissolution
name

and

mutual

Fancy Grooery Business,

Accounts of
10 Market street.

Law,

ME.

DAVIS.. MESERVE, HASKELL

and

os’
shall continue our business in ah Us
various branches and at lower rates.
fc^^Ladieb’Dresses dyed for $1,00. All other articles dyed at equally low rates,

Hall, where

his NEW STAND,
No* lO Nlarket (Street*

Congress Street,

PORTLAND,

by

DODGE,

At

Door, above Preble House,

U0V19

name

Continues the

PEKC1VAL BONNEY,

Attorney

<£

FERDINAND

Ugliest ca9h prices paid for Country Produce.
Kr Consij'iimeuta receive prompt attention.
NO 14 LltlC ITRKCTi
dseRlliu_

Connseilor anti

w

cau now

STANWOOD
Is

Wholesale and Retail dealers in

Groceries and

heretofore existing under the

firm

of
THE

STROtTT.

CoT^

SMALL &

E. M.

RAND, Attorneys
Counsellors,
JftNo. 16 Free
Street, near Middle.
juLS
HOCNE—NOTICE—Persons hav ng left
orders at 101 Exchange street,
DYE
find
them at 324
♦

1

change

street.
jyutl

A

—

COUNSELLORS AT LAW, S

Applications lor Insurance with the above named
Company received and forwarded by

33

LIABILITIES.
Ain’t ef Losses adjusted, and due and unpaid, none.

iyl2d$f

again. C. ML. & B. T.
PLUMM ER White and Blacksmiths, having rebuilt on the old site, No. 12 Union St, would be pleased to answer all orders tor Iron Railings, Doors,
Window Shutters, Gratings, &c.
Particular attention paid to Gas and Steam fitting.

ification at the South would exclude from the
polls large numbers of negroes, who have been
forbidden to learn the alphabet. Nobody seriously proposes to disfranchise men who have
ever exercised tie electoral
ptiviiege, even
though these men, through their own neglect,
are incapable of
reading the Constitution
which defines the government
they partially*
control. The proposed requirement thus excludes certain men for no fault of their own

J. H. Chapman, Secretary.

up In

$1,000,Ouo

186fi.

Wiley,
Miller,

At Low

the first day ot November,

on

donW.Burnham,

Fred’k Cliauncey,
James Low,
Geo. S. Stephenson,
Wm. H. Webb.

John D. Jones, President.
Charles Dennis, Vice-President.
IV. H. H. Moore, 2d Vice-Preat.
J* T>. Hewlett, 3d Vlce-Prest.

CAPITAL.
oavh is
The surplus

Boht.1®. Mlntnru, Jr,
Um

seplldtf

STATEMENT ot tlia Con8-2 dltiou ot tlia SECURITY INSURANCE
COMEANT of Nkw Youk, on the first day of
November, I860, made to the Staff of Maine,
pursuant to tbe Statute of that State.
NAME AND LOCATION.
The name of tbie Company tv the Security Insurance Company, incorporated in 1856, and located in the city ot New York.
Tile capital of said

ElUcher Westray,

^m^mmmm■■

36.729 04

to commence

Leroy M.
Daniel S.

The Republican has here presented very
clearly and forcibly the strongest argument
which can be urged against the requirement
of an educational qualification for Southern
voters. The Republican docs not object to an
educational qualification on general grounds,
but claims that in this particular instance, its
operation would be unequal. The claim is
strictly just. The requirement of such a qual-

Babcock,

Be

Geo. G. Hobjou,
David Lane,
James Jkyce.

Of Boston, Moss., being the oldest purely Mutual Life

be

can

I.

B.

Exeter, IV.

SPECIAL NOTICE

Bafjgyfr Co.__juli7tf

TRUE Sc CO., Wholesale
No. 4 Galt Block, Commercial St.

Of

dtf_
V

Hall.nJylodtt

Providence,

mutual,

CO.’S~

removed to 328 Congress St., opposite Mechanics*

over

Of Hartford,Ct.
Of

Anil are prepared to piece any amount wanted on
wood property, at the most favorable rates.
ViLLAUE Property, and CITY
^C^'FAiiMAND
DWELLINGS and Household Furniture iusured lor
a term of years, on
highly tavo.able rates.
L- SSLs PKOMPTLY ADJUSTED AND PAID
as heretofore, at our oitlce.
Every loss ol these offices by the great lire in this Cttv, was paid up without any delay, difficulty or discount, (ol more than
simple interest,) to the entire satisfaction of all the
parties, to whom we are at liberty to refer.

HOOP SKIRT ARB OORSET STORE,
is

llTbeaBy

JONES,

City Fire,

Dec 22—d2w

my offices.

WILLEY.

J. L.

Of Hartford, Ct.

Atlantic

WATERHOUSE.

E.

old stand of B. II. Jones,

No. Ill Federal

JOSEPH STORY

de4tf

HEARD BROTHERS,

RS.

BOOT AND SHOE BUSINESS

Wholesale Dry Goods,
31 COMMERCIAL

&

a

and will continue the

Milliken & Go.,

Exchange Street,

story._iyll

name

JADEZ C. WOODMAN,
COUNPELLOE AT LAW,

12

ANDERSON AND

all persons indobted to him to call at their
Counting Room No. HO Commercial felt.. Thomas Block, and settle.
Thankful for past lhvors, he commends to bis
friends and former patrons their large and wellselected Stock oi

j

Here hauls',

Atlantic,
No.

REM

his Stock in

ot

Bequests

Street.

n

disposed

Of Hartford, Ct.

Portland, Dec. Sd 1800.
HARRIS & WATERHOUSE, Wholesale Dealer,
In lima, Caps, and Furs, have aemovud to their New

Boyal Phelps,
<7“4Lb.B,¥f*tuw’
4; P-1'U1,0'',
Dodge,

their hands, which they cannot
turn to
profitable account. Now ail this accrues to
our advantage in a
manufacturing directior.
From a population thus
circumstanced, workers iu mills and factories
can always bo drawn
m
ubundance, workers of liist-iale quality,
and all

on

|

j

—

....

£oUow1n< Fi"‘

Waterhouse,

Hats, Caps ami Furs.

F. R. HARRIS.

Agents,

Offices (for the present)at

JOBBERS OF

Store,

Co,

No 79 Commercial St,& 30 Market
Square, (Lancaster Hall Building,)

No. 1 Franklin Street,
Between Fore and Commercial, next door to Rumcry and Burnham's Packing House, where they will
continue the BOTTLING BUSINESS in all its
branches. Country orders promptly attended to.

Burgess, Fobcs&'Co.,

Law,

PORTLAND, M NE.
Office No. 17 Free Street,
Near Middle

4—dlw

NOTICE.

Commission Merchants,
Wldgery’s Whurl,
Pobtlawd,

Harris &

STREET.
W. A. GRAHAM.

Congress Street.

General Insurance

C. PEABODY.

H.

Insurance !

W. D. LITTLE &

Neal' the Court House.

gep5tfh

office.

113,199,970
TB0ST8X8:
John D. done.,
Wm. Sturgis,
Umales Dennis,
Henry K. Bogert,
W. H. H. Moore,
Josfitia J. Honry,
Henry Colt,
Dennis Perkins,
C. Pickersgili,
Jos. Gallard, Jr.,
Lewis Curti9,
J. Honrv Butky
Chas. 1L Bussell,
Coraegus Orinneb,
Lowell Holbrook,
C. A. Hand
R. Warren Weston,
B. J. Howland,

panij_Uec27dit

St.

and Counsellors at Law,

A. B- HOLDEN.

*2710,22

Reliable

PAYSON,

Exchange

Attorneys

L. B. GRAHAM,

8 CLAPP’S BLOCK,

Attorneys

OBEEN

PATENTS,

aug^dti

CHASE,

GRAHAM,

counts of the late hem will be
HAM, at

LAW,

—AND—

M.

the

HOLDEN & PEABODY,

consent.
Either of
authorized to use the firm name

W. A.

H.

Insures against Mabuse and Inland Navi
gation Risks.

advance.

the more valuable because less liable
drawn off to other avocations. Maine
fUruuhes »
very great number of their be t
ojara ves to the
manufacturing establish"
°
1 e *SeW
EnS,atu* States, besides
8
°°Mlderabk- Pa« of her own dea
JPt- a ^
proportion of her
avadable force in this
direction is put to actual use. As a
people we are driven from the
eXclu3,ve Prosecution of
i
agricultural or other
ot concern.
OUt-oMoor home industries,
by a similar neIn the first place,
any real or supposed fail- | cessity to that which has compelled the
Swiss
ure oi the
Geological Survey, conducted at to watch-making and other small
handicrafts
the Slate s expense, to render economical re- The Swiss have
little cultivated land;
they
turns for money outlaid, which
failure, even if have no mineral wealth, or other natural reit be actual, may be only
temporary, should sources. Accordingly they have betaken them
not be allowed to throw discredit at the outselves to an employment in which their dtsa
set upon this undertaking. Casting out the
bilities are least feit, and in which their
eyos
word "survey,” there is really no parallel be- ami hands can enter into an
equal contest
tween the two enterprises.
The geological with the eyes and hands of the
rest ot the
survey might be very properly denominated a world. It is in virtue of a
correspondent nehunt, an exploration. Its object was to as- cessity that shoemaking is coming to be
prosccertain whether any valuable and available
euted.to such extent amongst us, and machinedeposits ot metals, minerals, ores, building- sewing, and other in-door crafts. Now we are
stone of unique quality, etc., were hid from
not pinched down to the
bare work of our
general knowledge, anywhere in our domain. hands, like the Swiss, because we
have, in adFrom the first there was on uncertainty
dition to our land and
lumber, these magnifiwhether anything of importance would be cent streams
traversing our domain, which
found; and it may be, that for practical pur- are able to do ten-fold the work all our espr
poses for some time to come, nothing has been ent human population now
do, il they are
found; though oftbislamnot persuaded.— suffered to have a chance.
But the object ol the proposed
W hen we have invested, or are about
hydrographic
insurvey is not to hunt up water-power, not to vesting, scores of thousands of dollars In our
ascertain by exploration whether we really experiments for the furtherance ot
agriculture,
have any water power or not. Its object is to shall we hesitate at ifTew thousands
on an exdefine the locations of, ascertain the amount periment in behalf of
manufacturing/
of, determine the practical availability, preLastly, taking everything into the account,
cisely and definitely, of an actually existing ag- what other State can compete with us iu lira
gregate of power, which we know at the out- line of effort in debate / Take, tor
example,
set, in a general way, to be equivalent to the that one of the Southern States whose natworking capacity of hundreds of thousands ol ural capabilities for mauulacturing are
by tar
able-bodied men. We have the treasure— the
largest, ami are really quite unusual,
that we are sure of; we only want to learn namely,
Georgia. In point of slope, number
everything about it necessary lor its develop- ot streams, aggregate volume ol' rainfall,
ment and utilization;
everything necessary to walei tails, acu perhaps some other points,
its intelligent and authoritative
advertisement Georgia is frilly on a par with us. llut, on
to the world.
the other hand, she has no lakes, serving as
In the second place, it is to be remembered vast reservoirs of
supply; we have them by
that any development of our resources in the hundreds, and already in connection with

Impartial SufTragr.

Dividend

to examine Into the advantages
Company presents before Insuring elsewhere, by applying at the Agency of
W. D. LITTLE Hr CO.,
Office 79 Commercial SC, Up Stairs.
tyNou-Fortoiting, Endowment, Ten Year, and
all other tone of Policies are issued by this Company
on more ffivorable advantage than
by any othcrCom-

oolOdtf__

by mutual

&

OF

to

Additional

2252,26

xtsr Do not lad
this Great

iBank \

MONDAY, Nov. 12,

Am’t of
Prom. Pd.

*3500

261,23
375,02
3699,20
4836,87
2008,00
3217,84
544.62
359,80
1066,20
1679,63
633,90
686,93
410,03
623,24
Many more eases with similar results and
can be furnished to those who will fhror us with

C

dtt

National

Ain't
Insured

1867.

The Portland Press advocates an educational
suffrage. We would have no objection to this
if any way could be found ot oflsetting the
millians of voters in the South who cannot read
or writc.and who, it is considered are not to be
disfranchised, but are to continue to exercise
the privilege of voting, while none are to be
enfranchised, but those who can read and write.
We do not see anything impartial about that.
What wc want, is to give a perfect equality to all
men. We are not particular how this shall be
attained; but we do not want one man to have
any privileges that another in the same circumstances is debarred from. We presume
the Press docs not advocate the policy of disfranchising those who bave always voted,
because they cannot read or write. If not,
then you will have three or four millions voting at the South, while the black man must
wait untill be has learned whet the white man
never would learn.
This is not impartial.
Machine Republican.
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The Hydrographic
Sturvey.
Mb. Editob:—1The Hydrographic
Survey of
the manufacturing waters of our
State, proin
last
posed
communication to your colmy
umns, has received emphatic and weighty
endorsement in the message of our newly inaugurated chief magistrate, and is therefore
fairly before the people and their representatives for discussion and action.
There are one or two points connected with
the proposed enterprise which I wish to piesent in corroboration of, or in addition to,
any
suggestions already made, which are important to be borne in mind by our
legislators, to
whom, by the recommendation of the Governor, this whole affair is now made a matter
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articles will not be without Influence upon
the Legislature. If the subject suffers at all
in Mr. Wells’s bands, it is because, through
fear of becoming tedious, he has condensed
too much the abundant materials at bis command.

a

constant and accessible

water-power?

This

J. O. B. Ja—By Miles O’Rkily.

Och, Jim

ayic! you’re done the ihrick
chord oc manhood strikin;
you stand before the laud
Our young and laurel d
Viking.
An’ itsn’t becai.se you won the race
An’ bate all them other
But Staunch and three to hollow,
your hardy crew
Vou (l’dn’t say “go" hut “tullow !’*
No men would you ask to face a task
u
That vou dodged from vour wealthy station,
19 Wtt,i the
part that lr s touched theheurt,
Of this great Yankee Nation.
—N. Y. Citizen.
our

An’

now

—The New Orleans Commercial praises Thad

Stevens, and

says it impossible the South has
much mistaken in him as in Johnson,
and that "we may find him n better friend
than gome who bid higher for our influence.”
—A story is told of a soldier who, about one
been

as

hundred and fifty years ago, was frozen in Siberia. The last expression he made was, “It
is ex—.” He then froze as stiff as marble. In
the summer of 1860 some French
physicians
found him, alter having lain frozen for one
hundred and fifty years.
They gradually
thawed him, and upon
animation being restored he concluded his
sentence with “ceed-

survey will demonstrate and put beyond doubt
and cavil, that the power is here,—here in ingly cold.”
—The amenities of politic* in Nevada are
Maine; a fact we are well assured of ourselves, but which, as matters stand, we can- rather peculiar. On Thanksgiving day Mr.
The Press and Gen. Shepley.—Testerday’s Argus publishes the following contribu- not convince others of, and especially capital- Winters, late Democratic candidate lor Govtion without comment:
ists, who act only upon definite knowledge, ernor, got boozy and announced his ability aud
The attack of the Press unon Shepley for his and whom it is chiefly important to convince. willingness to whip any Black Republican,
opposition, both practical and in theory, to the I say, that of the immense amount of manu- whereupon he was soundly thrashed by State
Maine Law, gave that gentleman the fatal blow I
facturing labor to be done in this country in Comptroller Nightingill.
in bis nght for the Attorney
Generalship: and
—“The state of Count Bismark's health,”
Col. Frye of Lewiston is elected
the
years to come, or rather the part of it to
the
upon
says the Union, “whatever may be said to tbe
platform which the General could not cousist- be done by water-power, we here in
Maine contrary, occasions serious uneasiuess. Our
enlv occupy.
•
ought to have and can have the lion’s share
As this squib misrepresents facts, we have a
own information states that four medical men
and can hold it against the
coal-mines of of the first eminence met in consultation at
right to complain of the Argus tor lending it- !
■elf to such a purpose. The Press did not at- i Pennsylvania or the vast bituminous deposits
Berlin three days back. Were the malady not
of the central
tack Gen. Shepley. We published a commuvalley, and hold it because run- of a grave character, such an appeal to the
nication opposing his election on account of ning water Is cheaper than coal.
greatest medical celebrities of Berlin and Vienna would certainly not have been made.”
his opinions in this respect, but we expressly
To bring this point out more
clearly, of our !
disavowed any sympathy with that opposition. relatively
—A man named Londerback, of
advantageous position as regards
Cincinnati,
For the publication of that communication, the
announced that his wile had left
having
his
that referenee
manufacturing,
requires,
fifthly,
the
and board, etc., and warned all
Press is responsible. If
Argus chooses to be made to our
persona
condition in respect to other bed
say the publication was ill-judged, we might !
against trusting her on his account, that spirtimportant branches of labor. Our climate is ed
female replies through the
think it worth while to reply, or might not; ;
newspapers that
such
that
be
prosproper agricultural work can
she had kept him in bed and board ever since
but it has no right to hold ns responsible for i
ecuted not over four and a half months out of
we have
which
opinions
distinctly disavowed, the
they were marr ed, that be couldn’t get himyear, and lor nearly as many months outnor to allow anybody else to.
self trusted, let alone anybody else on his acnot
comfortof-door avocations of any sort arc
count, and that he didn’t even buy his own
man> on board a steamor at
even If there are any to conshirts, hut wore her old undergarments slight
Hew Madrid, Mo., on Saturday, shot a fellow ably conducted,
duct. Our people, therefore, have, or are lia- ly modified.
So bg wasn’t such a shiitK sg
pa8S*n*er* **turn »hot
th
ble to have, as a whole, a large arnotmt of time fallow after all,
■
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The Schools

of

PORTLAND AND VICINITY.

1'vi‘lluud ufici- the Fire.

The following account of the reorganisation of the schools of Portland, in the midst of

Hew Adrertleemeata

the confusion aud disorder of the first few
days of the fire, will bring to the notice of

many of our own citizens for the first time,
the energy and perseverance of the school
committee aud teachsts, and the actual difficulties they had to overcome. We copy from
the Maine Normal:
There is no reader of the Normal but
knows of the destructive fire in the city ol
Portland, which occutred July 4, lofitt, and
probably most have interested themselves
enough in the great disaster to learn that no

less than filtoen hundred buildings were laid
in ashes, ten thousand persons rendeiwd
houseless and homeless, and at least ten millions of property consumed. The night that
brought all this destruction and misery was
one of terrible sublimity, and never to be forgotten by any who were eye witnesses. The
wings ot the destroying Angel seemed to b)
overshadowing Ibo city. T’ne crash of walls
and lofty church spires, the shrieks of terrorstricken Women and childieu, the terrible explosions from the blowing up of buildings almost led to the belief that Portland was indeed a beleaguered city, carried by storm.
.uter su. b a visitation as this, it was natural that the question on -til lips should be,
What shall we do ? and imbued with that
same spirit which so early led the Puritan
Fathers to provide tor the education of their
children, the Fathers of Portland ashed first
of all, "\\ hat can we do tor our schools?”
Many of them had lost their buildings together with all '.heir textbooks and apparatus,
while others that were more fortunate in this
found that the children as well as the

respect,
men

and

a

omen,

were so

thoroughly excited

and appalled, that to attend to school duties
and exercises was quite impossible. But a
few days were sutlicient in which to outlive
this feeling; and a tew days gave the Fathers
of the town time enough to answer the question as to w hat should he done tor the schools.
The answer came lirni and decided, as it always comes everywhere in New England,'
when such a question is presented,—“The
schools must he the last to auder.'’ To the
honor of Portland let it he recorded, that notwithstanding lour school houses were destroyed, and eight schools left without rooms, and
the city had met with such an unprecedented
loss of property, within ten days ail save tliree
Ft •jjnaries ware reorganized and at work as
usual; and ere the vacation which was close
at hand, had passed, these Fiimaries were
provided with new temporary buildings.—
•some schools reopened with less than half
their original number and without a text
hook of any hind. But amidst all this confusion and want, the teachers were not disheartened, for they saw opened before them an unusual held ol usefulness. They went bravely
about their work iutcresting and instructing
the remnant of their scattered tlocks, with no
text hook except the one the apt and skillful
teacher always has in his possession. Thus
they worked on, carrying the impression as
much as possible that nothing had happened
that need interfere very seriously with school
duties. Soon the wanderers began to learn
that the schools were actually still in existence, and found their way back, and by the
energy ofthe School Committee, the liberality of triends far and near and the great consideration and generosity of the publishers of
the various text books now in use in the
schools, the pupils were ah very soon supplied
with books, and performing their daily school
duties as usual.
Ferhaps other teachers may learn a proli table lesson from these few facts. ion may be
assured that you can do much tor your school
undermost unfavorable^circumstances. Vou
may lose your school room, your hooks and
apparatus, indeed everything hut your love of
your work, your ambition and your faith, and
still hold your school together and do work
of which you need not be ashamed. If you
are comfortably supported and have good evidence that your labors are acceptable, it disasters do come, stand to your post. Frobably it
will never happen to any teacher in this country that he will amass a fortune by his profession, indeed he need hardly expect more than
to live comfortably, but if he has done his
work faithfully and well, he may have a satisfaction better than riches cau bring, that
of having doue something to elevate his race.
The Canadian War.
The Tribune's Constantinople correspondent,
writing under date of Dec. 7, says:
It is said and generally believed in town, today, that Fuad Fasha, the late Grand Vizier
and the former pacilier of Mount Lebanon, has
with
been appointed
unlimited
powers,
to go to Crete. 1 still doubt whether the Government, which is very inimical to Fuad Fasha,
has decided upon this step; but, on the other
band, it is certain that the ±*orte could not do
a better thing than send him there.
It is not yet impossible to treat with the Candiotes and make terms with them.
In the
bpring, if they hold out so long, it will be; but
now, with the long Winter before them, with
their families suffering untold horrors,
they
may be inclined to listen to any one whom they
can trust.
Fuad Fasha would go then, with a
#good reputation derived from his action in
feyna, and without any of the disabilities which
rest upon Mustupha Fasha, who hud once before drowned the Cretan rebellion in blood, in
whom the people could have no confidence.—
They would at once have more to fear and more
to hope from Fuad Fasha.
1 am inclined to
Hope that the news of his appointment will be
continued, and that he will succeed in pacifying the island on fair terms.
The Turks are very much exasperated at the
American Consul at Crete, and demand his removal. Jt is not my place
tojudge him, andl
do not wonder that, being an American and a
he
gentleman,
sympathizes with the suffering
Cretans rather than with the Turks. It is not
easy to remain neutral under such cio uni stances, bur, in tlie first place, we never ought to
have had a Consul at Crete.
Me can be of no
possible use to the C hi ted btates, and his salary is absolutely thrown away. (The same may
be said of the Consul at Cyprus and the proposed Consul at Bucharest.) But the worst
thing is that it is knowu about town and by the
Forte, that he if; the author of the obnoxious
letters in The Levant Herald, for which the
paper was prosecuted, and for republishing
which half-a-dozen papers have been
stopped.
I say this is known.
It is auid by those connected with the paper, byr the Greeks general
ly, who know what is going on, unu by the
'lurks. Now, this is ceriainJy uuiortunuie, to
say the the last. lie might have furnished this
news we'i
enough, perhaps, if those who received it could have ka\e kept their mouths shut,
but they hav e not.
The Turks regard him as
a
partisan, and the Greeks look upou him as
an ally,
M is action has led them to expect material aid from America, and in this way has
really done them harm, tor they can never
have such aid from us. Ail this is unfortunate.
Fcrhaps no true American in his place
could have done better, but there never should
have been any American Consul there at all.
Pmidcnt’i LuiiU
The New York Evening Post, a paper which
sustained, as naviog some color ol’ cynstitutional ground, Mr, Johnson's veto of the Freedmcn s Bureau bill, uses tbe
following language in reference to the latest veto message:
The message only shows that the President
is, now, opposed to universal suffrage—so much
the worse tor him. lu the veto message he has
struck a blow at progress not only here but in
Ureal Britain, fie Iras ranged himself on the
side of privilege and against popular lights.
He has put words in the moutbs of the
English tories, as well as in tli03e of the reactionary party here. The same arguments which he
uses to oppose the grant of
suffrage in the federal district to a tilth of its population, are
used in England to exclude nine-tentlis of her
people—our true and steadfast friends, our
faithful and incorruptible allies during the
i l*«

war.

ft is with profound grief that we see a President ol tbe United States standing on such
ground. But bis message will uot stop tbe
march of liberty and progress. It will
only
strengthen the sentiment he tries to put down,
and animate the friends of universal
suffrage
to renewed and more
vigorous efforts in every
State. M e shall uot go back because a President chosen by us is false to his own declarations a ud to tbe spirit which seemed to animate
him during the rebellion.

Tan Turkish Mission to Amekra. A letter from Constantinople,
published in the New
York Tribune, says:
I gave circulation, some time
ago to the report thata minister w as to be accredited to the
United States by the Porte. I did so on the
authority of no less a person than Mchemet
Ali Pasha, the leading man of the present Turkish ministry; hut it would now seem that there
was both more and less hidden under his remark than 1 then supposed. It was never the
purpose of the Pone to send a permanent minister to America. Tell it not in Gath. The
real idea of the Greeks was to send a special
complimentary mission to the Emperor ol
Mi jJco. They thought it would uot do to accredit such an embassy, to go through the United .Suites, without adding to it a mission of
compliment to Washington, so We were to be
kindly taken in tyider the wing of MaxiuiiliGenerai. Grant andth* Veto—The Bos-

Advertiser's Washington
dispatch says:
It is due to General
Grant to contradict in
the most positive terms the
statementtasNew
York
to the

ton

app?J “d
filll

effect that be
paper
Df tba
message on the: District suffrage
As
be learned from his
most intimate
friends, he has expressed no opinion on th,
matter, hut his views uiay be easily inferred
from tlie fact that on
Saturday he advised the
Arkansas delegation, then here, to
go home
and at once do two things: first, secure the
adoption of the amendment to the Constitution; and second, bring about au extension of
the franchise to the colored people of their
veto

tar

as can

Btate.

Richmond. Gen. Grant's
communication, a few days since, with reference to the removal of troops from
Richmond,
was
simply one of inquiry whether General
The Troops in

Schofield could with convenience spare one of
tlm regiments from his
department. The statement that he had
demanded the withdrawal of
all the troops was an
error
General Schofield
returned a negative
reply, and thus rests the
matter for the present.

-A wicked wag says the
reason
ladies
look so bold anil fleiee in these young
latter days is*
that they tie their hair so
tightly on the back
•f their head that
they cannot shut their eyes
which gives them their fierce
look, and then
their tremendous waterfalls so balance
their
heads up that they seem to “cock
chins”

tljeir

pt everybody, hence their bold, defiant look,
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To-Day.

NOTIOJg OOLCMK.

E. Moseley & Oo.
NEW ADVERTISEMENT COLUMN.
Bigu Psinter—Thos. K. Jones.
Dissolution oi Copartnership

Bootitaud

Lost—Whip.
Merchant Tailor—M. H. Reddy
Worsteds—Ij. M. Cartland.
Help Wanted-J. T. Bewls A Co.
Board—-28 Paris street.
Quarterly Report of the Canal National Bank.
Quarterly Report of the Casco National Bank.
Quarterly Report of the Merchants National Bank.
Notice—F. Chase.
House and Lot for Sale.
THE

COUHTH.

MUNICIPAL COURT.
KINOMDURV PHE8IDIKG.

JUDOE

Tuesday.—Andrew McUUnchy, on a search end
seizure process, paid $22,26.
John Thornton, lor drunkenness and disturbance,
eras committed to Jull in |default ol‘the payment of
$6.17.
Gribbin, for larceny of an overcoat from
1>1. Hunkins, was committed to Jail in default of baU
in the sum of *200, for his appearance at the March
Martin

term ot ths 9. J. Court.

Klizap. Ayers and 1'unuy Uoodwakcr were charged
till of Henry NowCarleton appeared aa
After
counsel.
tlieir
examination they were dis-

with larceny of inonoy from the
Ul, in Milk Street market. Mr.

charged.
dt

Portia lid

Jlaehiaa

■iroaihoat

C«-

paar>

Tire annual meeting of this corporation was
held at the office of Messrs, ltoss & Sturdevant, Tuesday afternoon, the President Jonas II.
Perley.Esq., presiding.
The report of the Treasurer, William Ross,

Esq., was presented, read, accepted and order*
ed to bo placed on file.
Prom this report it appears that the gross receipts from the running of the steamer City of
Richmond from April 24th to Nov. 27th were
$64,672.24, from the following sources: freight,
$17,689.15; passengers, $38,292.74; staterooms,
$3,536.00, meals $5,154.36. The running expenses were $51,809.05, leaving a balance in
favor of the boat of $12,863.19., which is increased by stock on hand to upwards of $14,000. A dividend of 5 per cent, has been declared and paid upon the capital stock.
On a ballot for Directors for the ensuing
year, Messrs. Jonas H. Perley, Weston F. Mil,
liken, James N. WinBlow and John B. Coyle,
of Portland, and Oeorge Walker, of Machias,
were unanimously elected.
The report of the committee appointed by
the Board of Directors in November last, to
purchase the good will, &c., of the inside
route from Portland to Bangor, was read and

adopted. The Committee reported that they
had effected a purchase of the wharves, leases
and good will of that company—the steamers
having been sold to other parties.
Some discussion was had npon the
of

subject
purchasing a steamer for the Bangor route,
which was participated in by Messrs. Sturdevaut and Coyle of Portland, Powers of New
Fork aud others.
A proposition has been made to the company,

by

the Portland Steam Packet Company to
sell the steamer Lewiston. A proposition was
also made by Capt. Powers to build a steamer

in the same style of the City of Richmond,
rather larger aud deeper, capable of conveying
200 passengers.
The matter of purchasing a steamer and supplying the route was finally left with the Di!j
rectors.
It was voted to petition the Legislative for
■

privilege

to increase the

capital

stock ot the

corporation.
Directors*
The Banks of this city, with the exception of
the Cumberland National, held their annual
meetings for the election of Directors yesterday. The following was the result:
Canal National.—William W. Thomas, Thos.
Hammond, Charles E. Barrett, William Kimball, George E. Shepley, Byron Greeuougli,
John C. Brooks, Directors; Wm. W.
Thomas,
President; B. C. Soinerby, Cashier.
Casco National.—*N. E.
Spring,N. Cummings,
J. B. Carroll, N. O. Cram, Ebeu
kteele, aTe.
Stevens, Joseph W alter, Directors; Samuel E.
Ebeu
Spring, President;
Steele, Vice President; E. P. Gerrisli, Cashier.
Nirtt National.—St. John Smith, H. J. Libby, J uhn B. Brown, Kara Carter, Jr., Charles
Holden, H. B. Hart, John Band, Directors; St.
John Smith, President; H. J. Lioby, Vice President; W.E. Gould, Cashier.
Second National.—Allen Haines, Edward
Hamblen, James Hackle 11, Isaiah Vickery, (vice
W. L. Southard, declined), Henry Pennoil, Directors ; Allen Haines, President; W. H,
Stephenson, Cashier.
Merchant»’ National.—E. Cram, Jacob McLelian, William Wiliis, B. E. Wood, George S.
Hunt, John Lynch, Charles Fobes, Directors;
fi. Cram, President; Charles Payson, Cashier.
National Tradert.—Bufus Horton, Is eal Dow,
Ebenozer McKenny, A. K. SUurUett, E. G.
Messer, Directors; itufua Horton, President;
Edward Gould, Cashier.
The Cumberland National Bank bokla .its
Bank

meeting

on

Monday,

the 21st inst.

Bxautiful PAisma.—We desire to oall the
attention of lovers of Art in this city to the
line painting now on exhibition at the apothecary store oi Messrs, A. G Schlotterbeck &
Co. 303 Congress street. It is the work oi our
townsman, Mr. J. B. Hudson, and represents
the view of Mt. Desert as it is seen from Mount
Lookout.

The most noticeable point in the
picture is the combination of the characteristics of ocean aud mountain scenery, the broad
expause of water in the background cut sharply by the interposition of the mountain in the
middle distance. It is an afternoon effect, and
all students of nature know that the water is

deeply blue at that time. The scenery is
wild aud romantic, and has been
very skillfully
managed, the foliage, and the peculiar color ci

more

the rocks in that region are rendered with
much truthfulness, and the slant sunlight falling on one side of the picture, while the other
remains in deep shadow, produces a
striking
effect. No one should lose an opportunity o1
to
admire
this
fine
work
of
art.
pausing
W e learn with pleasure that Mr .Hudson is soon
to have a new and more commodious
studio,
aud that he will devote so much of his time as
he is able to spare from painting and

designing
kand

the instruction of pupils in the “serene
silent art.”
to

Correction.

We are requested by Mr,
Foster to say in relation to the accident that
occurred to him as stated in the Press of
ye»that he was ascending the hill when he saw the
driver of the frightened hor9e thrown from his
load and the horses at the top ot their
speed
rnsliing directly towards him. He turned his
horse into an open space between two
houses,
but, in an instant, the frightened horses were

nearly
ageable. His sleigh was considerably damagedJ. T. Emery, Esq., of this city, was a few
rods in advance of Mr. F.; he succeeded in
saving himself by instantly putting his horse
under the lee ol some large elm trees
by the
side of tho road; and his escape was
scarcely

less marvelous than was Mr. F.’s.

ors:

Win. W. Woodbury, Jacob
McLellan, Jonas
H. Perlcy, Wm. Chase, Joseph Hale, Jacob S.
Winslow, Jos. W. Dyer.
at a

Wm. W. Woodbury

meeting

of the Directors’
re-elected President’
Secretary. A semi-an-

was

Wright,

nual dividend of 0 per cent, was declared.

Bailroad Obstructions—The Canada mail
due at Island Pond at 10 o’clock
Monday night,
had not arrived when the train left Island Pond
for this city at half past six o’clock

yesterday

morning, neither had the passenger train due
at Island Pond at half past six o'clock
yester-

day arrived. Both trains were delayed at Sherbrooke, Canada East, by a fi eight train lieing

philosophies,

The first dance under the
auspices of the
Irish American Belief Association, came off on

Monday evening, at Mechanics’ Hall. It was,
as we anticipated, a tine and
pleasant affair.—
Every person present went away well satisfied
with the festivities of the evening.
Tl»e second dance will take place on Monday evening
next.
_

Runaway.—Yesterday afternoon the horac of
St. John Smith, Esq., undertook to do a little
business without

a driver.
He shied in and
from the other vehicles near the Boston depot, but was very careful to avoid injuriug either Ins own
vehicle or that of
thus

out

others,

to be an

horse.

Ladies

prov-

exceedingly well bred

or

ergy which displays itself in every department
of our varied life—these bases of manhood we
incontestably have. In love of men and rever-

toward God,

we are superior to all races
preoeded us. The moral questions
continually force themselves to the surface in
our politics, and canuot be kept down. Lincoln and Grant have already shown what quiet,
ence

who have

can

find a large assortment of fine
imported bachet Powder at Crosman & Co.'s
new drug store, No. 305
Congress street, the
perfume ot the Heletrope,
Bouquet do Carohne, Violet, New Mown Hay,
Geranium, Ambergris, Orange Blossom, Musk, Bose Flower
All are perfection.

January*lumber

of
this favorite and sparkling
English magazine
has been reoeived by C. R. Chisholm &
Brother, and is for sale by them at 307 Congress
street, and the Qrand Trunk Depot.

Wellcome’* Liver Regulator is a sure
and safe cure for liver complaints. There is no
other known remedy equal to it; thousands

have shared its benefits, and gladly recommend
j it to others,

jaoG-dawtf

THE STATE.

is caught stealing make them square the
account or stand a public exposure or prosecution, so that thieves will find that town an expensive place to commit their depredations.
—Wood is selling in Farmington at W a
cord.
one

Maddocks, a fireman
falling from a crowd.

appointed.
Engine Companies—Annual Meetings.-The
annual meetings of the engine companies and
kindred associations took place Monday evening. The following are some of the officers
elected:
Machigonne No. 1.—R. Samuel Rand, Director; Charles E. Somerby, Clerk.
Samuel A. Chesley,
Cumberland, No. 3.
Foreman, vice C. H. Bowker; John H. Fenno.
—

Clerk, vice G. H. Cloyes.
Casco, No. 9. Win. Hennessey, Foreman;
Augustus L. Chase, Clerk.
Associates, Ex-9.— Leonard Pennell, Presides and Wm. Hennessey, Clerk.
—

Washington

Nook and

Riiev, First Director;
W. Gnbben, Steward.

Ladder,

H. C.

No. X.—G. B.

Hodsdon, Clerk;

was

severly injured by

COAL—The demand for anthracite continues
steady and prices arc without any change.
COOPERAGE—The market is bare of almost all
kinds of cooperage and the transactions are slight,
in consequence.
CORDAGE.—Manila is lower, but the demand
oeutinucs to bu very light.
DRUGS AND DYES—No change, and a light
demand, as usual at this season.
DUCK—In consequence of a reduction in prices of
the raw material, the Portland Company have reduced tho once of their fabrics 6c per yard. The demand for their goods continues to be large.
DRY GOODS—1Tho tratlie is light at present, but
the market, both fjr cottons snd woolens, is firm, with

people against the not uncommon practice of having stove pipes enter their chimneys
seven or eight feet or more from the floor, with
a flue closed at some distance below. This befilled with toot iu process of time,which,
when set on fire by sparks, oftens burns so intensely as to set fire to the wood-work which
comes

in contact with the

chimney. Many
buildings have been burnt in this way.
—The Bangor Whig learns that the saw,
shingle, lath and spool mills of Messrs. D. &
A. B. Willey, in Cherryfleld, were entirely
consumed by fire on Saturday evening. Loss
$3000; no inturanoe. The origin of the fire is

an

case.

dec4tf

M. L. A. Lecture.—The third lecture of the
Mercantile Library course will be delivered
this evening in Mechanics’ Hall, by Rev. H, M.
Gallaher, ot Brooklyn, N. T. His subject will
be “America and the Americans.’’ Mr. G. has

proved himself to be one of
most interesting lecturers that
city.

the ablest and
has visited our

Larceny of Tobacco.—Just before closing
the store of Messrs. Mathews Sc Thomas, on
Commercial street, last evening, a scamp stole
a box oi tobacco that was
standing inside the
door and made off with it.

Blindness, Deafness and Catarrh.—Dr.
Carpenter, the Oculist and Aurist, has decided
to prolong his stay in Portland until Feb. 1st.
See advertisement in this paper. jan9w&s tf
The Portland Circulating Library will close
at 7 o’clock promptly, excepting on
Saturday
night, when it will close at 9 o’clock.
Jan. 4—tit
Attention is called to the advertisement of
Thomas E. Jones, sign painter.
The Stale Capital.
Augusta, Maine, Jan. 8,1867.
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The several joint committees will be announced to day. A large number of the senators of

lastyearwere re-elected,(fifteen) whichseoures
to them substantially the places which
they
held
tion.

the
lost session, or a promoThe new members must properly take
less conspicuous and important places.

unknown.
Magazine*.

quotations.

In Gaiaxt for December 19, contains the
‘‘Tristan,’’ a story of much interest, though slightly sophomoric in style;
“Nix," a poem of considerable length by Mary
Ellen Atkinson; an interesting paper on Savonarola, by Mrs. Anna Cora Riti-hie; a lively
article on the “Traditions of the Blackfeet” by
John Mason Brown; the continuation of Dr.
Trollope’s “Claverings," and “Ainu at the
Beautiful Gate," a poem by H. H. “Imperial
oontinnation of

mors

persistant than others, and are not slow in

making their ambition or wishes known personally or through some friend to the appointed power. Not a few are better known at
first,
while the last of tho session brings to a favoranotice
ble
the more retiring and modest.
The
Presiding officer is unable after a few day's acquaintance to form anything like a correct opinion ot the relative worth of a Senator or
Representative, consequently mistakes are frequently made. President Burpee and Speaker Barker have been diligently at
work, and will, no
doubt, present a satisfactory list for the several
committees.
The particular committee or its
importance,
does not make the valuable
member, hut his
own

him

personal qualifications
public favor.

should teoure to

Thare appears to be a general desire to inthe salary of our Governor, An order
was introduced into the House
yesterday to recrease

fer the subject to a committee
consisting of
one from each
delegation. The present

salary

nsidered

by all as entirely inadequate.

Just now there is no excitement. The topics
which appear to receive the most attention in
general conversation are the railroad interests
of the State. We anticipate there will be con-

siderable discussion

this sutyect, and such
practical action as will securs to the State
satisfactory results. The State has in both
branches representatives who are well instructed in railroad matters and will bring to the
discussion research and judgment.
on

_

Quill.

Suicide Attempted by PeUeu.

[CORstpondenee oi the Preu.)
The people of Buckfield have recently been
much excited in consequence of an attempt of
Miss Hattie Damon to kill herself by poison.—
She is about 23 years old, good looking, of re-

spectable character aud active in the duties of
life. Her mother is dead and her father is a
poor man living some two nyles frqm the village. She has never been at home much but
has been a servant girl in several families and
character. She has been engaged to a man by the name of Russell whom
she expected to marry in a short time. Recent-

preserved a good

man has been published to a widow—
another proof that a widow is equal in tact and
talent in the business of courting to a score of
other women who have never loved but once.

ly this

One day last week this girl was in the village
and heard that Russell was published and exto marry another woman, a widow. This sad and unexpected news troubled
her heart exceedingly; hut her feelings she artftilly concealed, purchased a box of the Rat Ex-

terminator, travelled home two miles in the
snow, froze her feet, spread the poison on some
buttered bread and ate it.
Shortly she was
seized with violent vomiting and remained in
that state several hours when a physician was
called who administered the usual remedies.
He thought her case a hopeless one, but now
there is some hope of her recovery, and yet she
wislSs to live no longer iu a world Which such
men as Russell inhabit. It is said that he not

only

stole her heart but also borrowed her
money for which she had worked hard. The
case is indeed a hard one, and it is to be hoped
that justice will yet overtake him It is rumored that her friends and the friends of hu*
manity are moving in the affair.
County .Temperance Convention.
The County Temperance Association will
meet at Freeport to-morrow at two o’clock in
the afternoon. A very pleasant and profitable
time is anticipated. Beside the reading of valuable essays, good speaking and singing may
be expected.
The subject of temperance is
fruitful of remark. Intemperance is an unmitigated curse, and none so fool-hardy as to
deny it. Temperance is in the keeping of no

particular party
sect, but finds earnest, outspoken advocates among all.
One ot the topics tor discussion at the Freeport meeting will be—Imprisonment for
Fines are well, imprisonment
rumselling.
were better, and among the radicali are those
who say that death were best. But on the
or

choose at present to rest, belie .'jog that here lies the remedy. The question, However, is open for discussion, and the
we

strongest arguments
SiXAKi oF
on

thx

will prevail.

Goyb&nok.—In the

Monday, an order

was

House,
pqpsed raising a joint

committee to takd into consideration the proof
priety of increasing the salary the Governor.
When Maine was incorporated as a State, in
1820, the salary of the governor was fixed at
#1000 per year. The sala.nes of other officer*
have been increased since that time, but that
of the Governor has remained unchanged. It
is a mean
pittance, and should b® at least
doubled.
—An Indian* editor threatens us with “a
good dressing,” says the Louisville Journal.—
Thank you, sir. Let it be black broadcloth, if
you please. Our tailor will seadyeueur measure.

Why Suffer from Sores?

by the use ot the ARNICA OINTMENT,
easily be cured. It bas relieved thousands
Scalds, Chapped Hands, Si bains,
Chilblains, Sobf. Lips, Warts, Curs, Boils,
Eruptions, and evert/ complaint oj the Skin. Try
mien

Bo sure 10
ARNICA OINTMLNT.-For sale
or solid 35c to O. I*. Mryuiour
Mass., and receive a box by return
it for if costs but 25c.

ask

UaI.K’js

for
by all Drug/isu,
A C o.,

Boston,

mail,

dec 2V sn dim

Cough*, Cold* and Consumption,
the old and well known l'EG£TABLK
PlLiBOIVAKV ISAL*AML9approved and used
by our oldest and most < lebrattd Physicians tor lbrty
years p;u»t. Get tin- genuine.
REED, CUTLER <S: CO., Druggist*,
For

Try

dec24sNdttw0m

Boston, Proprietors.

Warreu’s Cougli JUalsam.
Remedy ever compounded for Cold*,
Cough*, Catarrh and t'onsumptiou, and all
The l»est

diseases of the Throat and Lungs.
MT'For sale by all Druggists. Manufm tured by

to.

F.

octl5d&w8N6m

Folks Can’t Sleep Nights.—We are
prepared to supply Hospitals, Physicians, the
trade and the great public generally, with the standard and invaluable remedy, Dodd’s Nervine, which
article surpasses all known preparations tor the cure
ol all formsof Nervousness, it is
rapidly su;breeding
every preparation of opium—the well-known result ol
which is to produce costiveness and other serious
difficulties; it allays irritation, restlessness and spasms,
and iuduc-es regular action ot the bowel
and secreSome

lor Nervous Diseases

ever

sold

it 043 72

„£!£,'

1,740
x,4oe

1

hid fair to be an attractive feature of this work,

SALT—Tho market is very quiet and prices are
change.
SOAPS—The demand for Leathc <fc Gore’s steam
refined soaps is well maintained and orders arc coining in from »\1 over the country. Our quotations give
without

the factory p. ices.

SU GARS—Tho market is without any animation,

and prices for Havana sugars arc
steady. lie lined
sugars are firm, the best qualities
15@15cj.
The Eagle Refinery has stopped manufacturing uutd
next March.

bringing

STARCH—Firm at the recent advance, with a
moderate demand.
SHOT—There is a slight decline in both drop

38,208.23

jjiriD ana

the stocks

steady,/or

on

Snow

QUARTERLY REPORT
-or thx—

Casco National Bank of Portland,
7, 1807.

Soots S

For

Sale

Very

Cheap

Capital Stock,
Circulation,
Deposits,
Due other Banks,
Profits,

800,000
480,000

641,412,37
8,773,88
152,685,49

I

89.077.871.74

Alao Ladle* and Gent* Arollvs of the beat quality,

at

Jau 3--g«dtf

VOWEI,L>N,
Corner of Coug. ic Chestnut

BBSODUCIS.

ate.

Bills Discounted,
XJ. S. Securities,

MARRIED.

•

and Miss C

ara

C.

Hill,

Due (com other

186,948,32
70,149,36

Banks,

Beal Estate,

DIED.

82.077.871.74
Portland, JuPy 9,

1867._dlt_
QUARTERLY REPORT
—or THX—

In Westbrook, Jan. 7. Mrs. Joanna, widow ot the
late Amos KiRgnt, aged 68 years 11 months.
in Lewiston, Jan. 2, Mr. John H. Davis, formerly
of Standish, aged 38 year*.
InScaiboro, Dec. 21, Mr. Eliphalet Bryant, age I

87 years.
In Watervillo, Dec. 29, Mr. Nath’l
Mayo, aged 64
years; Miss Celeste A. I’pham, aged 28 years.
In Waterville, Oct. 29, Mrs. Haunah' B., with ot
Jaa. Gilbert, aged 79 years.
In
Dec. 24, Miss Mary F. Mitchell,
aged 21 year*.
in Wiutlirop, Dec. 25, Mr. John Keker, aged 72 yrs
In Readtield, Dec. 29, Miss Celeste A. uph&m. Preceptress of Bloomfield Academy.
In Norridgewock, Dec. 29, Mrs.
Sylva, wife of
Jotham French.

Waterville,

6*0,080

480,55*
15,093

BESOCBCAS.

891,032,31
(36,891,61

Expense!,
Due from other Banka,
Lawful Money,

Current

Ascent af Mssnl Head.

Oregon correspondent of the Springfield
Rtpublican gives an account of two recent assents ot Mount Hood. A clergyman who
An

TOBACCO—We have no changes to note: the market is dull and prices steady.
VARNISH—No change. The demand continues
to be good lor all kinds.
WOOL—The wool market still continues very dull
and there is no prospect of an improvement at present.
The manufacturers arc losing on their goods as
they

with the first party writes:
"The summit of the mountain is a circular
ridge of three or four hundred yards iu length,
having its outward curve to the north. On this I cannot be
manufactured, with wool at the present
ridge there are three or four eminences rising a rates, without
a loss.
few feet above the average of the ridge. The
for home pursues the demand has
ZINC—Except
is the one to the east, though fallen off. Prices are a shade
highest ofathesefeet
lower.
it is only few
higher than the others. We
FREIGHTS—The engagements for the past week
paesed along the entire ridge and over all these have been more numerous than for a long time. The
elevations. The snow upon them was from six charters reported are the new bark Josephine, lor
Havana, with box shooks at 17c; bark Andes, for
to ten feet in depth, and only in one place did a
Cardenas or Matanxas, at 17 c; brig Clara M. Goodsingle rock project through it. This was the rich, for Havaua
at 17c: bark Brunswick, for Cardeextreme summit of the highest point of the
nas, with box shooks at 17c, and hoaps at $10 per M;
ridge. On this rock, covering them .with a achooner Lottie for Matanzaa, with 6000 box shook*,
large fragment broken from it, we left as me- at20c, and 40c in gold tor sugar back; schooner F. A.
mentoes of our visit two Pacific Christian AdPike, for Sagua, out and hack north of Hatteras, at
$400 per hhd lor molasses and all foreign charges
vocates of July fit, 1866, with the names of the
bark Elixa White, lor Cardenas or Matanzas,
parties written upon them, and some pieces of I paid;
17c lor sugar box shooks.
silver.
Professor A. Wood describes the second exwas

SPECIAL

pedition:
“We have scaled the summit ofMount Hood.
to the warm weather and the advanced
season, immense chasms in the snow have

Owing

formed, rendering

periloue and difficult.

expedition

journey
The

our

exceedingly
grand result of this

is the measurement ol the mountain.
Mount Hood stands unrivalled among
tha mountains of North America.
By an improved method, vis: the boiling water and
thermometer, we aaeertained its height to he
seventeen thousand six hundred and forty feet
above the level of the aea (for the thermometer
■tood at 180 degrees in a hollow forty feet beOur two barometers
low the pinnnacle.)
foiled to indicate the enormous height, oue for
its short graduations, the other for its short
spring. The iormer made an entire revolution
upon the dial, and its indications will be hereatter computed. The mass of the mountain is
volcanio lava and ashes. There is a crater yet
open and constantly emitting sulphurous vapor.
Glaciers are there also, as on Mount
Blanc, composed of clear blue ice, gradually
sliding down tbs awful ravines. The flora is
exceedingly interesting, almost purely Alpine.
We gathered specimens of more than thirty
species peculiar to the mountain, many of
which are new to science."
Abtificiai. Bibds’Nxsts.—The Bulletin de
la Societe d’ Acclimati m contains an interest-

T. E.

!

NOTICES.

Moseley

& Co.,
large stock of Boots
Ladles, Goa demon, Misses and Chil-

Summer street. Boston, offer

a

and Shoes for
dren, at low prices.

jan&dlt

61,837,10

V ^

For l

Mains' Elder

Wine.

Berry

We take

pleasure In announcing that the above
article may be found for sale by all City
Druggists and first class Country Grocers.
As a Medicine Mains’ Wine is invaluable, being
among the best, if not the best, remedy for colds and
pulmonary complaints, as well as one of tho most
agreeable Beverages. Manufactured from the pure
iuiceof the berry, and unadulterated by uuy impure
ugredknt, we can heartily recommend it to the sick
as a medicine, and to the well, as a beverage.
•‘To the days of the need Itaddcth length,
To the mighty it addetn strength,”
’Tis a halm for the sick, a joy for tho well—
Druggists and Grocers buy and sell
named

MAINS* ELDERBERRY
nov

27

s
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Batchelor’s Hair Bye.
account of artificial birds’ neats now used
This splendid Hair Dye is the best in the world.
in some parts of Switzerland under the direcThe only true and perfect Dye—Harmless, Reliable.
tion of the societies formed there tor theprotec.
Instantaneous. No disappointment.
No ridiculous
I
tints. Natural Black or Browu.
Remedies the ill
tion of insectivorous birds :—
effects of Bad Dyes.
the hair, leaving
Invigorates
“One of the members of this description, M.
it solt and beautiful.
The genuine is signsd WilX—,who lives in Yevay, having observed liam A. Batchelor. All others are mere imitations,
and
should
be
avoided.
Sold by all Druggists ana
that many species of that kind select for nests
Perfumers. Factory 81 Barclay street, New Y'ork.
the holes they find in the trunks of rotten
Beware «f a counterfeit.
trees, and that they consequently do not find
November 10, 1800. dlysu
it easy to settle in orchards, where all the trees
are in good Condition,
twenty-five years
began
A Cough, A Cold, or
ago to set up rotten trunks in his grounds; and
since then he has had no need to trouble hiinj
A Sore Throat,
■elf in the least about clearing away caterpillars,
that care being entirely left to his winged
Requires immediate attention,
guests, who perform their duty admirably. M.
AND SHOULD BE CHECKED.
X-’s neighbors, on the contrary who
H allowed to routiuue,
have not had this foresight, have their orchards
laid waste by a host ot verac ous ins ets. The
Irritation of the Lung., a perY verdun Society have gone the lcqgth of placing artificial nests even in tho public walks
manent Throat Disease,
and communal forests, on the borders of the
All
are
now
or Consumption,
these nests
inhabited
lawns, &c.
by hedge-sparrows, redstarts, creepers and
IS often the result.
tomtits—all which may be found iu Switzerland as high up as the perpetual snow line.
BROWX’S
The same practice has found its way into
ing

|

Germany.

The American Lead Pencil.—Faber’s lead
pencils are reliable. Faber himself must be
first cousin to the “reliable gentleman'’ of whom
readers have olten heard. Faber labors under
the disadvantage ot being a foreigner. Three

BRONCHIAL.
HAVING

TROCHES

A DIRECT INFLUENCE TO THE
GIVE IMMEDIATE RELIEF.

PABT9,

For Bioncbitin, Asthma, Catarrh, Con-

sumptive
TROCHES

AltE

aud Tbroat

Disease*,

USED WITH ALW AYS GOOD SUCCESS.

Public Speakers
American Germans (the best kind of Germans)
will find Troches useful in clearing the voice when
have’ undertaken the business of manufactur! taken before Singing or Speaking, and relieving the
ing American pencils out of Amcricau plum- throat after an unusual exertion of the ven al organs.
bago and American wood. For this purpose The Troches are recommended and prescribed by
they have built a factory in Hudson city, N. J,> Physicians, and have had testimonials from eminent
where they employ 175 men, and manufacture
men throughout the country.
Being an article of
true merit, and having proved their efficacy by a test
300 gross of pencils every day except Sunday.
Believing that their pencils would command of many years, each year finds them in new localities in various parts of the world, and the Troches are
the home mraket, they have invested four miluniversally pronounced bettor than other articles.
lions in the undertaking. Also, they have sucObtain only “Bkow'n’h Bronchial Troches”
ceeded. Their pencils are, so for as we can
and do not take any of the worthless imitations
as
judge, good as Faber’s; some people say bet- that may be offered, sold everw iierr
ter; but we cannot go into refinements like the
Dec 4—d&w6m sn
drawing-masters. If any body wants a good reA Mure Pile Cure.
porter’s pencil, let him try an “American No. I DR. GILBERT’S
PILE INSTRUMENT
2,” and express his obligations to us for the cures the worst cases of piles. Sent by mailpositively
on rehint. Gritty? Yes, gritty as old cheese.
ceipt of $4. Circulars fee. Sokl by druggists. Agents
wanted everywhere.
Adiiress J. B. ROMA INK,
Manager, No. 575 Broadway, New- York. oc20d3ni8N
—Two ceremonials of great interest recently took place in Paris. At the Hotel des InCOLGATE & CO.’S,
valides, the veterans and pensioners assembled
WINTER SOAP.
in the chapel, around the remains of Napoleon

I., twenty-six

years having elapsed since they
were brought back from St. Helena by the order of Louis Philippe. On the same day, at
the Chapel of Sorbonne, the few remains there
are left of Cardinal Riohelieu were returned to
the splendid Mausoleum in which they were
laid over two centuries ago, and firoin which

taken by the mob during the Revolution. The restoration of the bones to their
resting place was witnessed by the celebrities 1

they

Singers

aud

Recommended for Chapped Hand* and for
general Tuilet use during Cold Weather. It
may be obtained of all druggists and iancy goods
balers.
»Ndee24tofeblO

Make
NO

were

of France amid great pomp.
—It is reported from Paris that the Empress
Eugenie intends to hold two exhibitions ot her
own daring the next year—one in Trianon, the
other at Malmaison. At Trianon all the furniture and things that have any reference to
Marie Antoinette are to be brought together:
at Malmaison, those
referring to Josepbiue ana
Hortense. They will be, to a certain extent,
loan collections, as the Empress is to address
herself publicly to the proprietors of all suitable relics. The two palaces will be decorated
exactly as they were in the lifetime of these illustrious personages. A “guide," with a historical introduction and a complete index of all
the furniture, dresses, jewels, linen, See., is
said te be already in preparation.

DEPARTURE OF OCEAN STEAMERS
NAME

FOR

FROM

DATE.

Australasian.New York .Liverpool.Jan
Eagle...New York..Havana.Jan
San Francisco.New Y'ork. .California.Jan
Henry Chauncey. .New York.. Aspmpall.Jan
Hibern an.Portland.... Liverpool.Jan
City Washington...New York..Livcrdool_Jan
Atalanta.New York. .Loudon.Jau
Hibernia.New York. .Glasgow.Jan
Pennsylvania.New York. .Liverpool.Jan

9
10
10
li

12

12
12
12
12
Hanza.New York.. Premen..fan 12
Manhattan.Now York.. Hav A VCruz. Jan 16
Cityo» Dublin.New York. .Liverpool.Jan 16
Saxon in.New York.. Hamburg.Jan 19

Miniature Alumnae.Jannarv 9.
Sun rises.7.29 Mn..n lets. 8.41 PM
Sun sets.4.46 Hiuli water. 1.30 PM

By Saving

Own

Your
JLI1IE

and

Soup!

NECESSARY!

Using

Yonr Waste Grease.

BUT ONE BOX OF THE

Pennsylvania

Salt

M’fg. Co’s

MA-RHSTE
PORT

OP

NEWS

PORTLAND.
Tuesday, Jaaufy 8.

May Queen, Bowen, New York for Eastnort.
Sarah, Johnson, Boston lor 1’enobacot.
CLEARED.
Steamer DeWitt Clinton, Prince, Camden ami
Searsport—Ea»i«rn Packet Co.
Sell
Sch

R Lewis & Co are building at their yarddn Westbrook, a first class clipper burquu ol GOo tons, Intended tor the La Plane River trade, and to bo commanded by Capt Lewis, of barque Juan F Pearson.
J S Winslow is having built at his yard in Westbrook a barque of about 500 tons, tor Capt York, late
ol barque Ada G Y ork.

NOTICE TO MARINERS.
In consequence of the numerous disasters which
have occurred at Hart Island, Long Island Sound,
private parties h tve gained permission from the proper authorties and will place on the extreme South
point ol Hart. Island, a Irrge clear white light, wh ch
will be observable at a distance ol ten miles, to bo
lighted on and a ter the I5ih Inst. IMs expecte •
that masters of ateameia and other vessels plxiug
through the Sound, will contribute towards ine necessary expense ot (ending and keeping the light in
order.

disastTers.
Barque Savannah from Nassau, NP, lor Philadelphia. arrived at Fortress Monroe sth inst, short ot
provisions and in a crippled condition, having encountered heavy weather ior the last ton davs, and
lost spars, sails, &c. On the 22d ult, tell in with schr
L P Smith, from Wilmington tor New York, wi h a
cargo ol naval stores, leaki g

Took off tho captain and

crew

and maijiiziust g,»ne.
and abandoned the

Barque Rambler, at New York from HaytL reports
been 14 davs North ol Hatter as, with heavy
NW gales, lost deck load ol logwood, stove bulwarks,
and started a leak.
Sch Ovoca, Mitchell, from Baltimore for Norwich,
New York 5lh inst, in distress, having had
put into
heavy NE gales tor several days, and lost deck load,
stove bulwarks, and washed oil* galley with all the
cooking utensils.
Barque Mary C Dyer, at Now York from Savannah
had heavy gales the euiire imssage, was blown off
five times, split sails, &c.
Barque Annie E Gardiner, wrecked at Grand Turk
15th ult, registered J07 tons, rated A2, was built at
Blueliill in 1857, and owned in New York. She was
formerly known as the Indian Belle.
SAN

DOMESTIC PORTS.
FRANCISCO—Ar 10th lilt, ship Kingfisher

Hauling, New York; 11th, George Peabody, Paine!
Philadelphia.
Sld l-'th, torque Silas Fish, Brandt, New York.
GALVESTON—Ar 5th in»t, sch Izettn, Eaton,

Bangor.
Off the bar. barque ibis, Cr&btree, from New York
lightherind; brig Jennie Cushman Berry, irom Boston, do.
NEW ORLEANS—Ar Sth, sch Gen Knox, from
New York.
Also ar Stli, barques Wallace. Adams, New York;
Courser, Dickey, Havana; brig Beiy Delano, Wil

Jallons

BEWARE OF COUNTERFEITS.

J&~Be particular in asking lor Fenmyhrania Salt
MantUacturlug Co’s Saponiiier.
uolfascodawiy

$1,777,472,15
SOMEBBY, Cashier.

AND DEAUCK

the

do.
Cld 2d.
Ar Gth,

brig SaiahPeters, Wallace, New York.
barque Abbie N Frankl n, from Boston.
Cld 31st, ships Gbas Davenport, Stevens, Liverpool:

Gettysburg, Edge, do.
SAVANNAH—Cld 31st, brigs Thai lee Poole, Sherman, Cadiz; Resolute,Mdicr, Baltimore: sch sylvan.
Blanchard, St John, PR.
CHARLESTON—Sld 4th, ship Mary Ogden, Hath-

Liverpool.
NORFOLK, VA—Ar 3d inst. schs Idaho, Waite
and (Ion Grant. Orchard, Now York.
FORTRESS MONROE—Ar 8tli, barque Savannah,
Horn Nassau, NP, tor Philadelphia, disabled ana
away, lor

M.

Yern.

NEWPORT—Ar 5th, sch Catharine Thomas,Gibbs,
New York tor New Bedford.
Ar 6tb,schs Elizabeth Arcularius. Jackson, Boston
for Richmond; Titmouse, Robbins, Providenco lor
Rappahannock River.
NEW BEDFORD—Ar 5tb, sch Andrew Peters
*
Elizabethport.
EDGARTOWN -Ar 4th, schs Eastern Belle, Kilborn, Baltimore for Boston; Ruth S Hodgdon. Babb
New York tor Rockland.
In portGtb, schs American Chief, Thos llix, Gertrude Horton, Hannibal, Triton, Mary Brewer, Jas
Henry, Superior, Maria Whitney. Eastern Belle,’ and
Ruth S Hodgdon.
HOLMES’ HOLE—Ar Gth, sch Elwood Doran,
Jarvis, Boston tor Philadelphia.
Returned, schs CW Locke, Wm Slater, J E Carnage, Pavili n. Sarah Gardiner, Percy, F A Balziey,
Camilla, Rebeccas Warren. Adml Farragut, Northern Light. Hattie ltoss, and Transit.
Ar 7th, brig Gicndole, Munroe. Mobile for Boston;
sell E G Willard, Parsons, »m Philadelphia for Port-

land.

BOSTON- Ar 7th, barques Otago, Taylor, Algou
J Lorlng, Loring, New ■irlean*'.
Cld 7th, sch Martha, (Br) Dwyer, St John, NB, via
Portland.
Ar Sth, brig Marshall Dutch, Coombs, EUizabelhporf.
SALEM—Sld 7th, sch Lucy. (Irom Ka8tin.it) fur
New York; Active, (from Frankfort) for Baltimore.
BATH*—GW 5th, ship Vigilate, (new, ot Bowdoin
ham) Neally, lor New Orleans.
Cld 7th, 'barque Isaac Rich, (new) Aiborn tor
Havana.

Bay, CGH;

fUKKlCX PORTS.

■■

Review oi the Portland
and

Begnotu
ult,
Messina.
Ar at Valencia 13tli ult,
1st

baique Ot eau Steed Flinn.

barque Susan A Bluiadell,
Sawyer, Callao.
Ar at Havre 13th ult,
barque liar,esc Home,Berry,

New York.
SM no Cnxliaven 14th, ship ColAdauts, Morse, for
New York.
At Cloree 6th nit. brh™ Mary Fltiutnier, Beattie,

4

..

AO INCREASE JX THE PRICE
Of the Daily

EIGHT

holding

against

requested

are

We

partners

under the

name

Noyes.

and style of Stanwood £
GEO. M. STANWOOD,
D. P. NOYES.

January 1,1867.

CONGRESS

large

I

and

|

twelve dollars

as

Matter

Expressly Prepared

An

WM, t'AFEN,
present at
OSGOOD’S, 19 M4BKBT NQI4BE.
Reters aa specimens 01 bis work to tbs ibilowiug
signs:—Lowell ft Voider, Bailey & Noyes, Ocean insurance Ck>., and others uu Exchange street: Crosmau & Co., Vcblotterbeck «R Co., Lowell & Venter,
and others on Congress street: W. X. Kilbmn «V Co.,
A. D. Reeves, and others on hVet street.
jaufeilin*

Agricultural

Department,

Rev. WILLIAM A. DREW, of Augusta*
veteran

Journalist, widely and favorably known is
a contributor lor sometime past to tls
Press
the signature of “Traxi."
Mr. Drew’i
special qualification* for this work need no kei aiding
The
a

Maine,

and

over

Shipping

House and Lot tor Sale at Ferry
Village, Cape Fliizabeth.

News

of the

Week

Will be published without abridgment in the StatI
Press, as will also the

eold at a bargain. It applied for toon,
itory Houae. Maid Houm u 21 by
L 12 by 22 feet, Uniehed throughout,
and nituated within elaty rode of the Ferry Oilicu.
Term. : one half down, the balance ui oue and
be

WILL
31 feet with

Review of the Portland

a nuw
an

Markets,

And the

two year*.

Brighton
WEBSTER.
JaiueLw*

Market

Be^oris.

To

country traders the weekly report of Portlasl
prices currrent alone will be well worth the subscription price. In addition to a careful

JPAINTS AND OIL CUTAT

Digest of General and Stale News,

Just received in bond, and tor sale duty free, ibr
the burnt

for its Columns

To be conducted by the

at

ASA T.
8, lStif.

ten or

year,

AUCCSSSGB TO

use uu

In other States is ottered for

year.

shall add to it* attractions during the coming

We

PAINTER,

Jan.

as
a

carefully made up ns if it were a perfectly independent publication. It contains from week to week,
the most
tan t articles which appear in thu
daily,
together with a considerable amount of

THOtk K. JONES,

Apply to
F.rry Village. C. £.,

YEAR .'

paper,

as

STREET. 347

Poeseesion given immediately.

a

la not like many weeklies, a mere waste bosket tor
the leavings of the daily edition. It is designed to be

Fresh Lot of CHOICE WORSTEDS, now opening
by
L. n. CABVLANS,
ml Congress street.
January 8. dlw

SIGN

expect to furnish

THE MAINE STATE PRESS

_jan9d3w

WORSTEDS!
347

For

A

Tlie Lar|*cst in tho State,

business will be continued by the remaining

The

Press.

DOLLARS

u>

present them tor payment, and those Indebted will
please call aud settle at the old staud, Mo. 17J Commercial street.
CYRUS STAPLES,
GEO. M. STAN WOOD,
I>. P. NOYES.

district,

W. aball alau tarnuk weekly

Sir icily Pare English Lead sad Oil !
Rchuilders will eitect a great saving by purchasing
in this way.
Every description of PAINT STOCK at the lowest
rates by
3. W. PBBKINM Ac CO.,

Miscellaneous

Beading

a

page of

for the

Family.

The weekly edition is made up in eight
large pages,
of six columns each, and is the

janftlJt___W Commercial street.

Largest Weekly Paper ia New Cuglaai

Notice.

It is offered to the public at the low price of

TP Mlaa SARAH BATSON wiUguorwrita to Hew
L York, Fulton Street, No. 168, .he wlU there hud
a considerable ram of
money, loll there In the hand,
of a gentleman lor her. If .he la not In the
city of
Portland, will her Mend, please .end tbie to her
wherever .lie may bo.
F. CHASE.
Jan Dd3t«

2 DOLLARS A YEAR, invariably in abtancs.
club of NEW subscribers, elev en copies will
twenty dollars, and the aarno discount *
offered to larger club*.
To

a

be sent for

Lost!
Center and Oak streets,
long black
BETWEEN
WHIP. The tinder will be suitably rewarded
It

NOTICES

a

Help Wanted.
number of hands will bo employed
ANY
work made ont of the ahop.

on

thin

J. T. LEWIS & CO.,
Apply to
jaPdlwNo ttQalt Block.

FEW

boarders
A at No 28gentlemen
Paris Street. Apply

can

—-

be accommodated
DFERJabd2w»

to T. P. S.

_

QUARTERLY REJPORT
Of the

oonditlon of the

the State oi Maine,

on the morning of the Flret
Monday of January, 1867.

ance.

Since the Press has been under the editorial management ot Mr. Klcbardson, Its editorials have Less
lugh toned and reliable, w ielding a powerful influence over its patrons on all politic
matter*. Hi
has taken a inirstaud, alwa sdiscussing topics ins
dignifind manner, yet leaning in all viiai issues with
his party. While we cannot always agree with all ol
ids jRilitlcal notions, we heartily bear witness
,t*
ability, character ami culture he bus displayed in its

BzaotntoKs.

Note* and Bill* Discounted,
Indebtedness

388,679,87

ofDirectors,

(12,700.

Overdrafts,
Current Eapenses,

0 uo

2,413,36
32,230,01

One from

National Banks,
terns, Including Revenue Stamps,
11,000,00
Circulating Notes of other National Banks, 4,470,Oo
Circulating Notes of State Banks,
304,00
Fractional Currency,
116,08
Legal Tender Notes,
13,218 00
Cash I

Compound

Interest

Notes,

management, and wish him and the proprietors eves
more prosperity in the next year than it has had is
the past.
Its news is judiciously and
careftilly selected sni
a general culture nnd
literary taste characterises its
contents. As a good tfcmiiy
newspaper it lias no superior; and while Mr. Lincoln occupies the city suitor’s chair there will be no lark of local
news, as it
is generally acknowledged in that
depuruneui he tuft
no equal in the State.
The enlargement argues a proa] •emus
business, st
least for nr cotemporary, and we hope it will novel
be found necessary to curtail the dimensions ot thlf
cuterprisiug and re*]triable sheet.

47.400 00

U. S. Bonds deposited with D. 9. Treasurer,
to secure Circulating Notes,
200,000 00
U.S. Bonds and Securities on hand,
2,000 00

(762,920^32
LLaJUi.tT(II.

Capital Stock, paid in,
Surplus Fund,
Profit and Loss,

FHESS.

(From the Portland Advertiser, Jan. 2.]
The Daily Press appoaredyesterdav morning In si
enlarged form It >s now tully equal in size to am
daily paper in New England, in the arrai.gems*
ol reading matter it lias returned to the
original style
which ve think quite an improvement in its apt*ar*

National Traders Bank of Portland,
In

THE

(From the Portland Evening Star, Jan. l.j J
The Daily Press appears this morning in an enlarge • lorm, making u now fully equul in sizo to an'
newspaper in New England. The editor, ii
daily
his New Year’s Salutatory, shows that the success o
the paper lor the post year ha* been most gratiiying
and we are glad of its prosperity. The return to th.
original style of arranging the contents ot the papei
is one of the most agreeable features ot tbe
change.

Board.
INCt.

OF

(From the Eastern Argus, Jan. 2]
—The Press appeared yesterday morning enlarge*
by the aduitiou of 2$ inches to the length ol Its
umns.
Its make-up has also been
changed again
and on the whole it presented a
decidedly unprov*
appearance. Oili cotemporary’s “new cletLco” ar
somewhat larger than ours, but the
biggest are no
always the best.”

at the Broom Manufactory of R. N,
by leaving
BROWN & CO., comer ot Congress and Washington
Jan«d3t
streets._

(From the Lewiston Journal, Jan. 1.]
The Portland Pres* lias increased In* sizo equivalent to an addition of three or tour column*. Thin
enlargement, following so closely upon its r« surrSti*
Uon trow the a*hi s of the great tire, shows that thtf
It advocates and its efforts to cater to th*
principles
literary tnstes of its readers are appreciated by 0+
puoiic. The a Mitional *p ce now obtained wuf\
devoted to selections from current literature.

260,000 00
30,000
18,678.24
48.678.24

Circulating Notes received,all In circulation,223,230 oo
Individual Deposits,
223,868,91
Due to National Banks,
4,061,17
Stats Bank Circulation,
2,272 oo
outstanding.

[From the liangm Whig.]
Portland Press was enlarged on the into
about the size of the Boston Da.lv ft»t
January
and Advertiser—which are our largest New
England
dadics- and it now makes a very handsome
appear*
ance.
This evidence of prosperity on tiio part of so
reliable
and
a paper as the Press is gratify
lag.
r shows, too, that Portland has lost
nothing.>i y i.*,*
enterprise or resource, by the great lire, but that its
course is still onward—tli.it its business is in fact
tocreasing, notwithstanding the anpar.nt calamity of
—

The

to

8732,920,32

EDWARD

MI

January 8—dst

___

IIEXEX

Stock A

1

LO, Cashier.

E.

II OOl),

|

Specie Broker

Dealer in Government

last year—and that its promise of commercial
greatis certain to be Ailfilled. The Press is
an.oM
tlie best of the New England papers, and its preseat
a
Is
credit
to the State.
appearance

IN P»re Street,
FOB SALE THIS DAY :
IS shar,. National Traden Bank,
$3000 Portland Bonds.
$2000 Cape Elisabeth ik.nd*,
$1000 Bangor Bonds,
$’2000 Bath Bonds,
$1000 U. S. Five Twenties,
$1000 U. 8. Seven Thirties,
$2000 American Gold.
Ja8<13t
N*.

Cleansed

[From the Bath Times.)
The Portland Press comes out
greatly enlarfed, and we *u*|ieci it now gives another set tier t«> *£§
Question which la
the principal paper in Portland"
It is bound to distance its competitors.
[From the Worcester (Mass.,) 9pv.]
The
new

Jan

SPOKEN*.

8—dtf_

the same unrivalled quality manu&ctured by
us lor the last ten years, we are now ureoartu to
tarnish customers and t

OF

JatdSt

KM Congress St.

year

with enlarged sheets and manifest sign* ^
Pi ess and

arc

dully

Ioup regarded

:

as one

Maine,
of the ablest of

latter

our

exchange*.
E3T*
er

Camphor Ice.

Pitksfj.—Among the papers tiiat commence tbi

the Portland
the lLiru.,ni
Eosperity,
veuing Press. The forme* is the largest and KH
and the
In the State of

and liepaired

to his usual business of Cleansing ami
Impairing
Clothing of all kinds with his usual promptness.
^""Second hand Clothing for sale at lair prices

food

ness

Securities,

BY

Sopt 7, lat 63 S, Ion 64, ship John Barbour, 7C days
trom New Tori lor Ac apulco.
lice 31, lat 40ko N, lun wt 17, sch M C Moseley, of
Franklin, k days trout Hallowell tor Baittmoro.
Jan 1, lat 41 36, Ion 'iu 33, barque St Dotniniqt«Horn Boston for Montevideo.

u

There will be

■

WILLIAM BLOWN, formerly at $1 Federal
street, is now located at his new store No 04 Federal st, a lew doors below Lime street, will attend

lieu New York lor

Markets,

accurate

heretofore.

mutual consent Cyrus Staples* interest In
BYfirm
and atler this date. All persons
hills
the late tlrm

Clothing

brig L I. Wadsworth, Bailey,
Aspiuwall.

an

Bepsrl of TOniue Shipping,
foreign and domestic ports, will bs published

in

Copartnership.

HAS

snt mi

W«

Yuli uud Accurate market Reports,

IN

H. REDDY, Proprietor.

Dissolution of

short of

provisions.
BALTIMORE—Ai 7tli, sth James Bropliv, Packard, Providence.
Ar Sth, brig Kate Foster, (oi
Cherryfleld) Foster,'
Demerara.
Below, barque Jennie Prince, from Portland.
Cld 5th, schs C W Elwell, Long, Savann ;h; FA
Bailey, Sherman, Portsmouth.
Cld 7th, sch W hi Arthur, Andrews, New Bedford.
PHIL \DKLPHIA—Cld 5th, brig Mecosta, Dunbar, Matnnzas.
NEW YORK—Ar 5tli, s-to Ovo^a, Mitchell, Baltimore for Norwich; P L Smith, Brown, Mach ins.
Ar Gth, barque Emma C Litchfield, Dawson, New
Orleans; brig Montrose, Peterson,.VIansanilla; Selma, Gibbs, Savannah; schs Ann Parker, Berry im
Portland; C M Rich, Aiuesbury, Rock port.
Ar 7th, ship C Grinned, Spencer, London; barque
1
Rambl r, Lamb, Hai ti.
Cld 7th, ships Albert Gelatin, Delano,
Liverpool;
Peruvian, Powers, N Orleans, brig Hazard, Cottrell
Ncriolk; sch A J I>yer, Kelley, Elizabethpoit.
PROVIDENCE—Ar 7lh, sch Hattie E Dodge, Ea•
ton, Calais.
Ar 7th, sch Grape-shot, Dunbar, Alexandria.
Below, brig Circasmon, Tucker, ftu Grand Turk.
BRISTOL—Ar 7th, sch Adriana, Eastman, New

Cotter**
We have alee engaged

same.

JanJdtf

A

the

forwarded by telegraph from al parte of the United
States, from Canada, and irom England. A v.eeklj

GENTS’ FURNISHINO GOODS,
No. 107 FEDERAL STREET.
We have in store one of the finest assortment of
ENGLISH, GERMAN, FRENCH and DOMESTIC
CLOTHS, CASS1MMKES, etc., that can be found in
Portland. These goods have boon selected with great
care and especially adapted to the iushionablo Crude,
and at prices that cannot tail to please, aud all gooda
thoroughly shrunk and satisfaction guaranteed.
A call is respectfully solicited. Thankful to friends
for past patronage, hoping to merit a continuance of

son.

—«-ofc-

eiucllcnt

C.

REDDY,
MERCHANT TAILOR,

MH.

ARRIVED.

(Patents of 1st and 8th Feb., 185U.)

It will make 12 pounds
hard aoap or 25
of the very best sort soap tor only about 30 cts
erections ou each box.
For salo at all Dru" and
*
Grocery stores.

B,

already destroyed

which renders heie would he sorry to miss.
shall have

our

SAPONO’IER.
CONCENTRATED LYE.

ju9dlt

arms

Daily Summary of Maine News

UM*$

ceases on

having

Come at Last!

f

--—

vessel.

Long Sought

23,761,67
43,46

_

to

from Augusts every morning, tarnishing s sysop*
sis of the previous day’s proceedings.
To the people of Mains, and especially to poopls
who have business relations with Portland, we hops
to make the Press more valuable than any paper
published outside of tho State can possibly be. W#
shall publish the some telegraphic summary as otlisr
Wo shall not publish
New England newspapers.
special dispatches from Washington, hut wo ihall
have regular correspondence from that point, and s

$1,777,472,16

V. S. Securities,
Beal Estate,

appeal

Special Dispatches

611,659,17
15,911,23
144,628,76

Loan,

on

Regular Curreapendenla ia Waahingtaa,
Saw Yarb, Batlaa and Aagueta,
and occasional correspondents at various points
throughout the State. During the aeasrou ot the
Legislature, ws shall publish

LIABILITIES.

Deposits,
Due to oilier Banka,
Profits,

has

Will be continued.

January 1, 1807.

State Bank,

telegraph

Canadian

Canal National Bank of Portland,

Circulation

in

system by which our foreign news has for years Use
furnished by steamer, aud already the Tribune has
its special correspondents established in almost
every capital m Europe. Weccnno rival the feats ul
New Turk Journalism but we must be governed by the
same considerations.
In view of the intimate relations existing between Maine aud the British Provinces by which she is environod, Wu arc happy te
announce that
brvRwink’s”

*. P. GEBRISII, Cashier.

Capital Stock,
Circulation,

conflict, resulting

The Atlantic

22,116,53

of H.

Kendall's Mills, Dec. 22, Wm. H. Jakins and
Mrs. Martha E. Stinson.
In Waterville, Dec. 25, Dr. H. M. Adams, of Woodstock, and Lottie K. Hill, of W.
In Fair lie.d, Dec. 29, Milton T. Emery and Lizzie
A. Uifiord.
In China, Dec. 24, Daniel Wentworth and Eliza
F. Mitchell.

622,850
29,084,11
4,842

Notes of other Banks,
Specie and Lawful Money,

Portland.
In Hartford, Dec. 23, by Mosul Alley, Esq., Harvey
Bartlett and Mis* Aurel a II. Osgood, daughter of
Mtt). Apollas Osgood, all of H.
In Clinton, Jan. *, by Rev. Mr. Richardson, Geo.
D. Arnold, Esq., of Skowlieg&n, ami Miss Ella M.
Weymouth, ot o.
In Hampden, Dec. 31, D. Wilbur Brown, of PortAt

1,161,881,42

Items,

Cosh

and

and tho victorious supremacy of tho democratic principle. We have enteral ou a sta*e of transition, which
seems likely to prove longer than most of us anticipated. The Press will insist upon a settlement
which will secure the fruits of our victory. Nothiug
ie settled till it is settled light. We must have democracy at the South as well as at tho North—equal
rights for all secured by equal laws, ttooJoiu of
speech, freedom of the press, impartial suUrace. Of
the profound convictions of the Republican party of
Maine, the Press will remain a faithful exponcut.
The present year will probably Witness the extension of the telegraph round tho world. Tho completion of that great enterprise will compel a change,
which has already begun, in the management of
newspapers. The leading features of the world's
history will be registered from «lay to day by tho telegraph. The expense of special disputches Item all
parts of the world will prove too great for single
newspapers, and correspondence will regain something ot Its old Importance. New8pa]«r associations
or news agents will assume the task of funnelling
the daily dispatches, while correspondents will furnish details, explanations and illustrations, by mall.

——

LARGE LOT of LADIES' HEAVY WOOLEN
SNOW BOOTS, for the house or street,

4

J\.

hand,

with but lew transactions.
TINS— There is a lair dornand for an kinds of
ting. Stocks have been replenished by recent arrivals
from Europe, and prices are a shade lower.

Jealousy

Jan 9—<13t

Jaaaary

been

ty of Maine. It was impossible for the controlling
party of the State to remain voiceless In this city,
l'he Prlss will continue to delend tho
principles t-f
the Liberal
party of America. The wai has closed
one great
cycle in our national history—the cycle
daring which aristocracy at the South and democracy at tho North grew up side by side, a period of

LIABILITIES.

and buck shot.
LAs

lately

300,000

_

matter per year.

f
Young
Man;” “The Skeleton at the Banquet” (with j
illustration, by Aug. Hoppin); “Our Contributors’ Club, No. 2” (with illustration, by H. L.
Stephens); “Bulletin of New Books.” “Woman in the Rain,” is a suggestive and carefully
considered article ou the much-mooted topic
of Woman’s Rights; “The Ambishus Young
Man” is from the pen of the inimitable N'aaby.
The sayings and doings of the “Contributors'
Club,” reported in the style ot Wilson’s Nodt*,

literature, grave or gay, such as we have
obliged to omit altogether.
Wbnt the character of the paper thus enlarged will
its
be,
past history will show. The Press was established primarily to represent the Republican par-

currout

202,977
Circulation Merchants Bonk,
7,071
Deposits,
015,883,29
Due other Banks,
3,579,72
——-$1,228,281,24

Geo. C. Goodwin St Co.,
n
Wholesale Agents, Boston.

as stocks.

>

The enlargement of our daily edition is equivalent
the addition of between three ami four columns to
This additional space will be devoted to details of important events, which we have heretofore
been obliged to give in brief, and to selections from

*1,733,83
10,277,03

Capital Stock,
Profit and Lots,
Circulation,

PRESS,

its size.

4<n’o5o'
u'85g

Stocks,

year w# presented

to

71 46.1 03

Specie,
Lawful Money,

so

readily, or met with such universal approval. For
Sleeplessness, Loss of Energy, Peculiar Female
Weaknesses ami Irregularities, and all the .earful
mental and bodily Bymptoms that follow in the train
ot nervous diseases, Dodd’s Nervine is the best remedy known to science. Sold by all druggists. Price $1.
augllsnlyd&w

541,273,01

CB.

land,

Eggs are shmling down. Potatoes are plenty, aud
choice ones command $2 26<£2 50 per bbl. Shipping
Noethekn Lights.—Number Two of this potatoes bring 5(Jc(a$0 per bushel. Cranberries are
selling at $4^4 60 per bushel.
promising magazine is published. Its contents
PROVISIONS—There is more firmness in the pork
embrace “Neighbors’ Wives," chapters V. VI., I market, and holders are stiff in their
prices, In
beef there is no change and the market is
j
“The
Mountain
quiet.
VIL;
Path,” (withillustration, ! Hogs from Illinois and
arc selling at 94m
Michxgan
by Hammatt Billings); “Woman in the Rain;’’ I0$c, and the market is well supplied with handsome
ones.
“Among the Periodicals" (with illustration, by j
RICE—We continue our quotations. Rangoon is
H. L. Stephens); “An Ocean Sunrise;” “Ra |
selling at 10cand Carolina at 12$.
chel and Riatori
“The Ambishus

DAILY

new

A Paper Enlarged la the eiac af ihc
largest
New England Dsilin.

-11,228,201,24

now

tive organs.
No preparation

i***?’

1807.

With the opening of the
to the leaders of the

l'ortlanri, tie., Jaa 7,1807.
RkssbllaXB CBAM, President.
(.baulks Paysox, CAshler.

BBADBCK1,
Druggist, Bangor.

LEATHER—Prices unchanged. The sales have
been lair for the market.
LIME—The supply is large but prices are unchanged, though the demand has slackened off.
LUMBER—The supply of all kinds is good, but
the demaud is more moderato just now. Southern
pine is lower, there being large quantities of it here
and great difficulty in finding purchasers for a cargo.
MOLASSES—No change; transactions light as well

NAVAL STORES—Quiet and unchanged with
but light demand.
OAKUM.—The market is quiet with but small
demand.
OILS—Whale oil has shaded down. Portland kerosene is firm at 70c for
single cask, 074 for five casks
aud 65 for 10U0 gallons or more.
ONIONS—The market is well supplied and prime
silver-skins are selling at $2&2 25 per bbl.
PAINTS—No change from last week’s quotations,
rather favor buyers. The demand has
though

For

Merchants National Bank,

Bo*1 E*'*1*'
C»*l> Items,
Due from other Banks,
U. S. Bonds and Notes,
National Bank Billa,
Sutlo Bank Bills,

FrESS

THE

tux

or

Du.

In this city, Jan. 1, at St. Luke’s Church, by Rev.
Alex. Burgess, Geo. W. R. Pollock and Miss Anna
D. McArthur* both of Portland.
In this city, Jan. 7, by Dr. H. A. Lamb, Gao. T.
Grows, Esq., and Miss Ellen D. Wentworth, both ot

pipe.

PHOSPECTU8.

QUARTERLY STATEMENT

can
•om Burns.

Sou

HAY—Pressed is coming forward very freely, and
the price has been reduced to $2i%22 per ton.
HIDES AND SKINS—Dull and but little doing.
Prices axe unchanged.
IKON—The reduction in the price of gold has
reduced the prices of iron, bat dealers are firm, expecting an increase in the tariff
LARD—There is a firmer tendency in lard, and
prices are more regular.
LEAD—We note a decline of one cent for sheet and

relation to the English Co-operative societies.
“Shapes of a Soul" is by Mrs. Piatt, and “The
House Oppoeite,” a rather sensational short
story, by Maria L. Pool. The editorial chapter
of “Nebula” in this number is particularly
good.
The Galaxy is now the only fortnightly in
this country, If we mistake not, the only one
prices
published in English. It is very beautifully
market is well supplied and prices
printed, in large clear type, with a handsome arePLASTER—The
lower. We quote soft at $2 00 aud hard at $2 uu
cover,commands and some ol fhe most vigorous per ton. Ground is selling at $9 00 at wholesale and
$10 at retail.
and sprightly pens in America, giving its readPRODUCE—Cut meats are in good supply withers for $9, something over 2700 pages of
reading out any change in prices. Poultry
is plenty.

at

the
It is a difficult task for the President of the
Senate or Speaker to make up his committees
with equal justice to all.
Some persons are

upward tendency.

FISH—No ehange to note from last week. Demand light and market dull.
FLOUR—There Is bettor feeling, and the market
Is firmer, especially for all choice grades. The stocks
are not large, aud there is but little
coming forward.
FRUIT—There is a slight decline lnraisius. No
change in other fruits.
GRAIN—Corn is higher and firm at onr increased

In the early settlement of our
country the
greatest anxiety was, how our people could get France; Past, Present and
Future," is the subenough of good Wholesome food. Now the jeut of a thoughtful and carefully prepared armanner of living hat
changed, to that many ticle by Mr. George M. Towle; Mr. Winwood
people really suffer, and enough of every kind Reade discourses of “The London Clubs,” and
around them. Why is this? It is because their
Mr. George Wakeman on the mysteries of adfood distresses them. Buy one bottle of Main’s
vertising. “The Poor Capitalists,” by Marie
Elderberry Wine and you will get relief. Then -Howland, gives some interesting particulars in

buy a

unchanged.

are

—A correspondent of the Biddeford Journal

yet, perhaps
surely.

This outline of the discourse gives no hint of
its affluence of suggestion and illustration, its
grace of anecdote and force of expression.
These the audience expected, and waa not die-

washed

near

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

firm.

BREAD—The demand for ship is quito light, in
consequence of the dullness in freighting business.
Pricos are unchanged.
BOX SHOOKS—Thero hive been some transactions through the week at 75c fur the first quality.
Shippers are unwilling, under the existing state of
the market In Cuba, to pav more than 7u to 75c,
while manufacturers are unwilling to part with their
•too ks at lets than 66c.
BUTTER—There is an ample supply of good solid
butter, which is selling at 35<g)40c, the latter price being asked for primo quality,
CANDLES—Prices unchanged for Trowbridge’s
moulds, for which there is a fair demand.
CHEESE—A good supply is in the market and
prices are steady, Country cheese can be purchased
at l@2c lower than our quotations.
CEMENT—Thci market is well supplied and prices

Scott's brook. A force of workmen
was put to work
repairing damages, and the
road is now again in running order.
—At a fire in Bangor, Tuesday night, Henry

comes

centuries, bat at last

for

are

—Land on Sandy River, under cultivation,
is worth two hundred dollars per aero.
—The Machias Republican informs us during
the recent heavy Tains, about forty feet of Wliit-

warns

not

The characteristic feature* of th* past week, in
commercial circles, has been dullness. There are but
few changes to note In price* of commodities. Merchant*, generally, are taking account of (took*, and
preparing for the Spring bu sluts*.
Gold was quite steady last week at about 133$.
On Monday, 7th, It advanced, selling at high as 133$,
but receded and closed at 133$. Tuesday It opened
at 134$, sold down to 133{, closing at 131$.
APPLES—Tho market continues to be well supplied, and large quantities have been sold to go abroad.
Good sound truit commands from $2 so to $4 56 per
bbl. Dried apples are linn at our quotations.
ASHES—The demand lor pots is quite limited and
there are no transactions to speak ot.
BEANS—Tho market is not overstocked anti prices

—Several of the merchants of Saco have
opened Thief accounts, to which they charge all
of the goods they have stolen, and when any

away

Jan. 2. 1867.

FOE THE WEEK ESDIhO

yard.

neyville and Machiasport Railroad was

SPECIAL NOTICES.

Keriew of the Jlurkrt

—The Saco Democrat gays William Rowell,
of Alfred, was found dead on the road between
Alfred and Springvale. It is supposed he got
bewildered in the storm week before last and
froze to death. He leaves a family in Allred.
—The Biddeford Union reports that Mr.
Samuel Clark of Keunebunk
accidentally
broke hjs leg while rolling logs in his mill

strong, masterful characters our institutions
A rich, cosmopolitan manhood,
may form.
simpler and nobler than the world has yet seen,
is sure one day to grace this new world—not

comparative

London Society.—The

laws, or sciences, or
industries, which gives these

historic nations their rank and precedence. It
is always the man, rather than any accomplishment or incidental characteristic, who in history attracts our eyes and holds our admiration.
American manhood promises to excel
any which
has heretofore been
developed. The blending
of equal
races, meeting upon this continent,
will give rise to a richer
product than has yet
been seen. The moral discipline through which
we have passed and are
passing is such as no
nation has received before. The quiet courage
with which our people turned from the pursuits
of peace to warlike endeavor, the boundless en-

oft' the track.

ing himself

than any arts, or

more

pected shortly

Ocean Insurance Co,—At a meeting of the
stockholders of this Company, held Monday,
the following gentlemen were elected Direct-

and Geo. A.

I sound judgmont aud unswerving will, which
wherever they exist form centers of power and
influence. It is the manhood of Greece aud
Borne and France and Germany and England,

—

upon him, striking him in the back with so
much force as to throw him
completely from
the sleigh.
He was quite stunned by the
blow but succeeded in retaining his hold
upon
his own horse who had become
unman-

Subsequently

Christian Association Lectures#
largest audience of the season assembled
at State Street Church last evening, to listen
to Dr. Storrs’ lecture on “American Manhood.”
Manhood, the lecturer defined, to constat of the
The

The

(From the Bangor Times.]
Portland Dailv Press comes to

»bly enlargedIand
his

with

wo

have

Connecticut

us

consid-

return to its old style ol
soon aiwx th
ffrest tlre-to a ^ize oquai with the
leading Bo*r
dallies, speaks favorably for the prosperity of
city and indicates a good degree of cute, prize on u
partol the proprietors. IV Press Is edited
ability, has *We contributors, and as the
paper ei the dominant party, is a power in Uio

make-up.

a

enlargement— so

NEWS I

LATEST
BY TELEGIiAPH

PRESS.

iny officers praying for a longevity ration
Referred.
Several petitions against the
duty on steel
in favor of increased tariff' on
wind, and on
other subjects were presented and
appropri"

_-

9, 1807.

Wednesday Morning, January

Mr. Sumner presented a
remonstrance of
colored, citizens of Massachusetts against the
admission of Nebraska under the Constitution,
restricting suffrage to whites. Ordered to lie

LEGISLATURE OF MAINE.
PRESS.]
Augusta, Jan. 8.

LlsPATCH TO THE LAXLY

State House,
SENATE.

Prayer was offered by Rev. Mr. McKenzie, of
Augusta.
A communication was received from Geueral
John L. Hodsdon, accepting the effico of Ad-

jutant General; also from Aaron P. Emerson
and John S. Baker,
accepting the office of

Councillors.
A joint convention of both branches was
held, and the same gentlemen were duly qual-

ified.

An order

den,

Mr. Brown, of Hampfrom the House, instructing the

introduced by

casio

committee on Kules and Orders to enquire into tho expediency of a new committee on Legal
Reforms, to bo composed of members who have
no private interest involved against such reform, distinct from the public good.
motion of Mr. Crosby, all after the words
legal reforms were stricken off, and the order passed as thus amended.
A joint select committee on the Governor’s
On

Message was appointed, on the part of the Senate consisting of Messrs. Foster, Perkins and
Robie.
Alter the Committees

following petitions

were

announced the
received:
were

8. J, Denins and

other, for charter of thf
Augusta, Hallowoll & Gardiner Horse Railroad. Petition of the Selectmen of the town
of Dexter, in behalf of said town, for authority to loan its credit in aid of the construction
of tho Dexter & Newport
which were
Railroad,
severally referred.—Adjourned.
BOUSE.

After tlio committees

Stevens,

of

were

.were

referred to the Cotnmil-

tee on the Judiciary:
Petitions of Mayor of Augusta for amendment of city char ter.
Petition of city of Augusta for additional legislation .to enable them
to maintain a free bridge.
Petition of city of
Augusta for authority to raise and expend
money to improve water power within its limits. Petition of Kennebec Water Powor Company for amendment of charter and authority
to raise the dam at Augusta.
ilr. Shepley, of Portland, presented
petition
of managers of the Asylum for Disabled Soldiers for cession of jurisdiction of land known

Togus Mineral Spring estate, for a military
asylum, with accompauyiug bill. Also an act
as

cede to the jurisdiction of the United States
certain lands in Portland for a Custom House.
to

Referred

to Judieiary Committee.
Pennell, of Harpswell, presented petifor aid to Harpswell Academy.
Referred

Mr.
tion

to Committee on Education.
Mr. Jackson, of Brunswick, presented petition of Cabot Manufacturing Company, for increase of capital; referred to Committee on

Manufactures.

Also an act to

incorporate the
Equal Rights Mining Company; referred to

the Committee on Mercantile Aifairs.
Mr. Xitcomb, of Augusta, presented the remonstrance of George Brown
against the right
of Joseph F. Morrill to a seat from Chelsea.—
This is the only contested seat.
Referred to
the Committee on Elections.
Mr- Oak, ot Garland, presented an

order,

which passed tho House, that, the Senate concurring, all petitions, orders, bills and resolves
relating to private legislation, submitted attar
February 1st, and all relating to legislation of
a public nature submitted after
February 8th,
be

referred,

without debate, to the next
Legisand that the several
committees, ex-

lature :
cept the Committeo on [Finance, report finally'
on or before
February 15th; and that the Legislature adjourn finally as soon thereafter as a
proper disposition of the business then before
it will allow.—Adjourned.
Gov. Chamberlain has appointed as his Aides
Brigadier Geneial Selden Connor, of Fairfield;
Brevet Brig. Gen. George Y'arney, of
Bangor;
Brevet Brig. Gen. Thomas Hyde, of Bath;
and Brevet

Brig.

the table.
Mr. Williams
reported from the Finance
Committee a resolution appropx'iating $15,000
to
defray the expenses of the joint committee
oil Retrenchment. Passed.
Mr. Williams offered a resolution w hich was
adopted asking the President if any violation
of tho civil rights bill had come to his knowwhat steps had been taken to
ledge, and if so,
punish tho offenders.
called
Mr. Cragin
up the bill relative to pension agents.

explained

Mr. Lane

the bill, pending the
consideration of which the morning° hour exand
the
went
over.
pired,
subject
Mr. Sherman, fr om tho Finance
Committee,
reported a resolution in favor of refunding to
tho Winona & St. Peters Railroad
Company,
the sum paid by them in duties en railroad
iion.
Mr. Howard introduced a bill
authorizing
the payments ol tho rewards ottered
by the
President and officers of the War
Department,
lor the capture of Jettersou Davis,
it is the
same as tne» bill introduced last
session and
referred to the Finance Committee.
The bill to admit Nebraska was taken
up.—
Tlie question was upon Mr. Brown's amendment. A long debate followed which was
participated in by Messrs. Sumner, Cowan, Urirnes
ana others.
The debate on the subject continued at considerable length, during which Mr. Wade
made a long argument in favor of the bill.
Mr. Edwards replied that there was
nothing
in tne Constitution to prevent
Congress from
enforcing equal rights iu the territories until
they become States.
Mr. Morrill ottered a resolution
instructing
the Senate to furnish the Secretary of State
with the usual certificate of its passage
by a
two-thirds vote by each House. Adopted.
The subject of war contracts was referred to
the Military Committee.
Mr. Cresswell spoke iu favor of the Nebraska
hill and the amendment.
He said he was a
uew convert to negro suffrage, hut denied the
right of white citizens of that State to disfranchise black citizens.
Mr. Saulsbury asked if negroes voted in

Maryland.

announced, Mr.
Augusta, presented the following

petitions, which

Gen. John M.

Portland.

Brown,

of

Ex Gov. Cony has been appointed Agent to
adjust the suspended war claims of the State
with the general government.

Mr. Cresswell said they did in 1810, but now
all Were free and the right could not he douiod
them.

Fending

tho consideration of

Senate sojourned, with the
will be taken up to-morrow.

the hill the
it

understanding

HOUSE.

The Secretary of the Senate delivered a
message announcing that the suffrage bill had
lieeu passed over the President’s Veto by the
Senate.
Mr. Niblack moved to
adjourn. Rejected.
On motion, the Committee on Indian Affairs were instructed to inquire into the circumstances of the reported massacre at Fort
Phil Kearney recently, And what was the
cause of these outrages.
The Speaker then presented the veto mesThu Clerk
sage of the District suffrage bill.
read the message.
The District suffrago hill was passed over
tho veto—113 to 3b.
The House proceeded to the consideration of
Mr. Hasson’s joint resolution relative to the
Constitutional amendment.
The House amended and passed Mr. Hasson’s bill.
Mr. Eynch offered a resolution that drawbacks be allowed ou all duties and taxes on
articles used in the construction of steam and
sail vessels. Adopted.
Ou motion of Mr. Arnell, the committee on
the murder of soldiers in South Carolina were
directed tu inquire into the murder of
spldie rs
named Frank 1. Hickson, at Somerville, Tennessee, in December last, and Crego, at Nashville, Tennessee, in December last.
Mr. Wentworth offered a resolution looking
towards the immediate election t. sting the suffrage question in the District of Cotuinbiu.
Mr. Randall, of Pennsylvania, i',jetted.
The regular business being uu. id upon the
Speaker Drought up the District -Mirage hill.
After discussion, Mr. Hasson s espied the
amendment of Mr. Tuayer, that a.iy person
who shall sell or offer to sell any person within
the limits of the C nited States, or snail make
or pass any order lor such sate, shall be held
guilty of felony, and ou conviction liablo to
imprisonment and line."
The bill was passed as amended by a vote 'of
lid yeas to 34 nays.
The following named Democrats voted for
the hill: Messrs. Bergen, Humphrey, Hunter,
Radford, Randall of Hentucky, Boss, Taylor,
Quinn and Wiutield.
Mr. Broomall, in answering the question
how he would like to have negroes occupying
seats in the Seuate and House of Representatives, said he thought they were entitled to sit
there with gamblers and blacklegs.
Negroes
always had been open to election to Congress
if they could find constituencies to elect them.
He also said in reply to Mr. Maynard, “It the
loyal mon of tho South demanded the disfranchisement of every rebel, he tor one would sustain the demand."
The House at i o’clock adjourued.

FROM
NEWS

BY

EUROPE
THE

CABLE.

JOINT STANDING COMMITTEES.

Judicially.—JAessrs. Weld, Crosby and Caldwell, of the Senate; Shepley of Portland,
Woodman of Bucksport, Frye of Lewiston,
Foster of Watervillo, Plaisted of Bangor, McArthur of Limington, and Downs of Calais, of

the House.
On Federal Relations.—Messrs. Crosby, Hobbs
and Caldwell of the Seuatc; Stevens of AuHale of Ellsworth, Stetson of Bangor,
'rye ot Lewiston, Phiuney of Westbrook.
Paiue of Eastport, and Cilley of Rockland, oi
the House.
On Military Affairs.—Messrs. Boynton, Woodward and Robie of the Senate; Plaisted ot Bangor, Cilley of Rockland, McArthur of Liniingtou, Chase ot Sidney, Phinuey of Westbrook,
Leighton of Millbridgc, and Teague of Lyndon,
of the House.
On Coast and Frontier Defences.—Messrs.
Hobson, Perkins and Houghton of the Senate;
Jackson of Brunswick, Davis of Lubec, Wakeheld of Bath, Sawyer of Saco, Watson of Sedgwick, Burrell of York, and Parker of Isleboro’,
of the House.
On Railroads, Ways and Bridges.—Messrs.
Woodman, Hersey and Rainsdeli of the Senate; Shepley of Portland, Morse of Bath, Holland of Lewiston,
Thompson of Bangor, Philbrook of Skowhegan, Walton of Wayne, and
of
Spear
Rockland, of the House.
On Mercantile Affairs and Insurance.—Messrs.
Holbrook, Mason and Fairbanks, of the Senate; Woodman ot Bucksport, Sawyer of Saco,
Oak of Garland, Cushing of Frankfort, Morris
of Portland, Perry of Camden, and Pinkham
of Anson, of the House.
On Education.—Messrs. Reed, Billings and
Greene, of the Senate; Foster of Waterville,
Bickford of Warren, Hutchinson of Harmony,
Hutchings of Brewer, Wage of Yarmouth,
Fish of Hope, and Blanchard WestGardiner, of
the House.
On Baijcs and
Banking.—Messrs. Perkins,
Mason and Houghton, ot the Senate; Messer
of Portland, Stetson of Bangor, Jackson oi
Brunswick, Gordon of Searsport, Woodman of
Bucksport, Phiibrick of Skowhegan, and Talbot
of East Machias, of the House.
On Agriculture.—Messrs.
Eaton, Read and
Brown of the Senate; Perley of Naples, Gilman of Orono, Whittier of
Vienna, Bradford
of Turner, Tainter of Carthage, Bean of Montvilie, and Jewett of Alfred, of the House.
On Manufactures.—Messrs. Dennison, Wood
mau and Hobson
of tlie Senate; Stevens of
Augusta, Chase ot Portland, Shaw of Dexter,
Pulsificr of Poland, Gibbs of Bridgton. Clark
of Biddeford, and Purington of Bowdoin, of
the House.
On Interior Waters.
Messrs. Porter, Wingate and Dyer,of the Senate; Berry of Gardiner; Morris of Portland, Garcelon ot Troy,
Hartwell of Oldtown, Allen of Fairtieid, West
of Franklin, and Hanson ot Biddetord, ot the

fusta,

—

House.

On Inland and State Iioads.—Messrs. Hersey,
Woodbury and Parks, of the Senate: Fenderson ot Parsousfield, Files of
Gorham, Rogers of
Patten, Teague of Lyndon, Tolman of Milo,
Tobey of Athens and Pollard of Masardis, of
the House.
On Division of Towns.—Messrs. Hobbs, Perkins and Hamblin, of the Senate; Wakefield
of Bath, Jordan of Webster, Haines of Nobleboro’j Hinckley of Hermon, Perkins of Windsor, Pollard of Ma9sardis, and Tukey of Whitefield, of the House.
On Division of Counties.
Messrs. Woodward, Parks and Eaton, of the Senate: Tolman of Milo, York of Grafton, Swettof Arrowsic, Grindle of Brooksville, Coffin of Addison,
Lord of Porter, and Monroe of Thoinaston, of
the House.
un incorporation oj lowns.—Messrs. Mason,
Fairbanks and Brown, of the Senate; Tobey
ot Athens, Irish of Hartford,
Merry of Edgecomb, Morrill of Chelsea, Crockett of Deer
Isle, Libby of Bradford, and Kichardson of
K.110X, of the House.
^‘L Fisheries.—Messrs.
Houghton, Hobson
wiu Fulton, of the
Senate; Davis of Lubec,
Ke unis ton of
Boothbay, Clark of Tremont,
Hall ot
Falmouth, Fennell of Harps we 11,
Howes of Now Sharon, and Ellis of
Bristol,7 of
the House.
On Indian Aflairs.-Messrs.
Pulton, Porter
and Boynton, oi the Senate; Oak of Garland
Buck of
Alexander,
u
of Oldtown, \\ eed ot
Hartwell
Littleton, Merrill of Sutry, and Allen of Hiram, of* the
House.
On Claim? —Messrs. Fairbanks, Holbrook
and Woodbury, of the Senate; Titcomb of Augusta, Lai rig of Passadnmkeag, Henly of Cape
Elizabeth, Perkins of Kennebunkport, WbiJden of Presque Jsle, JHall of New Vineyard,
and Allen of Cumberland, of the House.
On Pensions.—Messrs. Hamblen, Dyer and
Wingate of the Senate; Brown of Hampden,
Merrill of Norway, Gould of Windham, Saunders of Aurora, and Parsons of Sangerville, of
the House.
On Insane Hospital—Messrs. Ludwig, Fulton
and Denison, of the Senate; Monroe of Belfast, Titcomb of Augusta, Otis of St. George,
Wells of Freeport, Buck mini of Minot, Chick
of Clifton, and Nowell of Sanford, Pinkliam of
Anson, and Parsons of Waldoboro, of the
—

Eobbiustoui

&Ur

House.
On Reform School—Messrs. Kamsdell, Brown
anil
Greene, of the Senate; Hanson of Buitou, Lord of Staudisli, Farmer of ltaugely,
eones ot
China, Farnham of Greene, Marden

Seville,

and

Brown of

Hampden, of the

On State

Priscrn—Messrs Billings, Bead and
Hamblen, ot the Senate: Bailey of Auburn,
Howes ol New Sharon, Atkinson of
Embden,

Barton ot Benton Brown of West
Bath,
Brackett of Berwick, and Libby of Bradford
of the House.

On Pubiic Bmidings
Messrs. Woodbury
Ludwig and Porter, ot the Senate; Pulsifer of
of
Gordon
Searsport, Pierce of Etna
Poland,
Parker of Kittery, Periey of Naples, Keunis—

of Boothbay, and Whittier of Vienna, of
the House.
On Library
Messrs. Bobie, Crosby and
Weld, of the Senate; Lapham of Woodstock,
Talbot of East Macliiss, Walton of Wayne,
Lord of Porter, Dame of Elliot, Barton of Benton, and Hutchings ot Brewer, of the House.
ton

Xew

London, Jan. 7.—It is said that the governments of Great Britain and France have conic
to a mutual agreement not to interfere in the
differences between Greece and the Sublime
Porte, unless Russia should undertake to interfere.

Advices from the Mediterranean state that
the Consul of the United States in the Island
of Candia refuses to recognize the blockade of
Candia by the Turks, because 01 its alleged ineffectiveness.
The Times of this morning declares that the
Polish Nationality has ceased to exist under decrees which have just been issued
by the Russian Government.
The banquet given by the Royal Thames
Yacht Club to the gentlemen of the American
Yachts took place on Saturday. Lord Alfred
Paget presided. Speeches were made expressing the most cordial feelings towards the United
States.
'Trieste, Jan. 7.—Reports from Miramar represent the health of the Empress Carlotta as

QUESTION.

Orleans.

PROPOSED BV
PRESIDENT.

THE

delegation

from
this city to prevent the abolishgovernment of that State. Following close upon them is a radical delegation
to seek to effect that
object.
The Secretary of tho Interior and
Acting
uas come to
ment of tho

Postmaster General Skinner have
approve!!
the roport of tho commission
heretom re appointed to select a site lor a building for a post
office, and tor theaceoinmolationof the United
States Courts in New York.
They recommend
an additional
appropriation of $1,500,000 for the

erection of a building for the
purposes mentioned.
The decision of Speaker Colfax that tho
proposed impeachment of the President is a question of privilege, was based
upon a point of
order made by tho Speaker of the 27.li Congress on an order made by Horace Everett of
Vermont, and not by Mr. Everett as Speaker.
Mr. Ashley, of Ohio, has been sunnnouod before the Judiciary Committee of the House to
give testimony upon the impeachment question.
contracts nave been made for
surveying the
exterior lines of fifteen townships in New Mexico, on the road from Fort Thorn aud Laeiuues
to Fort West.
Returns from the General Land Office for
November from Saginaw, Midi., show lid,<151
acres ot public lands disposed of.
Cards are issued for the grand
party IU the
President's house to-morrow morning, also by
Gen. Grant aud lady tor
morning
receptions,
the first occurring the ilth inst.
The banquet in celebration of the battle of
New Orleans at the National Hotel was attended by members, ex-members and membe-i* elect
of
Congress, Attorney General Blake, Montgomery Blair and F. P. Blair, the latter presiding. Over 100 persons took seats at the
table. At 0 o’clock President Johnson entered
aud was received with cheers,
waving of handkerchiefs and music. He was seated at the
right hand of F. P. Blair. Af er the regular
toasts, Montgomery Blair announced a toast to
the health of the President, to which Mr. Johnson responded.
The President on rising was
again applauded. He said it wae not his purto
make
an
address on this occasion, but
pose
simply to propose a sentiment, which was read,
as follows: "No State of its own will has a
right,
under the Constitution, to renounce its
place
in, or to withdraw from the Union, nor has the
Ci ngress ot the United States the constitutional power to degrade the people of
any State by
reducing them to a condition of mere territorial
a
dependency Upon Federal head, one is disruption and dissolution of the Government, the
other is consolidation aud exercise of
despotic
power. The advocates of the latter are alike
enemies of the Union and our constitutional
form of Government.” The sentiment wa. vo-

ciferously applauded.
MEXICO.

Maximilian

Pursued
Guerrillas.

Another Forced
ESCOBADO

by

Loan.

REPOBTED

ALIVE.

San Luis Lotosi Occupied by the
Liberals.
New

York,

Jan. 8.

Cruz dispatch of the 23d ult. says
Maximilian has been closely pursued by guerrillas, they having been only two hours behind
him in passing through Acultozino.
Perote had been bombarded by the ImperiA Vera

alists.
Our San Luis Pa^i correspondent writes
Dec. 17, that Mejia had levied another forced
loan and compelling payment on the
part of
every one, whether native or foreign.
The example of Canales in
rebelling at Matamoras was having a disastrous
effect, two other
Liberal chiefs having declared for Ortega, and
more were likely to follow their
example.
Miramon intended establishing his headquarters at Guadalajara in order to co-operate with

Mejia.

The report regarding Gen. Losoda
declaring
himself neutral is connimed, and his manifesto promulgating the order is
given.
The Assembly lor the State of Narjarez has
been convoked under the new
Governorship
for the purpose of appointing new civil authorities. Both belligerents are given the right to
traverse the territory of the State, and
any
other person may settle there provided he keep
the peace, no matter what his political
opinions
may have been.
Galveston, Jan. 7.
The dispatch steamer Blackbird. arrived tonight, bringing Brownsville papers of the 4th
inst. Gen. Fnffin returned in her.
Escobado is reported to be alive.
San Luis Potosi had been occupied
by the
Liberals. The French retreated towards the
of
Mexico
and
were followed by Mejia,
city
who commanded the Imperialists.
Ortega had issued a proclamation reciting
his claims to the Presidency.
The Banchero defends Gen.
Sedgwick, and
claims that he was justified in his course by
Gen. Sheridan.
Escobado has, with the approval of Juarez,
appointed Cortinas Governor of Tamaulipas,
which relieves Borriozabal, who goes to.ass.st
in the defence of Monterey against the
Imperial forces who are now advancing.
The merchants of Monterey are
to
reported
be favorable to Maximilian.
Gen. Parsai had taken possession of Guadalajara, the capital and Imperial stronghold of

Jalisco.

The specie captured from the Mary Bertrand
had been returned to McGaffy &
Stickney. It
was intended for the purchase of New York
arms.

Washington Correspondence*
New York, Jan. 8.
The Commercial's Washington special
says
that owing to the numerous protests received
against the administration of the finances, the
resignation of Secretary McCulloch would be
to
the President.

acceptible

improving.

Paris,

Jan.

7.—Reports from Madrid represent the Spanish Government as taking great
military precautions against the threatened
outbreak in Spain.
Toulon, Jan. 7.—Transports to bring back the
French troops from Mexico sailed for Vera
Cruz to-day under a
convoy of iron-clads.
Constantinople, Jan. 7.—The Government has
received official accounts that the Cretan insurrection has been suppressed.
London, Jan. 8, Noon.—The Times of this
morning says upon good authority that Sir
Froderick Bruce, the BritisliMinisterat Washington, has been instructed to ascertain whether the United States Government will submit
the Alabama claims to arbitration, provided
certain points for arbitration are agreed upon
previously.

The Daily News of this morning, in a leading
article, denounces the project lor a Relorin
demonstration by the x^'t^imfcUiou of a mass

petition.

Berlin. Jan. 8.—The election for the members of tile new German Parliament has been
ordered to take place on the 12th of February
next.

THE MARKETS.
Financial.
New York, Jan. 8.

The express says
is in good demand but not
stringent at 7 per cent. Gold is firmer and more active. .Railways dull and without special feature.—
Governments dull and geen rally lower. State bonds
shares quiet and steady. Miscellaquiet.
neous shares dull and lower.

Money

Steamship

Now ITark Market.
New

York, Jan.

8.
bales.—

Cotton—the market is easier; sales 1,200
Middling uplands at 35 @ 35}c.
Flour—firm and scarcely so active; sa’es of 0,800
12 80; Round Hoop Ohio at 1210
ools. State at 975
14

@

3

60; Western

at

9

75

17 00.

Wheat—steady;

sales

2 at 2 43.

14

35; Southern at 12 0u

14,500 hush. Milwaukee

No.

closed a shade easier; sales
Western at 1 20 (&! 1 20}.
74,000
Oats—less active; sales 30,000 bush.
Chicago at 67
<£l 68. State at 61 (g> 52c.
firm
Coru—opened
bush. Mixed

but

Beet—heavy.
Pork—heavy and lower; sales of 3,700 bids.
20

mess at

New

62; old do 19 00; prime at 16 75 3 17 25.
<0 l2Jc for old, and 12| m

Lard—lower; sales at 11}

New Hampshire Republican State
Convention.
NOMUfATIOV

OF

GIcN. BABBIMAW.

Coscobd, N. H., Jan. 8.
'v
The Republican State Convention met here
to
nominate
a
candidate for Governor
to-day
and other State officers.
An unusual degree
of interest was felt in the result, as it was supthe
posed
delegates were nearly equally divided between Messrs. Stearns and Hurriman, the
two leading candidates for the nomination.—
There were about 700
delegates present. Gen.
Griffin, of Keene, presided. A letter was read
from Gov. S my the, declining a re nomination.
The Convention then proceeded to ballot for
a candidate with the following result. Onslow
Stearns 318; Gen. Walter Harriiuan 349; scattering 8. The nomination was then made
_

unanimous.

Gen. Harriman was then introduced to the

convention, and in a speeeh accepting the
nomination, thanked heaven that the country
was
comparatively at peace. He hoped that
security for the future would be demanded in

the business of recoustructiou. Traitors should
take back seats, Laud loyal
men, black aud
white, should be called to the front.
The committee on resolutions
reported. The
first renews the pledges of
fidelity to the prinot
The
ciples
second compliments
liberty.
Congress. The third recognizes the struggle of
Irishmen for liberty.
The fourth notices the
prostration of the Democratic party and its
cause.
The fifth declares in favor of
aiding
disabled soldiers.
The sixth recognizes the
sendees of Gov. Smythe. The seventh exThe resopresses confidence in the nominee.
lutions were unanimously adopted.
After the appointment of a State Central
Committee, the convention adjourned.
Colored

Soldiers’ and
Tension.

Sailors’

Con-

Philadelphia. Jan. 8.
The delegates to the colored soldiers’ and
sailors’ convention, met at National Hall toto-day. Delegates were present from this
State New
York, New Jersey, Kansas, South
i^v!lla’ Phio, Nebraska, District of Colum!"^0 ^an<!’. Michigan, Louisiana and Virtl,e convention was state l n> 'he
for colored soldiers and
sailors who lought to subdue
the rebellion,
equality of rights with their white brethren h.
the army, and to secure the
assistance arid cooperation of influential colored men in different portions ul the country, in
illl)tjtlUin„
measures for the active
prosecution oi their
claims and the assertion of their rights as freemen and citizens of this great Republic.
W. Arnold, of Louisiana, was elected
temporary Chairman. After the appointment of a
commiitee, and an address by Rev. Henry B.
Garnett, the convention adjourned to three
o’clock this afternoon.

12jtbr

new.

Whiskey—dull and nominal.
Rice—quiet.
Sqgar—steady.
Codec—heavy.
Molasses—quiet.
Naval Stores—quiet and firm, Spirits Turpentine at
66 (&J68c. Rosin at 4 10 <g? 9 00.
Petroleum—firmer, sales 1,260bids, crude at 19} @
20c; Reliued bonded at 28 @ 30c.
Oils—quiet.
Tallow—steady.
Freights to Liverpool—steady.
Chicago markets.
Chicago, Jan. 8.
Flour is less active and steady; receipts 6,800 bbls.;
shipments 4,000 bbls.; Spring extras 10 00 ($ 12 00.—
M

Wheat dull and

Island.

__

Destructive Fire at Norfolk.

—

Norfolk, Jan. 8.
here this morning.—
The Atlantic Hotel and a number of stores
Were destroyed. Loss over $120,000,
A

large fire took place

shade easier; receipts 12,600 busli.;

shipments 4,000 bush.; Sales No. 1 Spring at 2 li;
No. 2 Spring at 1 94 {eg 195. Corn less active and 14 (a,
2c lower; sales No. 1 at 82c; No. 2 at 72$c. Oats auTl
and closed weak; sales of No. 2 at 424c.
Rye quiet;
sales No. 1 a« 95c.
Bariev firm ana 1 @ 2c better;
sales No. 2 at 68 <g> 74c. Mess pork dull and 25® 37$o
lower; sales at 18 25. Lardfc lower. Dressed hogs
fairly active and steady; sales at 660 % 6 85. Live
hogs dull at 5 50 @ 6 10.
Cincinnati markets.

Cincinnati, Jan. 8.
Flour quiet and unchanged; sales at 9 50 @ 10 50 for
superfine: Extra at 11 00 (jg 12 25. Cotton active;
sales at 31 fe.
Whiskey firm at 2 26. There is not
much movement in Hogs; sales at 5 76 ® 6 40 for live,
aud 7 00
7 50 tor dressed.
Receipts for the last 24
hours 6,550 head. Mess Pork steady: sales at 1950 {cl
19 75. Greeu meats advanced ic. Lard unchanged:
sales at life for kettle. Bulk meats at 7 50
7 75 for
shoulders, and 9£ for bams.
Wilniingtan markets.
Wilmington, N. C., Jan. 8.
Cotton—sales Middling uplands at 32|c.
Rosin,
3
00
3
25.
@
common,
Spirits turpentine sales at 61c.
Charleston market.

Charleston,

S.

Cotton—advanced 2c; sales 210 bales.
33 <@ 31c.

C., Jan.

8.

Middling at

!7ew Oi-lcans'lMarkeit.
New Orleans, Jan. 8.
Cotton—the market is quiet; Sales 2,400 bales: re3,979
ceipts
bales; exports 3,113 bales; stock in port
221,260 bales. Sales low Middling at 314 ® 32c; Mid-

dling at33]c.
Sugars—the demaud is fair and pricos a shade easier; sales ot lair at 10£: prime to choice at llj(jg 12Jc.
Molasses—the demand is fair at easier prices; sales of
lair at

65c; prime to choice at 68 ® 70c.

Modile, Jon. 7.

Cotton—The Cotton market is easier.

uplands

at 32c.

Middling

Middling uplands 15d.

London, Jan. 7, Noon.

quoted at 90£

for money.
American Securities.—The following were the
current prices of American securities: Erie Railway
•hares 4G.
United States
Illinois Ceutral shares 82.
5-20’s 73.
are

Liverpool, Jan. 7, Evening,
rp,
^ttou market is steady anil firm. Sales of the
oay 12,000 bales. Middling uplands 15d.
London, Jan. 7, Evening.
Con. ,1s -i
closed at D0J for money.
,Se<-<juiti£s.—The following are the
Securities: Illinois
{ju?tall“u3l jT American
®United States 6-20’s at
*3.
Erie Railroad shares 4G.
rv»>.

rvSHfi
7?^twli?n^fad5h?rcs

Liverpool, Jan. 8, Noon.
salestrSt?.1°l”in8
<}ul|.'t with prospective
^0_da3r
bales. Middling
8,000
uplands quoted
at 16d
Th.

united

___

London. Jan. 8, Morning.
States Five-Twenties of 18G2 wero od'Jled
_

tn.s morning at 72j.
rnwtB
Consols
wore

London, Jan. 8, Noon.
steady this morning at a slight ad-

vance, being quoted

at

81 for money.

A New Place Just

107J

1862.107}

Wanted.

l

Open

SITUATION

can

bond,

P E Y

XI.

OSm

sale in

fEPEBAI,

jan2,12m«

Wanted

Market,

ATHEKT.

*)

SECDRITIKS.-United States 5-20'sare
quoted at 72f. Illinois Central Railroad shares quoted

WOULD

:}

108}

STEAM

10lj

184}
104}
1064

CHEMICAL OLIVE,
CRANE'S PATENT,
SODA, AND AMERICAN CASTILE,
Allot SUrEltlOKQUALlTlES, in packages suitable f r the trade aud lainily use.
Importing direct our chemicals, and using only the
best materials, and as our goods are manufactured
under ihe personal supervision 01 our senior partner,
who has had thirty years practical experience in the
business, we therefore assure the public with condeuce that we cas and will furnish the

1074
14(4

122]

Wholesale Prices Car rent.
Corrected for the Press, to Jan. 8.

Fori load

Ltaa.

..

Beans.

22 @

Beat Goods at the Lowest Prices 1
Having recently enlarged and erected NEW
WORKS, contain# all the modem improvement*, we
are enabled to furnish a
supply of Soap* ot the
Bert Q,uul itio«, adapted to the dtmand, for fixport and Domestic l'oa«aiiuptiou.

SO @
33
34 3
38
30 g
33
48 3
51
Am. Call.... 1 45 3 11.5

Marrow #* bu. 2 50 @ 3 00
Pea.3 00 @3 5o
Blue Pod.... 22 50 @ 2 75
Box Shooks.
70 @ 75
Pine,.
Bread.
Pilot #> 100 lb 12 00 @15 00
llot ex 100 tbio 50@12 CO
Ship.8 50 @ 10 00
Crackers#* brl 6 75 @
Crackers#* 10U 50 @ 55
Butter.
Family#) It... 35 @ 38
Store.

12

Light.
Mid. weight
Heavy.
Slaughter

Ashes.
Pearl» B).none
9 @ 10
Pot..

Lime.
Cockl'd,cask 1 40 3 1 60
Lumber.
Clear Pine,
Noe. 1 ft 2....50 011 385 00
aii. 3.45 00 *50 00
No. 4.20 00 *25 00

hlppiug-

21 00
00

Spruce.14

LEATHE <0
•OLD

!Leathe &

Gore,

ON

Misa

GIVEN

497 Congrats Street.
January 4,1887,_

JaWtf

R

T_E

sl

wilhamil barton,
his

stores, Non. 231 & 233 CongressStreet,
AT
Si!F Building. constantly receiving fresh
arrivals of^ew Vorlc

_

near

w

..

>a

and Virginia Oysters, which he
is prepared to sell by tl.e gallon, <iuart or
bushel, or
served up in any style.
January 5,18C7. dtt

..

*

Oakum.
LOWELL &
@
American_10) 3 13)
Oil.
@
occupy the new Store Na. 301 Con@40 00 Kerosene,_ 05 * 70
gress Street, corner of Brown Stroet, shout
@55 00 Sporm.3 50 *
Dec, lKh.with a new’.took of Watches,
tvhalo.1 50 * 1 60
Silver and Plated Ware, and laser
Copper.
rp,
7
Goods lor the bolidaye.
Rank.33 OO *3100
Cop. Sheathing 43 ®
Shore.29 90 *32 00
Y.M.Sheathing 32 @
Y. M.Bolts... 35 @
Porgie.19 00 *21
They hare reoecupled their old Hand No. 04 ExLinseed. 132 *
change street, with acomplete itock of Nautical
Cordage.
Amerioan#*lb 2u*@ 21 Bailed do.
'’|I ICJ Goods, Chronometers, Watches,
* 1 37
Si
Manila. 22*@
23 Lard.160 * 1 65
Clwkt, Eine Tool, Ibr Mschinisa and Engineer,, Ac!
Manila Boltrope 24j @ 25 Olive.2 25 *
1Wr crlendt and customers invited to old headCastor.3 25 *
quarters.
Drugs and Dyes.
Dec l, l«6.-»d3m
Neatafoot ....1 85 *2 00
Alcohol#*gal 4 50 @
Arrow Root... 30 @ 70
Onions.
9 @
Bi-Carb Soda
to Siv’skins# bl. 2
Qo to Adams A Purinton's
*2 25
Borax. 39 @
Faints.
.1 25 @
pH® your House-furnishing Goods of all kinds;
Portl’d Lead .17 50 *
Camphor
J. Carpetings, and all kinds of
Cream Tartar 35 @
Crockery, Glaus, Tin,
65 Pure Grd do.lti 50 3
Stone. Earthern and Wooden Ware, Paper Hangindigo,.1 50 @ 1 80 PureDrydo.16 50 *
ings, Window Shades, Ac, Ac.no23d3m
Logwoodex... 16® 17 Am. Zinc.... 13 00 *
Madder. 18 @
20 Rochelle Yel..
4*
Naptha#*gal. 30 @ 55 Eng. Yen.Red. 41*
Opium #* tb. 10 00 @10 26 Red Lead. 16 * 18
Rhubarb.4 00 @ 4 50 Litharge. 16 * 17
5 @
Sal Soda.
61
Plaster.
Saltpetre. 16 @ 28 Soft, # ton...250 *
Hard.2 00 3
for sale by
Sulphur. 74®
Ground.9 00 * 10 00
Vitriol. 18 @
D- ok.
Produoe.
PIERCE & CO.,
O’BBION,
@ 85 Beef, side# lb 10* 13
No.l,.
Wholesale Dealers, 139 Commercial Ml.,
No. 10,.
@ 49 Veal. 8 * 10
Ravens.
@ 40 Lamb. 10 3 13
Me.
Chickens. 20 3 72 j
Dyewoods.
Bar wood. 3 @
Turkeys. 20 3 73
To Let.
Brazil Wood.. 13 @
Geese. 18 3 20 |
TX7HARFAGE and Storage to let on wharf with
9 @
Camwood
10 Eggs, # dot.. 32 *
31
» V
wide and narrow gauge rail track, and deen
5 Potatoes,# bbl 1 70*2 00 I
Fustic,. 4 @
water. Apply to J. H. HAMLEN, head Hobson's
Cranb’s
bush
4
Logwood,
#
00*160
JaBil3w
Cam peachy.
3 @
Pro vision*.
St. Domingo 2?@
3 Mess Beef,
Nic.Wood_
Chicago,.. .20 00 In 22 00 1
@
Ex MO'S. .24 00 *25 00
Peach Wood..
8@
o?Red Wood- 7#@
8| Pork,
ExtraClear
Wood..
Sapan
@
*28 O0
Clear.24 00 *25 00
Fish.
Mess.23 00 324 00
Cod, qtl.
Prime.... 1W0 319 00
Large Shore 6 50 M 7 50
LargeBank575 @ 6 25 Hams. 13 * 16
Small.3 50 @ 4 00
Ri oe.
Pollock.3 00 @ 4 25 Rice, # ft.... 10 * 12)
Reduced Prices l
Bum.
Haddock,new 2 00 @ 2 50
Hake.2 00 @ 2 75 New England
2 65
Saleratus.
Herring,
Shore. & bl.4 00 @ 6 00 Saleratus# ft 123
DAVIS & CO.,
13
Salt.
Scaled,#*bx. 30 @ 45
determined
to reduce their extensive stock of
No. 1. 25 @ 35 Turk’s Is. #
Having
Mackerel #*bl.
LADLES*
hhd.(8bus.)4 25 3 4 76
No.l..
17
Bay
00@l»00 Liverpool.4 25 3 4 50
Bay No. 2. 16 60@18 00 Grind Butter. 30 3
Seeds.
Bay No. 3. 13 25@14 25
Shore No.1.18 00 @19 00 Herdsgrass bush 400*450
Shore No.3. 9 00 @10 00 Clover ft.14 3 15
will sell, until further notice, goods at from
Red Top bag 5 60 * 6 00
Flour.
95 to 50 per coat, leu thnu former Price*!
White Winter
Shot.
choice xx 16 00@17 50 Drop,# lOOfts
*1150
Please examine our prices and be convinced,
xx
14 50 @16 00 Buidc.
312 50
..

Choiee Southern aud Western

FLOUR AID CORI!

FIRST ANNUAL SALE"
—

Goods!

Greatly

x

Winter

xx.
x.
xx

Spring

X..

Supertine

13

00@11

St. Louis & Southern
Soda.
Superior xx 1650@16 00
spices.

Cassia,

uanaua

pure..

80
43

Good American Corsets for
* 75
Ladies’ Cotton and Wool Bibbed Hose,
25
Children's all Wool Hose,
il5
Best Shetland Clouds,
1 00
Ladies’ Hoods.
Beautiful Breakfast Shawls from
1.75 to 5 50
Ouc thousand Litton Collars for
.10
Ladies Paper Goods of all descriptions.
Blch Embroidered Collars at
.25
250 Dozen Linen Handkerchiefs for 121 cents each.
1*

13)

£

..

500
100

'•

An examination of this branch will
making prices very low.

Dress
at

Spring

English,...,

Hara,

®

14

7|

7®

R. G.
8J®
Russia. 23 0
Belgian_ 22 ®
Liard.
Barrel, $ lb.. 131®
Regs, $ lb.... 141®

retail. 10 50

It
25

IV*. to Clapp’s Block, Coagreu Street.
January 1, 1867. dtt

THE
_

Notice.

THE

subscriber has taken

building,

new

Sheeting,.37.14®
37.14 ®
Light Sheeting,.
Shirting,.27 to 30.12 ®

pleasure in Informing their old patrons and
that they have resumed business at their
OLD STAND, forner of Market and Milk
streets,
where they will keep constantly on hand the best as-

17
16
14

sortment of

That the market aflords, and it will be their earnest
endeavor to serve their customers with promptness
and
.Jtf

32}
22

fidelity.___deed

15

Moist

Heavy Drilling,.

30. 221® 25
Medium,.30.20 ® 22 J

Jeans,.15®

Stare Re-built!

COTTON FLANNELS.

At OS

Bleached Cot ton Flannels,.26® 374

Heavy Striped Shirting,.30.25 ®
Heavy Striped Shirting,.27.22* ®
Medium Striped Shirting,.27.17®

30
26
20

Heavy Ticking,.374®

55

S. II.

55

stock of

DENIMS.

@ 26

O

BOARD AND ROOMS.

a

WOOLEN GOODS.

WOOL FLANNELS.

each

day.

A

Larue Front Parlor at 31 Free Street.
Also Lodging Room with or without Board.

janSdtf

Union

Cross man’s Polish.

ending Jan.
Par Value.

just

or

Front Rooms, well
TWOboard,
No. 30 Center

klpd

This Polish has been used by Mr
Crossman tor the last twenty years, giving perfect saiistsefion to all. It ts war ran tod to stand a temperature of two hundred dogs, of heat, and is not otherwise easily deftced. Furniture polished with it will
bo perfectly dry and ready for use In hvu minutes alter tiio Polish is put ou. Price Seventy-Five aud Jfilly Cts. per bottle; anyone can use it by following
tlie Directions on the bottle.
Reference—Messrs C. ,V L. Frost,Capt Inman,USA,
Messrs. Breed A Tokey, Reid Stevens, Jr., Win.
Aden, N. 51. Woodman.
For sale by Burgess, Fobes & Co, W. F. Phillips
* Co., H. H. Hay <6 Co, Samuel Roll’, U. W. & A.

furnished, to let with
Street, opposite Preble
Jaiittw*

TO LET.
Tenement in House No. 94 Brackett St.
A *UGood
J. G. WOODMAN, Jr.,
Inquire of

jan

21} Free

Sueut.

REAL ESTATE.

Doering.

Manufactory 376 Congress sL up stain, opposite
head of Green st.
s. C. luuus, Agent,
dec28dtt_Portland, Maine.

House for Sale.
the

corner of’L;n olu and Anderson
Streets. It is a new house, one and ahali stories,
with an ell—good well of water. &c. House nearly
finished. Lot 30 by 09. Price $1,600. Terms easy.

SITUATED

Apply

on

It.

to

on

340
Jan 4—dtf

as

a

on

Franklin streets, and on
Franklin street, including the corner of Franklin and
Fore streets. Apply to WM. HILLIARD, Bangor,
or SMITH & HELD
Attorneys, Portland, jylztt
corner oi

Government G's, 1881.108. 109
Government 5-20, 1802.107.108
Qovernmen t 5-20,1864.106.107
Government 5-20.1HI5,. pel.107
Government 6-20, July,.104.105
Government 7-30, Ft series.104.105
Government 7-:io, 2d and 3d series,_104.105
Government 10-40,. 99.loo

State ol'Maine Bonds,.99.104
Portland City Bonds.97.93
Bath City Bonds,...95.96
city Bonds, 20 years.CO.96
Calais City Bonds,. 95.96

Bangor

Cumberland National Bank,_40. 45.47
Canal National Bank,. 100. 102.103
First National Bank,.100.102.103
Ca6C0 National Bank,.100. 102.103
Merchants’National Bank,.75.70. 77
National Traders Bank,.100.102.103
Second National Bank,.loo.90.95
Portland Company,.100. 00. 95
Portland Gas Company,.50.51.52
Ocean Insurance Company,_100_104.108
At. * St. Lawrence K. R.,.56.60
At. A St. Lawrence R.R. Bonds,100.92. 94
A. A K. R. R. Bonds,.86. 86
Maine Central R. R. Stock,_100. 12.16

Main* Central R. R. Bonds,.80.83
Androscoggin R. R. Stock,.60.worthless.
Androscoggin 1st Mortg’ge Bonds,.96_.100

Bonds,.100..85.

A

These houses

are

drains, and

BALMORAL

ALL

other

goods

Marked Down ia Proportion,
-at

A.

D.

--

REEVES,

No. 30 Free Street.
December 18,1866.

ISAUL

A

CaagreM

Auctioneer & Commission Merchant
Office 176 Fere St,
January

ja5

llw_137

Couiiuorci.il

St.

Nos. 9 and 11

Moulton Street,

Near Fool of Exekaafe St, Paritaud,

Bar, Hoop, Oval & Half Round
IRON S

Farm tor Sale.

STEEL!

1WILL Bell my

larm near

Importer ud Dealer in all kinds of

Greave’s Spring A

Allen’s Corner West-

Will.

brook, about three miles from Portland, one miie
from horse cars, aud Westbrook
Seminary.
Said term contains about 10b
acres, part of it very
valuable for tillage, and part oi it ibr
building low.
ihero is a good house, two
large burns, and out houses on the premises.
It will bo sold together, or iu lots
to suit purchasers
CXKUS
■epll-dtt
1C5 Commercial st.

Corking

Jessop A Son’s Cast Steel

Carriage ’Tyer

Steel.

Trade.

Snow to be Keinoved from Footway or Sidewalk.

January S, 1W7.

Wlm*-

DR. CARPENTER,
Oculist anti

NOTlCEIs

JOSIAH MILLJKEN,
•la: e of Port and, in the County ol'Cumberland, deceased, and given bonds as th law directs. Alt
persons having demands upon the eeia e 01 said deceased, are require! to exhibit the same; and all persons indebted to said estate are called
upon to make
SETH ii. MJLLXKEN,
payment to
Administrator with the will annexed.
Portland, Dec. 4,18tX>.
dec2ld3w*

Marrett,

Boor

&

Co.,

Having taken the Clumbers

311 CONGRESS

STREET,

ADJOINING MECHANICS’ HALL,
Are now prepared to offer their friends and (he public a large and well Asorted slock Of

CARPETINGS!
Paper Hangings
CURTAIN

GOODS, Ac.,

Purchasers of the abnvo good* are
respectfully invited toc-Xamiue our slock wldchls
, „Sew'Clean
JySfldtf

WMt Desirable.

EYE,
%F~ In

DccUhlSw__Philadelphia.

Marbleized

Slate Mantles/

Superior in Appearance,

Brushing

JcliSlUf_

More Durable and at
Half the price of Marble.
T. B.

Machines!

The Gold Pen-Beat and

For Sale.
old measuremont
Coasting trade.
YEAfoN & HALE.

STEWART.

«io.f ««» *"•"*» »«h.
ogue with prices. Iindcl8
Seiul for Descriptive t
"TBE PEK »* «IIGBTIBB~TnA»
TBE «WOBD.»

H. H. JOHNSON.

t'f.MIItA, 174
TKLnri*.
X
VMll calculated for the

Oheapett

of Pens

tons

| Morton's

dividend.
PORTLAND COMPANY will pay a Dividend of Three Per Cent tree from Government Tax, at the Merchants National Bank, on and
after the 21st inst. to all stockholder* borne on the
hooka of the Company on the 13th lust.
THUS. LINCOLN CASEY, Treasurer.
Ja3d2w
Portland, Jan 2d, i«67.

THE

Cumberland National Bank*

Gold Pens J

The Best Pens in the World!
For sale ac his Headquarters, No 25 Maiden
Lane,
New York, and by every
duly-appointed Agent at the
same prices.
A Catalogue, with IU11 description of Sizes and
Prices, sent on receipt cl letter itostage.
HORTON.

no20djtw6m_A.

Board of Trade—Annual Meeting.
annual meeting of the Board of Trade of
rpHE
A
Portland will be
#f

held at the new Oflce
the
the Cumberland National
on MONDAY
hereoy notilied that there I Ocean Intnirnucr t'enapnuj,
lor
the
at
January 14th, 18*7, 7$ o’clock,
Stockholders held at their EVENING,
will be a meeting
choice oi oilicers tor the ensuing year, and the desBanking Boom.on Monday,the21st day of January,
of
such
other
business
as
come
bepatch
may legally
1867, at Yoclock P4 AL, fi>r the choice of Directors,
fore the meeting. Pi umpt attendance is desired.
an<l the transaction ot any other business that mav
y
M.
HIGH, Secretary.
then come before them.
dtd
Portland, Jan. 7,1807.
SAMUEL SMALL, Caahlcr.
Portland, Dec. 16, 16a.
(facial td

Stockholder*

of

Bank ot Portland,
THE
of the

_

COKE FOR SALE S

Sale,

SUIT of Sails, Rig.il Ig a ml Blocks, nsturly nsw,
front a fishing Schooner of 100 tons; alio Top1
sails, For. and Mainsails, second hand.
I
SAMPSON f OONANT,
I
decldtt
No, 10 ft 26
Wharf,

A

Coudusrolid

Price 1ft Cents a
Apply

J»n7d(w

at

applied

be

cau

with the

at

patients occupa-

tion.

Iaaerlcd

Eyes

Uiikwi Pain.

CONSULTATION AT OFFICE FREE,
H?"Uut Letters must contain One Dollar to

ensure

an auswur.

HOME
The

TESTIMONY.

Testimonials below

all received in this

are

State, and can be readily ipvcsiiguied by those desirous ot so doing. Honor ous of oilier certificates
can
be

at the Dr.’s Othce.

seen

DEAFNESS.

•U

Belj'aet, Me.,

Nov 27, 1806.
ueui in one ear and
uuaolo to hear units*
addreasu very iouuly,
uisagteeab.e muses in
my head. Was obliged to absent ui> seif from cnurch
and society on that account, i consulted an eminent
pu> siciun in Boston witaout react, and supposed 1
must always remain deaf, but about two
year* ago I
applied to Dr. Uarpeuioi; after the application of a
Bourse of ins treatment,
could hear u watch tick tf
led from either ear, aud my
nearing remain* pericet.
i am tfti year* ol age, ana testae on
nigh street, Belfast, Alamo, where any pursuit can see or boar from
***•
Mrs. if A. lOtWiS.
We have been acquainted with Mrs. Lewis for
years
and^know she was aeal and now hears, and believe
the above statement to be correct.
~_,

During 10 ye irs I grew totally

so deal

tlie other

in

tliat 1 wa*
and liau

REV. C. PALFREY,
Pastor of 1st Parish, Belffcst.
MR. W. M. RUST.
Editor of “Belfast Age.”

Whig if Courier A
Iboy, Ale., Oct.

30.

Dr. Cabpkntsr, Dear Sir:—Oq the23.1 ol February lust, 1 placed myself under
your treatment lor
Discharge of the Ear, which had coutinueu so long

and was so great as to aueci uty
hearing. After applying the medicine prescribed by you two months,
my ears were entirely well and remain the same.

Most Respectfully,
Alisa SUSAN V. HATHAWAY.

BLINDNESS.
[From Maine Farmer. \

Jn defiance of physicians

and all remedies, 1 suffered excruciatingly tgom beroluiou# Sore
Lyes ten
conuutd
to a dark room. Tlie
years, being frequently
remedies Dr. carpenter presurioeu lust
September, at
Bangor, cured them entirely, and they remain so.

KATIE LANG.

[From the Maine Farmer ]

CATAnftH.
1 have been cured of Catarrn in it* must
disagreeable ft»rm, oi m.iuy gears’ siauuing,
by Dr. I 'arpeuler.
1 suilcreo irom i«ains. uudnesa and
in

ugbl,.es*

continues uiscktrges.
my head,
talking and breathing, lelt us n 1

great ohiioulty in
had a bad cold the
time, and suucreu intensely to the great impairment of my health, anu was quite discouraged,
lor all 1 had doctored was of no benci.t. Bui thanks
to Dr. Carpenter s
r now have none os these
troubles. 1 reside in Whiten eld,
wi&de

skill,

EFruiAlM MACtllNEK.

[From the Maine Farmer.]

I fluttered from Catarrh over .’0
years. Last winter,
when I consulted Dr. Carpenter. 1 bad
frequent and
copious discharges, a bau u^ugn, and my health so
much reduced tnat myself anu friends were
apprehensive of serious consequences ; but Dr.
Carpenter
cured me. 1 am now wed, anu free lfoui Catarrh.
W. N. SOULE.
Cor. Sew all and Court streets,

Augusta, Sept. i4,i&66.

STATEMENTS F THE PRESS.
All the published Certificates of l>r. Carpenter are
bona JiiL.—iMain* Farmer.
The Certificates, publisned in our eolmnn*. q( Dr.
cures are bona jule to our owu
knowledge,
lie is all he professes to be, and will not
hhiunug jr
deceive the public.—[Aennebto

journal, Augusta.

Dr. Carpenter has entirely cured
persons in this
who nave been under treatment at u.e
Eye and
Ear Infirmaries without
being beneUtted.—iUeifast

Aye.

Several marked ourc; have come under our ebservwe have
couvt^sod wjlU many oilier* who
liave been beneUtted
by Dr. Carpenter** treatment,
and we have become flatisbod that ue is skilDbi in the
class ol diseases which lie treats, aau caretUi U.
promise only what he can perforin*
~lBaftpur Whig f Lour.
See other Certificate* in City papers,
dec **1—dim* wit*

atiuii, and

Hayward’8 Rubbers!
Wa offer to the trade
A

ftdl assortment of the above celebrated

RUBBER BOOTS AND
At

Hoots,

SttOES.

Agency prices. Also

Shoes &
At

STEVEN8,

JHocsasins,

Wholesale only.

HASKELL A CHASE.

33 Commercial St.,
Oct 10 -d3inoa

Portland,

Me.

NOTICE.
suffering from that terrible malady ( hills
1 and lever, who have hitherto been unable to
tind a remedy, will do well to wiite to me, as 1 have
a sate ana
ertain cure, which 1 wi.J iuruiih to the
afflicted lor live dollars. Address

rpHOSE

CVUUS LOWELL,
Stevens’ Plains, Westbrook, Me., care of JDeeriag

Colley.
January G,

1807.
d3w*_
R. A. of the P. P. D.

Annasl Meeting id" the KiiLisr Assooiati d* «*'
Pu^Uan l Eire Oepai traeu will b*
Chief i.nglneer’s Office, (old
the
»t
hekl
City HaU
*v
on
buililinlil
eJno*lay Evening, January Jtn. at 7k
o’clock, lor the choice of Tr a tec* and the traima.1
Uou of other business.
Per order of the President.

jaa 1 1867.

Bushel, delivered.

the Tressnrsr’s Office,

*3T congbbbb itbbbt.

dtd

^

Ss-y.

A GREAT RUSH
-AT-

F*.

M.

FROST’S,
-—FOR—

—

BARGAINS!
NO BIG

PROFITS,

NO DULL TRADE
But Crpwds of Customer
Who are receiving Blessings by
buying Hoods Cheep

Blankets

at

Old Prices l

•nly 94,75 per pair.

Fancy

Shirting Flannels!

OJH.Y SOc PUR

YARD.

Good American Print*. 1
Shilling pr.
Bleached and Brown

are

For

lnterterinz

TItE

6 “• ROGERS, No 1SJ Market St.,

_

the remedies

most coses

Annual Meeting.

For Sale,

?">,*

tho

casos of

the estate at

I have just received from Mr. C. P. Kroll
of New
01 1,18 P*teut Hair

Aurist,

A ni^VKD at tho U. S. 1I0IKL, Portland, Nov.
^JL 2M7 aud can bo commit*! a short timu loiiuur,
upon Bluplafr—yDeatheaa. Catarrh, bronchitis, Nasal
ami Aural Polypus, Urschaiuc trom tho fears, NoisM
in the bead, Scrolulu, Sore l.yu*>, Films and all A»ii§-

JaSd&wlm

her, by given, tv at the subscriber has
becu duly appoiutod and taken upon hijusci/
the (rust ot Administrator with tbe will annexed 01

Sect. 6b.—The tenant or
occupant, and in case
there should be no
tenant, the owner, or any person
having the care of any building or lot of land bordcrlug ouany street, lane, court, square or public place
within the
where there is any footing or sidewalk, shall, after the ceasing to fall of any snow, it
In the nay time, within throe
hours, and if in the
night time, before ten of the clock of the forenoon,
aucQpeding, cause such snow to be removed ifbm such
footway or sidewalk; an in default thereof, shall
forfeit and pay a sum uot less than two
dollar*, nor
more than ten dollars; and for each and
every hour
thereafter that the same shall remain on such footor
way
sidewalk, such tenant, occupant, owner, or
other )>erson shall forfeit and pay a sum not less than
one dollar nor more than ten doilars.

h

any kind oi proparty in tho City or viaiiemicd to on the moat favorable
uovlSoll

ol

cinity, promptly

| cj|y

Bellows, Anvils, Vises, Tyer Readers
Screw Plates, Bead Drills, dire.
S3T~ Agency lor the sale of Carriage Springs and
Axles, at Mauu&cturers’ prices.
Lg"-Wan tod a Salesman acquainted with the Iron

NOTICES.

HOLMES,

Carpenter’*

Swede aad Kcrwaj Shapes,
Nail Bade, Dorse aheea aad Nails,
Carriage Bella, Naisaud Washer,
Balt Bade, Rivets, IKallahle Hastings,

TilUliLoW,

CITY

W.

v

EBE\ COBEY,

July 12—dti

Mess. Carter & Dreacr’s

[From the A ennebeo Journal qf Augusta.
Augusta, Me., Jan., 1866.

I ROW AND STEEL!

En-

at

7—dtl

auctioneek,
309 Congress

Dressed Ho^s.

lMlti—dtl_1,0

Street.

A PFRA IS HU,

AJfD

Street.

Valuable Hotel Property ibr Sale.
Oxford House, pleasantly situated in the vilrpHE
4- lageoJ Fryeburg, oxford county, Maine. Is ottered lor sale at a bargain, a applied for soon.
The House is large, in good
repair, with iurniture
and natures ibroughout, together with all
necessary
outbuildings.
For full particulars inquire oi
HOKATIO BOOTHBY,
Proprietor.
Or Hanson & Dow, 343 Congress st.
Fryeburg, Sop«.. ra, 1866.
dtf

_

GOOD Hone and Sleigh tor sale cheap. Inquire at
GRAHAM'S Iron Foundry,
Jan7dlw*
100 Green street,

BEDIOW’S,

received and for sale by
CHOICE lot. Just
BLAKE, JONES & CO„

ot Middle and
years. Kuauire
MITCHELL A- SON.
Eorc Street.

C. C.

H.

I was nearly blind with Scrofulous Sore
Eyes tbur
yean, being counnetl to a dark room and suffering
excruciating pain a great par ion of tbs tune. 1 consulted many physicians without rebel. Dr. Car renter cured rue. My sight is now good. 1 reside in
Vassalboro’.
Airs. F. B. LANCASTER.

Also

oi land corner
mr a term of

House for Sale, No 32 Myitle
quire at No. 0 Central Wbarf.

>'

E.

dec31il2w_430

IIBIET.

i v?ri

Jaadid*
BAILEY,

Paaaadumkeag, Me., 1866.

for sals at

M.

SALE,

goods will be ion.lv

postponement

No

_

BALMORAL BOBDEBINO,

Loti

For Lease.
ruluablc lot
THEPlumb
Streets,

d3w

Horse and Sleigh for Sale.

J.

SKIRTS !

very pretty, and lata stylet.

Exchange Street.

FOR

LADIES*

At Lower Priees than Eva*.

tor examination.
must be sold.

—

New lot of Ladies' and Children's

133 Commercial Street,
H. M. PAYSON,

COM91E BC I A L

1

notice will be given «l the commencement
jar-Lu,
ot sale, previous to which ihc
day

[From the Bangor

Trimmings, Tidies, Kalttiag
Caltaa, Angela a ad ether
Eaetery Ear as.

House Lots on India St., for Sale.
of
CON A NT Sc RAND,
■pNQUlR®
XJ

Store

Street.

Breakfast Shawls, Heads, INea and Bays’
Scarfs, Denaan
Worsteds, Dress

WJd. H. JEItRIS, Real Estate Agent, opposite the
Preble House.
October 10, 1866.
4tf

Desirable

Law,

LADIES* AND CHILDREN’S

-ALSO

thoroughly built, with slate roofc,

•SSSwkwSw

CLOAKINGS

* ^..erul

oi

rseerve.

GLOVES AND MITTENS,

FBBIMAH.

LOT

u.e.

good assortment of

Carleton Streets.

dtf

at

DOMESTIC YARNS I
0*»TS>,

or

N

Csigron

A

marble mantelpieces throughout.—
They will be sold at a lew price, and on very favorable terms. Apply at our office, No. 271 Danmrth St
J. B. BROWN & SONS.

M

Attorney

GENTS’ COUNTRY KNIT HOSE 1

First Class Houses for Sate.
offer tor aale tha eight first class brick houses,
recently built by us, situated on Pine Street,

—or—

90

Portland a Forest Av’n’eR.R., 100. 60.70
Portlaud Glass Company,.loo.100.101
Port. Shovel ManuiBc’gCo.loo.nominal.
Richardson's Wharf Co.,....... 100.96.loo

NEW

LiS
,,'V‘b
jtii^lislt
!
SlmwL,
SESf
l>rT JijHisVgSPSSj^JKS
cloths, Loeskms,
Ca»siinores, Phuus, SatunCtie Eaand Hems Homely,
gotheT^U,
•ortmentol Liytloods, aU
which mil ii iedd
without
r.»uper

Ooyiicsf r“vuiZu

WEW YEAR’S GIFTS

DOB HALE, in Uornam, fifteen minutes walk
X1 from the Depot, a nearly new, neat Cottage
House, Bam and outbuildmgsjiAving all the conveniences and in prime condition. It is situated near a
grove and a snort distance from the County road.
J. E. STEVENS.
Apply to
Gorham, July 17.

WE
between Clark and

ROBINSON,

CHADWICK HOUSE,

I will sell
favorable terms
to
NOTICE.
let lor term of years, the lots
payment,
the
Middle and
or

IF.

Counsellor and

PATTERSON & CHADBOURNE,
Dealers in Real Estate, “Morton Bloch,”
janblw
Next above the Preble House.

Wharf.

beceived!

and Ino.vu iablo
1 owe mg .1 every style ana «7, \
kins iuki
and American Ouiits, t_uMi.inuin

on

_eeptlO—dtf_Wbarunger.

8, 1867.
Offered. Jtked

rLin.^ShR^';^Cu!^'F“U^^h
White
Uamila

Artificial

Pearl St.,
large pleasant Front Rooms
Crossman’s Union Furniture Polish!
THREE
to gentlemen of steady habits, without board.
Inquire at No. 53 Poarl St.
best in tho world lor Polishing Mahogany,
jahilw*
THEofWalnut,
Stair-Posts, Rails, Counters,
ally
Furniture.

House-

■

o, ,.i,

home without

To Let.

a

; T>ER80N9 clearing the ruins or digging cellars can
Jr
1,."J hgnod place lo deposit their mblilsli on
Frank 1 In Whirl-.
S. ROUNDS,

*“

-'

Crossman*8 Polish,

Jan&l2w*

Rooms to Let.

offered at auc-

°*KomiyierMreteiail’u^“‘^*u,,(ou'!*
Tin.
,^u every lut guaraniood per-

2

_City

Notiee.

*ZbtL,:£Lt?lSi>c} ‘h« h“

Ear and Throat.

splendid1

Jen7d4w_JAMES

Bodkin will take charge of the

To Let with Board.

■

Preu Stack Mat.
COBBltCTEP BY Wit. H. WOOD A BOH,
Stock ami Exchange Broker, 178 Fore St., Portland.

Portlaud R. R.

cargo of those

No. 9

Kepellant, 6-4,.137413145

&

without board,

!
All In want of Oysters for the trade,
Parties, Levees, &c., will find it Iqt interest to g#H at Headquarters,

Black all wool uassuneres,.1110 ®150
Black Doeskins,.125 cai 75
Fancy Doeskins,.1 00 ®1 60

10

rooms

suitable tor gentlemen and their wives. Enat
5 South street, between U and 11 A. M.

NORFOLK OYSTERS,
By the Qmrt, Gallon, Bushel ar Cargo

Kentucky Jeans,.-..25 ® 60
Satinets,. ® 85
Union Meltons.75
00
Black Union Cassimeree.80 ®1 00

At Auction.

TII®

To be Let.

AiluuoaUsJir,

ptoprietor is now prepared with his BOAT
SLEIGH "ENTERPRISE," to carry parties in
or out of the city at tlie shortest no, tee. On Wednesday and Saturday afternoons, (when pleasant) will
leave head of State Street at 2 o'clock, to carry children aud others, at 25 ots. per hour. Children under
twelve (12) years Iltteen cents.
N. S. FERNALD.
Portland, Dec 18th, 1808.
dc22dtf

Jl'SI RECEIVED

25
35
65

60
80
50

and

Railroad
JOSEPH 1 USER Y

Stieet,

clothing.__decdldtf
Ho for a Sleigh Bides

YSTERS !

17

of

a course

William H. Kelor.

O’Riley

Cumberland

a

Woolen and Linen Goods,Blankets,
Slmwls, Dress Goods, &v.,

c.

Cea»scle| Monday Ere’g, Jan. 7ik,
and closing with a GRAND BALL.
Tickets for the Course, including the Ball, will be
95.00: Evening Tickets, *1.00; Ball Tickets, 81.50.
liTMusic by Chandler's ftiil Quadrille Band, D.
H. Chandler, Prompter. Dancing to commence at 8
o’clock precisely.
floor Manager,—'Thomas Parker, James Rooney
James E. Marshall, Robert Dow, Patrick McCaferty
Messrs.

lto&d.

m. PATTIJI * CO.,
Awsiieaeers,
PLUM STREET.

A.

ASSEMBLIES,
AT MECHANICS* HALL,

ENGRAVINGS, Oval, and other kinds oi Picture
Frames, &t.. With a good variety of Fancy Artictee
suited to the times and the Holidays.
dc22d3w

16

R.

will give

~B.

SIX

Books, Stationery, Paper Hangings,

CAMBRICS AND PRINTS.

Colored Cambrics,.12*@ 153
Best Prints,.16® is'

Bine Mixed Twilled Flannels.32j@
Blue and .Scarlet.
10 ®
White. plam. 3-4. .."."'.35 ®
White, Plain,. 36
60 ®

them

A.

The Irish American Relief Assoeia’n

No Work ever attracted ami
the public mind like this. Everybody wants
it, and thousands will purchase it as soou as an opportunity is afforded them. Read what Agonts say
of it.
One experienced Agent writes: It is the easiest
and pleasantest Book he ever canvassed for; and
says
people are delighted with it, the Ladies especially.
Another says: 44Women of the War" is the book
of the season.
Another, 187 Orders in Four Days.
One reports 17 orders the first day of canvassing.
Intelligent, active Males or Females will find the
sale ot this work a pleasant and lucrative employment.
This book has no competitor—‘it comes fresh and new
to the people. Tho territory is clean and clear.—
Agonts undorstaud the advantages in this particular.
For full particulars send for Circular.
Address
C. A. CHAPIN,
Phoenix Building, Room 13, Boston,
decl7d&wlin

now re-

on

Heavy Denims,.40 ® 45
Medium Denims,.26 ® 324

I.

All persons are hereby notified to govern themselves accordingly, as the above ordinance will be enforced.
JOHN 9. HEALD,
decl8dtf
Marshal.

COLESWORTHY,

his customers to Hie old stand
INVITES
built, where he wiJl
Monday, show
ffno

COTTONADEB.

Wlcking.55 ®

New Goods l

Jese’s Black.

TICKING.

Crash,.llj®
BATTING, WADDING, AC.
Cotton Batting, |» lb,...18®
Cotton Wadding,
lb,.30 ®

I

Exchange St.,

STRIPED SHIRTING.

Prints,.14®

Flag

L5

Heavy Cotton Flannels^...25 ® 30
Medium Cotton Flannels,.20 ® 25

Heavy double and twist,.45 ®

tlie

fjT'There will bo an extra car on the Westbrook
line at the close of the dance for the accommodation
of them living in tlie city.
Jauhlst*

city

Meats, Poultry, Game, &c.,

SHEETING.

Good Bleached Sheeting,.9-8.25®
Medium Sheeting,.36.17®
Shirting,.27 to 32.124®
DRILLING.

MOUSE,

np-AKE
A

Good Bleached Sheeting,.36. 22 ® 274

Ken.

Exchange

__

Medium

For the week

chamber in Clapp’s

of Federal and

COOPER &

Price.
Heavy Sheeting,.37.19® 224
Fine Sheeting,.36. 174® 19
Fine Sheeting,. 40.204® 22

DeLaines,

corner

a

streets, fur the present, where those indebted can call
and pay up, ana those who have books from his late
Library are requested to return them immediately.
He has for aale Envelopes, Note Paper au<l
Playing
Cards cheaper than the cheapest, for ca9li
only.
JanSewllw
"• D- KOB1NSON.

COTTON GOODS.
Inches.

DELAINES.
.24
CRASH.

W. DAVIS, Secretary.
JanOeodtd

_

^Portland, Jan. 2, 1807.

Portland Dry Goads Market*

Medium

Mining: Company.

annual lueetiug of the stockholders in the
Crown Mining Company will be keld at the
Chestnut street School
House, in the city of Portland,
outhk seventeen Jr day of January,
1667, at three
o’clock lu the intern0011.

®11 00

earner,
Commencing on
VBBNB8DAV EVENING, JU| M|
Tickets, 91.00. Music by Chandler's Qu,drills
Baud. Dancing to commence at 8 o’clock precisely.
floor Managers—W. Lord, L. J. Iiolt.

exciting

Ang. 28,

GRUNTAL, now
DAVIS &
CO.,

j

BLEACHED

Trimmings

prices to suit.

The Crown

Tliera will be a Course o/ Assemblies
At IUf«H> Bali, We ad ford’s

F»r Frank Ma.re’e Raw W.rk

ol,

Remember the place, old stand of HERMANN

Lehigh.14 ®U*

144

convince all that

VELVET RIBBONS, black and
colored,in any width; by the piece we make a discount.
All our prices will prove to
you beyond a doubt
By
that goods are sold hero cheaper than elsewhere.

Sort.
<3 7 00
Kindling pbnx 30 ® 40
Wool.
[Jnwash’d Fleecet'5 ® 30
Washed
do.SO ® 85
Lamb Skins.. 75 ® 110
Zinc.
Mosselman, sheet,14 @14*

®

a'.l Descriptions,

wc are

__Pan
Woodford’s Corner Dances /

THE

every kind and size, and

and tbe Americans.”

Tickets, $1,JS; Evening Tickets, 00 cts.
Doors open at 6—Lecture commences at 7$ o’cl'k.
Jan7d3t
order Committee.

WANTED,

it .bares York
Terms cash.

Portland, Jan. 5,18117—dtd

lo

Season

subscribers oiler fur sale tlie lot of land on
the Boutlierly aide ol Comuiercitl Street, head ul
l>an»’s Wharf, measuring 72
by 150 feet, t ot Airtlier particulars inquire
JuNAS H. PEKLEY.
Oct 12 »or W. 3. DANA.

Pons, Veils, Under Garments, Corsets,

..

®

line!

FANCY GOODS of

SUBJECT—“America

Cotn'Lny

Wiutluugtcm

entire

Gallalier,

He

*"*£“ U*a?.‘d Co-

January-, at 21
COMMENCE on-,
®To,'y uuan'M,i uutil u“»

BROOKLYN, N. Y.

OF

American, Nova Scotia and Irish
to do housework, cook, 4c., In private 1 ami lies and hotels in this c.tv and country.
Situations sure. The oest wages paid.
A'ao 50 Girls to work in Factories.
Farmers and others wanting men for any work
will do well to call on us, as we will supply them tree
of charge. Address or apply at the General Agency
Employment Office, 8311 « omjress Street, up stairs.
COX A P0WAB8.
late »V lil'TA JS F A CO.
sept26dtl_

unfurnished

slimes Penobscot R. R. Comtenv

^

Hall,

Even’y, Jan. 9th,

Rev. He

Good

Portland, Nov. 21.

Ladles’ Gloves, fleece lined,
.25
Children’s Gloves, fleece Lined,
15
BLACK KID GLOVES,
I.®
Best French Kid Gloves,
1,25
A Ml assortment of GERMAN ZEPHYR WORSTEDS, imported by us, and a superior article.

...

IT
22
11

extra, 17
25
very

«

Wednesday

lv/V/ Girls

brick

WE *nALL SELL

® 45
00@1G50 Dloves.
30
Michigan * Western
Ginger. 28 ®
Suprr XI 15 60016 60 Mace.140 ®
fruit.
Nutmegs.135 ® 1 40
Almonds—Jordan $ lb. Pepper. 28 ® So
Soft Shell...
40 Pimento. 30 ®
33
®
Shelled_
Btareh.
0 66
Pea Nuts.8 76 ®
Pearl. 11 iS 12*
Citron, new... 40 0
Sugar.
Currants.
18 Muscovado... 11® 12*
®
liar. Brown
Dates, new_22 ®
1;*® 14
Pigs,.new 18 ® 24 Hav.White... note
le ®
Crushed..... 15 ® 15. J
Prunes,..
Raisins.
Granulated... 15® l.'l
Bunch,$bx3 87 ® 4 00 Powdered.... 15® 15*
Layer.4 15 U 4 26 Eagle Relinery A ® none
do
B ® none
do
Lemons,box 3 50 @ 5 60
Teas.
oranges,$lno 4 00 ®
drain.
Souchong- 76 ® 90
Corn, Mixed..1 25 ® X 30 Oolong. #0 ia 95
West’uYell'w 1 33 ® 1 36 Oolong, choicel 00 ® 1 06
Rye.1 40 « 1 45 Japan.110 ® 125
Tin.
Barley.1 20 0 1 25
Oats. 70 ®
76 Banca, cash.. 35 ®
37
Shorts $ ton.32 00 ®S5 00 Straits, cash.. 33® 35
Fine Feed. .40 Oil ® 45 00 English. 31 ® 37
Char. 1.C...14 00 ®14 50
Gunpowder.
Blasting.5 60 0 6 00 Char. 1. X.. .17 00 ®17 50
00
7
50
Tobaooo.
Sporting.C
®
Fives 4c Tens,
Hay.
Best Brands 70 ® 80
Pressed$tonv0 00 022 00
Loose.20 00 ®26 00
Medium_ GO ® 65
Straw. 12 00 016 00
Common
55 ®
60
Half lbs. best
Hides and Skins.
Buenus Ayres 20 ®
brands.
31
80
75 ®
Western. 18 ® 19 Nat’lLeaf, lbs.l 00 ® 1 25
Slaughter_ 10 ®
Navy tbs. 75 ® 85
Calfskins.... 30®
Twine.
Lamb Skins. .1 00 ® 1 50 Cotton Sail...
® 80
Iron.
Flax.
® 75
Common.
Varnish.
44® 6
IteUned.
5 ®
64 Damar.2 75 ® 3 75
Swedish.
8 ®
8} Furniture .2 25 ® 4 25
9 Coach.3 00 ® 8 60
Norway. 8J®
Cast Steel_ 26 0
28
Wood.
16

Uerman Steel.
Eng. Blis.Steel
Steel..
Sheet Iron,

Goods!

Fancy

Soap.

00

Extra St’m Kenned
11)
14 50® 15 50 Family.10)
13 00@
No. 1. 10
14 0(>@ 14 50 Olinc. 13)
13 25® 14 00. Chem Olive.
11)
.10 00 @12 00 Crane's.
13)

Superior*!

and

will be delivered

—os—

Wanted Immediately.

—

Furnishing

**

Ton Dollars pur day, by the Hartford
Box 1606 Portland, Maine.
Portland Dec. 17
dim*

decSldly__PORTLAND,

wharf.__

< -nurse

tuOi:

NortJl Assl-

Mount

Library Lectures.

In Moohnoios*

to

PLEASANT
quire No.

*3mZi&.m

“■

Central Railroad
Audroscoggiii* Kennebec Slock lioni,
8snares

MACAUIjEV,

The Third Lecture U> tbe

95! Agents Wanted! $lo

Jewel-

Fancy

B.

Mercantile

* SONS.

FVJS
Publiahing Co.

SENTER,

WILL

*■

a..* “hHe. AJeme
«17WI

bvorlte Actor

the

-BY—

esting
engaged

LORD,

by

suj-pjrt.'d by tbe entire company.
Now Memory, Na.ic,
Appointments, Arc.
rF-Soc Programmes.
JanSdtf

a

tbo PIANO-

on

AGUES McC.

o Y »

MR.

will fi ml this
book of real mail and inAGENTS
trinsic value—SUBJECT NBW—intensely interand

PMJVO-EOUTE.
INSTRUCTION

assisted

BA It KE ft & CO.,
lJ'J Commercial street.

-4

coon-

*

Wanted!

novl3dtf

oi
as

Administrator oi JoJin Al.
tok
at public auction, on
Wi. niHUA’vW Jan.
WLDAtSuAlf, ?
ltttb, 1M7. at 11 o dock A Al

GRIFFITH GAITUT!

Sugar Co.,

WEa^r/U,teS5rfjr
LYNCH,

bdccem of

to a

“ub**cnbur,

10

D. C., Box 276,
Saint John, Near Brunswick.

dc27dlm_J B.BBOwn
Flour Barrels

»

Slocks at Auction.
licouse from the lion. J. A WapUBSUANT
tormau, Judge
I»rubau> for Cumberland

wh0

the

urnco oi

SKN8ATION

TBirnpoiNr

“WOMEN OF THE WAR.”

_

...

90

Imam Ac Manager,.

Browse,

“*
Hiss Rachel Johnson, ?u“c‘

Teacher S

Lady

AGENTS

2f-,S3BTLAWI>’MA1NK-

March

t

andattor January 2d, 1867, we shall resume
the purchase ot Flour i*rla. FOB
CASH, at the

397 Commercial St, 47 it 49 Beach Street,

Spruce Ex..27 00 *30 00
l'lne Eft....
none.

gal.

THE

Wholesale Grocers Throughout the Slate.

oo
*19 oo

Clapboards,

@2 25

BY ALL

*24

Candles.
Shingles,
Cedar Ext. .4 50 3 4 75
Mould ^ lb... 16 @ 17
Cedar No.l..S 00 * 3 26
Sperm. 40 @ 42
Sbuvod Cedar
5 73
Cement.
40
Pine
6 75
|» brl.2
@ 2 00
Cheese.
Laths,
Vermont#*tb 16 @ IS
Spruce.3 60 * 4 00
16 @
New Fork
Pine. 4 60 * 4 75
18
Molasses.
Coal—{Retail).
Cumberland. 10 50 @1100 Porta Rica.75 * 80
Lorb y<£Diamond. 10@l04 Olenftiegos.... CO*
85
Lehigh.lo 50 @11 0o Trinidad. 53 * 65
Red Ash.9 50 @10 o0 Cuba clayed.. 60 *
62
White Ash. 9 50 @10 00
Clayed tart. 45 * 48
Muscovado. 65 * 60
Coffee.
Nalls.
Java?ft..., 37 @ 40
Rio. 26 @ 30 Caek. 7 00 *
Naval Stores.
Cooperage.
Tsr 4* brl
Hhd. Sh'k* lids,
.5 00 3 5 50
Mol. City.. .3 25 @
Pitch (C. Tar)3 25 *
Sug.City...2 75 @3 00 Wll. Pitch .5 00 * 5 80
Sug.C*try.. 150 @175 Rosin.7 00 * 12 00
Turpentine p
C'tryKiftMol.
Hhd. Sh’ks. 2 00
Hhd. H*d*gs,
Soft Pine... 25
Hard Pino.. 30
Hoops,(14ft).35 00
R.OakStavesSO 00

GORE'S

STEAM REFINED SOAPS I

Iniueusion Spruce 20*23
Hemlock_13 00 *18 00

25

Ac

NKW

ay l-a D*nr«rth at.

OLEINE,

100

Class

Portland

NO. I,

104s

@ 4 50 Sheet ft Pipe. 11)3
@ 75
leather.
@ 14 New York.

BMwell

Flour Barrels Wanted.

SOAPS,

EXTRA,
FAMILY,

smafi. 104}

jLppiea.
Green #* brl. 2 50
Cooking p bu. 50
Dried **tb... H
Western do. 12

KEFINEXI

Immediately

Seminary.
Apply to
dc29d3w

-viz:-

104}

United States Ten-icrtie».
Eastern Kailroad.^-4-,.
\\ ostern Railroad.
Rutland 1st Mortgage Bonds.

GORE,

solicit the attention ot the trade and
consume) a to their Standard Brando ot

106 J

jV, 1660.

Portland Theatre.

as

To take charge of the English Department in a

SOAPS ?

RCFIAED

First

A

STEAM

134}

13

man

lou

BEX,

the Fish

over

LEATHE~Jb

Boston Slock Lhl,
Sales at the Brokers' Board, Jan 8.
American Gold.
United States Coupons. Jan..
United States Coupon Sixes, 1681.
small.
United States 7 3-10ths, 1st series.
» small.
2d series.
3d series.
United States 5-20s, 1862

a

ot

now Pans, now
suit cu'towers by

to

Erie,. 664
Hudson,.130
Reading.105
Michigan Ceutral,.107} @ 108

Corset

AUHO.\ SALDts

*

U S. Seven-Thirties. 2d sene9.
Treasury Seven Three-Tenths, 3d series,
Now York Central,.7...Ill,

Red

EKTEBTAWMMTS,

by
young
assistant
buy real French CALF SKINS
you
A Bookkeeper,
Entry Clerk Salesman.
and Pnilippe an<f Cauaud’s SARDINE*,
WHERE
just
H.
Portland.
W.”
Address,
ja&llw*
in
received
and for

106}

IJticnplumi.

C'ouiiticicial—Prr Cable.
Liverpool, Jan. 7, Noon.
The Cotton market is steady; prices unchanged.—
The sales of the day are estimated at 10,000 bales.
Consols

second Board—The Stocks market is steadv.
IT. S. Five-Twenties, registered, 1862.1064 (a? 1064
U. S. Five-Twenties, coupons,.
^
U. S. Five-Twenties, coupons,
1661.105} ^ 106
U. S. Five-Twenties, coupons, 1665,.106} 4$
U. S. Five-Tw enties, coupons ’65, new iwue.104 & 1654
U. S. Ten-Forties, registered.99} (g} loo
U. S. Ten-Forties, coupons.100

**•*•!•■* D»Uy

Mobile Markets.

ffiwTwhodTttn^

The Condemned Feuiaa*-<—Confederation
In Prince Cd words Island.
New York, Jan. 8.
,,
Montreal dispatches say Sir John Michel has
received no information of the reported commutation of the death sentence of the Fenians
to 20 years’ imprisonment.
Telegrams were received here yesterday stating that the Confederation bill had been defeated by a large majority In Prince Edwards

a

WAA'rm

_

Washington, Jan. 8.
the Kansas Legislature

...

MISCELLANEOUS.

Gold.134}

Treasury Seven-Thirties,..108
U. s. Seven-Thirties, 1st series.li

SENTIMENT

A

Mew York Stock market.
New York, Jan. 6.

American

Celebration of the Battle of

on

Joint Standing Committees.

[special

IMPEAOHMENT

THE

atelyjrelerred.

-..

_-

WASHINGTON.

SENATE.

Washington, Jan. 8.
Tho Chair laid before the Senate a
petition
of in

TO THE

PORTLAND DAILY

XXXIX OONGBESS--SECOND SESSION.

AT LOW PRICES!

yd.
Cottons,

Thibets, Shawls, Cloakings, Beavers Poplins.
Dress

G—d. ef ,u

Description,.

WOOLEN GOODS FOR MEN «
BOY’S WEAR!
A" °f lhe *boTa 0ood* wm
!>• offered at a
GREAT REDUCTION from
rogulur rates.
Remember!

4
Decring
,N0,
Dec R—dawtf

Block,

on
swerving from his path, but marching
to his object without earing whether
he is lollowed or not by the multitude. Forcible in bis delivery, bespeaks tlie truth without disguise, in the keenest and most incisive
language. No ribbons or uniforms are to be
seen in the chamber, simplicity prevailing ev-

Poetry.
in Autuiuu

straight

Fancy.

by geobge cooper.
The apple-trees up in the orchard.
This breezy autumnal u.orn,
Are tossing their heads m a lrolic
And laughing the year to acorn.

Around us the dowers

erywhere.

Week. It is from the pen of the author of
‘■Flemish Interiors.” AVe subjoin an extract
a

or two :

to the constitution.
Full directions in tlm pamphlet around
bo carefully preserved.
age which should

HOUSEKEEPING

Randall, McAllister & Co.,
oc25dti

Head of Maine Wharf.

n

Please Bead this

Choice Muscovado Molasses
MUSCOVADO
) CHtficH
TIEHCER
40 BHJLM.
) MOLASSES for tale by

Laees, Embroideries, Holier y
ly 'Low

OU

CEO. 8. HUNT,

Of every Description.

E.

Of
nr

A
9.

Sugar Loaf.

Amount of marina risks outstanding?
Total amount of outstanding risks?

do
do

Coal.

and tor sale by the undersigned

16.
18.
17.
18.
18.
20.
21.
22.
28.

maa and stove sue.

2ft.

25.
2t>.

White and Bed Ash Coal.
These Coals are of the very best quality, and waranted to give satisfaction.
Also, 500 cords ot best quality of HARD aud

SOFT WOOD* which we will sell at the very
lowest prioe and deliver It to any part ot the city at
short notice.
|3T"Qive us a call and try us.

S. ROUNDS & SON.

disfiguring

are prepared to execute orders for SOUTH.
TV ERN PINE LUMBER, by the cargo, delivered with dispatch at any convenient port.
RYAN & DAVIS
April 17—dtflfll Commercial St.

Saint Louis

Flour!!

CHOICE

Churchill,

Trinidad Molasses.
BEIME-QUAUTT

of the hall in which
sian Parliament meet, and of the most prominent leaders. The writei says:

ITS EFFECT 18

28.
M.
JO.
31.
32.
33.

June 14, '66—eou&wly

HALL’S

■

j
|

Lea

Perrins’

&;

Vegetable

j Worcestershire Sauce l
1

|!

EXTRACT

PROHOONCSD BY

of

CoanaiMeara
To be

j

at

Tiae “Only

And

applicable

letter from

a

Gentleman

Madras,

to

his

Brother at

Good Sauce!”
,

a

Medical

Worcester, May,

1851.

“Tell Lea & Jarring that their Sauce
isvliighly esteemed in
India, and is in my
opinion the most palatable as well as the
most wholesome
Sauce that is made."

to

l EVERY VARIETY
OF

DISH.

The success ot this most delirious and unrivaled

NEW

I*.

M.
Has

popular

YEAR’S.

FROST
s

fresh Stock ot

Kid Gloves
To

Offer

at

Low

Prices t

800 Prt. of Wcrld-rea owned Trefontec,
a*

only'

500 Pr». of

$1,80
1.00

only
CI«|«hUde,
Ko. 4 X) eerlng1 Block,
at

C«I««1 IBM STREET,

pec 2SJ—r]*wtl

I
!

XT WILL RESTORE ORAT .BAIR TO
ITS ORIGINAL COLOR.

notes?

nMMtuna A

'Memorandum R Referred
Details of Sundry

Mersey Dock

and Harter

growth, and in nearly all caaaa where it lias fallen
off will restore it unless the person is very aged.

Proprietor
Nashua, N. H.

HANSON dt WINSLOW'S

Foundry,!

Steam Mills, Iron
—and-

Plough

Manaiketory,

would iuform the

public that
to furnish Castings of every
WEed
at short notice. We

we are

prepar-

description to
now have on hand an asorder
sortment of Window Weights. Sled Shoes and other

castings.
(gin We are prepared to furalah Castings fbr Rail
Road Companies and Ship Builders.
Also, Planing, Jointing, Matching and Sawing

promptly

e

j w HANSON,
C. C. WINSLOW.
36 Verb SI., Mend of Smith’s Wharf.
Jar l_dtr

STEPHEN
1

Can

V all
of

~~

~

■—■*-

furnish First Cuss workmen

description.

Residence, AMERICAN HOUSE.
India Street, Portland.
S4.»nunv4».
17th. ivoc
August
aug'fd—II
18C6__
To Sent.

,7 —7

‘d,7

S

11 717

m

Ts!
ini’ii. JS

374’s80

m

nil

00

17.,,

XX

able

style.

A

largo assortment

of the newest
now on

Retailers of

Boots, Shoes and Rubbers,

27,069

t

18 06

47,0*1

)

09 08

^166,232 06

ENGINE BOSE

MOLASSES DONE,

RUBBER PACKING.

RUBBER BELTING,

Bonds, &c.

JOHX BABBOUB.

Wwo 00
00
99 99

39°° ®9
66

66
66

ns 11

it

fi’JjfS
1
hho
13*302
8

Bnbher Hose.

Bnbher Clothing,

vs mi or ni

0. J. BABBOrB.

E. B.

BAKBOUB.
dtl

nov.U

Great Fall in Furs !
FROM AN

12 05
02 08

stocks

ASSIGNEE’S

455 882 02 03

-Ls=—I_
*631,740 01 07

of

new

SALE

and elegant Furs in Boston,

Attorney,

FOB CASH,

AM can bo sold

iw.

InnSS

Nice

Office,

SHAW

HD WOODS and now oiler tor sale

Black

Walnut,

a

,

Cedar,

Maple,

Sycamore,

Chestnut,

ou

Butternut, Whitewood,
^ Sheathing,

4c.

<&e.

Spruce Floor

tor supplying the wanu of Bnllders
unsurpassed, and parties at
distance orderine bv
Sirby&<^ltlu
giving reliable reference,
depend upon having their orders tilled id sattetaito^
* nmnnei-thS
saving the time and expense of visit to the city.
a

am

a

tuuu

a

&' Rosewood Veneers, Slabs and Logs of any desired quality, at less than New Tort
Price UatofMouldings; Lumber, ltoors, Brackets, 4c. tUrniihal on appUcauIn

nrlees
P

JOSEPH
2>—eodam_

Another

Change of Base

TIME

A.

PRICES!!

S

X >.

1

P O O L,

C OTTON I

G. M. ELDER
Begs leave to inform his friends, customers and the
public generally that having rebuilt his store at
H0. 93 MIDDLE

F. PAUL, & CO.

l

7 CENTS A SPOOL l
AT

is

now prepared to sell at prices lower than the lowall qualities and descriptions of Boots, Shoes,
Rubbers, &r.
Repairing done as heretofore, and all description ot

DAVIS St CO.’S.

est

AT

SALE

THEIR

Fore

STORE,

Street,

LEAD, Foreign and American Zinc, Lin*
seed Oil, Coach, Furniture and Florence Varnishes. Japan, Spirits Turpentine, French Yellow,
Venetian ltod. and a ftill assotment of Paint Stock of
Glass, Sheet Lead, and
every description, Window
Lead Pipe.
Agents for Gardner’s celebrated Copper
Paint for vessels’ bottoms. All orders for Painting
executed at short notice and satisfactorily.
January

1.1867.

dtf

Military,

Just received and tor sale

CHASE

Masonic and Firemen’s

EQUIPMENTS

moving Sterility ana Barrenness la both sexes. To
the young, middle-aged, nnd aged, there is no greater
boou than this Kllxir of Life." It gives a new
lease of life, causing the weak and debilitated to
have renewed strength and vigor.

Messrs. John L. Shaw &

BBCTHBRS,

Store to

store of

,APP|y

CORNER OR

UW

AM®

FORK

Liet.

^hUadelpbla,

an

now

ready to

execute all

s.

or-

% CARLETON,

dedd__A
A FULL

STREETS,

OPPOSITE THE NEW CITY MARKET.
a stock of Oak tanned Leather in

Having prepared
they

to

Market Square.

SUFFLY

AT TBS

England Clothing Com.,
Va Market Mquarc.

ac8d3m_E. LEVIEN
Th© Gothic

& CO.

Furnace!

Wood or Coal is the most powerful furnace in
TJ'O^
JL
use, and has the most radiating surface. Judge
Bollock
of the U. S. District Court for .Rhode Island
can be supplied with a strong and durable Hose, warranted Viuai to any made eisdwhere, and on as rea- ^ttvs “1 have used your furnace No. 10 Vwo winters:
it is simple in construction. 1 am enti rely satisfied
ftnable terms.
N. B.—Fire Backets, Spanner Belts, Flexible with it and deem it preferable to any hob air ftarnace
I hare seen *1.
Pipes, Knapsacks, Cafcrtdge Boxes. Pistol Holsters,
Ac., made to erdsr. Couplings. Pipes and Nosvsls
ntftr.
I
ftuaiabed and Bote repaired.
novi7d2m
A circular

Cities, Tarwvae and Corporations

D.

FARE REDUCED TO
—-

Hummer

Until lartber notice the Steamers
Portland Steam Packet Co.
run as loilows;—
Leave Atlantic Wharf for Boston.
CT«ry evening, (except Sunday) at

wilj

7

o

clock.

Leuve Boston the

Cabiutare,.

gjgfcv.

same

days at

5 P. M.

._.

...

$li>0
l.oo

lelT* Package tickets to be had of the Agents at
duced
rales.

re-

Freight taken as usual.

WHERE

By Electricity

ROsToN.

A r rutty e mint l

of the

174

The Rheamatlc. the gouty, the lame and the lazy
leap with joy, and move with the agility and elasticity of youth; the heated brain is cooled; the frostbitten limbs restored, tho uncouth deformities re-

d) CO.,

STJUA.'IIKS,

ELECTIiiciff

MIDDLE STREET,
Nearly Opposite the United Slate* Hale)
lie would respectlully announce to
citizens ot Portland and vicinity, that he
a
permanently located In this city. During the three
yeara we have been in this city, we have cured some
ot the worst tohius of disease in persons who have
tried other forms ol treatment in vain, and curint
patients in so short a tiiue that the (.action Is often
do they stay cured? To answer thie auestioi
asked,
we will say that all that do not stay cored, we
doctor the second time without charge.
Dr. D. has been a practical Electrician lor twenty
one years, and Is also a regular graduated uhvsiclati
Electricity is penectly adapted to chronic diseases is
the forai of nervous or sick headache; neuralgia 11
the h&d, neck, or extremities; consumption whet
In the acute stages or where the lungs are not lull)
involved; acute or chronic rheumatism, scrofula, In,,
disease*, white swellings, spinal diseases, curvature
of the spine, contracted muscles, distorted limbs,
palsy or paralysis, St. Vitas’ Dance, deafness stammering or hesitancy ol speech, dyspepsia, indigestion, constipation and liver complaint, piles—we cure
every case that can be presented; asthma, bronchitis, strictnres m the chest, and all forms of lemale
complaints.

LITTLE

Clcueral Ticket Ageuti.
Passage Tickets tor California, via steamsrs
from New Vi.rK on the 1st, lltb, uinl 21st of eaoli
I month lur sale at this onice,as hereto!, »re. Uc2&i&wtt

ei, H. 7.

IMPORTANT

to

I*. BILLINGS, Agent.
*

mx
May ?2nd,lS0€—dtl
soon

;

International Steamship
Eastport,
ONE

ARRANGEMENT.

TRIP

—-

Oo.

Calais nud St. John.

WINTER

PER

WEEK.

On anil after Monday, December
Kill, the steamer NEW BRUNSWICK, Capt. E. B. WINCHESTER, will leave ltail Road Whartl
toot of Stale St., every MONDAY,

clock I*. M for Eastport and St. John.
RETURNING, will h ave St. John every THURS-

at 5

o

DAY, at 8 o’clock A. M.
At Kaslport Stage Coaches will connect tor Machias.
At St John the E. & N. A.
Railway will conneet
lor Shediac.
received on days of sailing until 4 o’clk.
P. M.
C (’ FATON

BfErelghf

dec2Q.ittt~_'

Agent

PORTLAND

-AND-

Owners of Hemlock Lands!

BUSINESS

AT THE OLD

STAND,
NO. 10T FORK, COR. VINE STREET,
Where we shall be iiaapy to sec our old customers,
and as many new ones as mav iavor ,i4 with their patronage.
PEARSON & SMITH.
October 1,1866. dtf
The subscriber having disposed ol his Bakery to
Messrs: Pearson & Smith, would cheerfully recommend them to his former patrons, being assured that,
from tlieir well known reputation, they will continue
the business acceptably.

And lie wUl take this opportunity to gratefully acthe many ihvors bestowed upon him by
patrons ior many years.

knowledge
his

October

REUBEN KENT.

1,

1886.

dtf

UNITED

freight.
The Company does not propose to sell Territorial
rights, but will grant exclusive privilege to manufacture in certain localities, charging a small royalty pet
gallon on the amount manufactured.
Ilie Company will send competent men to superin-

tend the construction of the works, where panics desire to enter into the business, aud to instruct in the
manufacture of the Extract.
As a guarantee of success to parties entering into
this business, the Company will contract to take *all
the Extract manufactured under their process at fifty
cents per gallon, delivered in Boston or New York.
Parties in Maine desiring further information a* to
terms.
may call upon or address CHARI Jj£
HALE, General Agent lor Maine, 24 Maine street

«SC'c.,

*3®sr ■’■“"'ttnasawar

STATES"

HOTEL,

THE

LADIES

BAKING

HOTELS.

LUMBEUMEX

Boy’s* THE
New

IF.

deceived—ask for these medicines and take no
others. If the druggist does not keep them, write
to us, and we will send them byexpresa, carefully
packed, free from observation. We will be pleased
to receive letters with full statements in regard to
with whtch ladles or gentlemen are
any diseaseAddress
all letters Ibr medicines, i>»u>phafflict*
j«M»or advice, to the sole proprietor

AMERICAN PATENTED IMPROVEMENT
TANNING COMPANY, of New York, own the
exclusive right iu the United States tor the manufacture of an imperishable “EXTRACT” from Hemlock
Bark for tanning
J now
purposes. The Bark Extract is
extensively used among Tanners* and the demand
lor
it
rapidly
increasing. It commands a ready
fly Agents Wanted.
_decMdlm*
sale in the Boston, New York and Philadelphia marThe appliances for
I kets, at sixty cents per gallon.
“Short Dresses.”
manufacturing are simple and not expensive, costing
will find the most convenient and ex- 1 but little more than the ordinary leaches used byTannon. By this process, Ik cords ot Bark may he repeditious wav of malting Walking Dresses is to
duced so ns to concentrate the entire strength into
have a “SKIRT LIFTER” adjusted to Die Hoop
without in the slightest deMRS. L. C. PENNELL,
forty gallons of extract,
Skirt.
and at a cost not
Brown
gree injuring its tanning qualities,
t
dtt
Street.
Jan
___44
cord. The saving in freight
dollar
one
per
exceeding
the transportation of the Extract and
between
alone,
Sfotioe.
the bark, will ranee from six to right dollar* per cord,
undersigned^ having purchased the Bakery, so
that any one who may got out but three humlred
&c,, of Mr. R. Kent, will continue the
cords of bark pej* year, may gave from two thousand
to twenty-fivenundred doirars in the difference in

Will save 50 per
Fuel, ami last a life time.
Weatherstrip
Simple, Cheap and Durable. Tbe best
and Specimens at
Testimonials
Invented. Examine
the Real Estate A gone, of W. H. JEKRIS, at Horse
Railroad office, opposite Treble House.
C. E. BARNES, Agent,

THE
.?°8!i,£

jan 1

J. 1EWKSBURY St CO.,

era

T

cent, in

GOTHIC STORE on Congress
Street, opBurect- 11 liB “ one of the best
tor the
after having been burned out of Federal street, July
«.roct-ry Bu.inrm in tho City,
4th, haye resumed business in the room over the having had a large trade tor the nast ten years.

Co.,

Railroads,

Per Hair at the I, a nest rales at the WentHallway Ticket OIHrc,—LAN CAST Lit
I HALL BC ILL)IN(i, Mauke t SyLAl.i
I

Fnce, one bottle |2; throe bottle* $5; sent by
express to any address.
Our medicines are sold and recommended by all
respectable druggists io every part of the civilized
globe ■, some unprincipled dealers, however, try to
deceive their customers by selling cheap and worthless compounds in order to make money. Be not

37 Walker

VIA THE

New York Central.
Erie & Lake .shore.
And Pennsylvania Central

full ngor, Urns proving a
perfect “Eliwir of Love” re-

Cleansed l

UT>OM YOUR DOORS AND WINDOWS.

by

Pcc»,1866.-T,T&S?w:BCI‘d

!

j

Cold, Rain, Wind and Dust I
dd

nonHdtt

HOSES

_

Tickets irom Portland
To all Points West & South,

Through

moved; faintness converted to vigor, weakness to
AND NEW YORK
GENTLEMEN WISHING
sorengili: the blind made to see, the deal to hear and
the palsied form to move upright; the blemishes 01
STEAMSHIP COMPANY.
are
the
accidents
of
mature iiie
obliterated;
youth
prevented; the calamities ot old age obviated and an
S E M 1-W F, E K L, Y LINE.
active circulation maintained.
AND REPAIRED,
LA D I E S
The splendid and last Steamcan
be done more to
Cannot find a place where it
Who have cold lumas and lect; weak stomachs, lamships DlKltiO, Capt. U. Sup b*
their satisfaction than at
and weak backs; nervous and sick headache; dizziand ERANCON1A, Capt.
woon,
ness and swimming in the head, with indigestion and
No. 20 Temple Street,
’W. W.
NKFRWOOlr, Mill, until
of the bowels: pain in the side and bock;
constipation
further
from
st.
Second Door
notice, run as follows:
Congress
leucorrhoea, (or whites); tailing of the womb with in- I
Leave Brow ’» Wharf,Portland.every WEDNESand
faithternal cancers; tumors, polypus, and all that long
fi^’Every Garment will receive prompt
DAY and SATURDAY, at 4 P. M., and leave Pier
faHutention.
train of diseases will find in Electricity a sun* meant1
88 kl<t River, New York, everv WEDNESDAY and
of cure. For paiutnl menstruation, too raOtiistSATURDAY, at i o’clock P. &i.
Ladies’ Sacques I
menstruation. and all ot those long line of troubTfe*
These vessels are lit ed up with Hue accommodawith young ladies, Electricity is a certain specific,
FIRST CLASS STYLE!
CLEANSED IN
tlom> lor pnsaengei s,
thi. the must Speedy
and will, ih a short time, restore the sufferer to the I sale and eoraioUablumaking
route lor travellers boiwe/i!
13?" Give me a trial and I will endeavor to please.
vigor of health.
New York and Maine. Pesva-e In
state Re™ ?
CHABE.ES II. nAHOYEY.
*6.00 cabin passage *5.00. Meals extra.
TEETH 1 TEETH! TEETH 1
Dr. D. still continue* to Extract Teeth by Elec*’>' 'H? ,ine to nud treat Aon
b®C’
tricity without pain. Persons having decayed
Kalh’ Augusta, Eastpmtand
St. Jo n
teeth or stomps they wish to have removed for resetShippers are requested to vend tlretr IVeighi to the
ting he would give a polite invitation to call.
Superior Electro Magnetic Ma-junes tor salt
y 8,3 PMon ““ ******
ECONOMY AND COMFORT.
for family use, with thorough instructions.
Dr. D. can accommodate u lew patients with board
or
KEEP OUT THE
apply to
■MIRV A: FOX, Brown’s Wharf, Portland.
end treatment at his house.
«L F. AMES, Pic. 38 East River.
Office hours from 8 o’clock A. M. to U M.; trom 1
I to 0 P. M-, and 7 to 9 in the evening.
May 28, I**#.
dtl
Consultation free.
novltt
the
rattle
of
And prevent
Sashes with

fr"1_
BRADSTREET’S
Oat Meal
Buckwheat!
and_
Oak
Tanned
Leather
Philadelphia
bbls. superior
oat meal.
Improved Rubber Moulding
JO Barrels Southern}p:w
Buckwheat.

work manulSctured to order.

To Tra velers !

&e’«t“nd

.fc<I'-j VMJU

STBEET,

FOR

187

Clothing

Address orders and communications to

Nov

OFFPR

No.

WHITE

Ash,

In Boards, Plank. Joist, 4c., to which they respectfully Invite the attention of
purchasers.

Sf****'

&c.

FICKETT & GRAY

Stock of

Oa7>,

Cherry,

Goods In proportion.

BROTHERS,

Paints, Oils1 Varnishes,

St., Boston.

large and well-selected

$4.06,

OPPOSITE PBEBLE HOUSE.
dcc22
dtf

undersigned have established in connection with theirwell-known “Bat State Moulding MajotTHE
wJ!rf51an8iI0 yariior 2*® Purchase and sale of Lumber, giving especial attention to SEASONHA

At#

former price $16.00.

and other

Jan2d3w

No. 441 Tremont

Grey Squirrel Setts,

$13.00,

OFFICE KTO. 19 FREE STREET.

I> K P O

ggyBoofun at 8.10 A. 11.. aud r.tt) P. M.
Leave Boston tor Portland at 7.30 A.
and,* 2.30
P. M.
A Mechasic’s a-d Laborer's Train will leavs
Biddeiord dally. Sundays excepted, at 0 A. 11., and
Saco at 0.08, arriving in Portland at ti. In.
Hetnrnlng, will leave Portland idr Saco arid Biddelord and imeimediate station, at 6.30 p. u.
A special freight train, with passenger car attached, will leavo 1'orLlanu at 7.10 A. It. lor Saco and
Biddeford, and returning, leave Biddeiord at 8.30
and Saco at 8 40 A. M.
FRANCIS CHASE, Sept.
Porlland, Oct 29, 1866.
uot^t

DR. W. N. DEWING,
Hudson Bay and American Sable!
Miedical
Electrician

FOB

STATE

WINTER ARRANGEMENT,
Caaneudng Meaday, N.f. I'hk, lftiitf.
Mj~a Passenger Trains leave Portland for

ate the eyetem and ana
overcome diiease.

MEDICAL

Silk Velvet Hoods,Beaver trimmed,

Portland tannarv 1 ISfiT
Portland,
January^, 1867._

SACO i PORTSMOUTH R. R.

Elixir rejuven Debility restoring Manlint*

Or. W. B. HEBWIir,

CHEAPER

PEERING, Agent,

J?r,nK

sunt.

PORTLAND

Palpitation of the

this

LEATHER.

irtouuy went*
in Female*.
Ileart ana
aU Xervfm* Di*ea*e*. It restores new Ufe and vigor to the
aged, causing the hot blood ot
I'tc rnrru*
youtn to course me veins, reaMorgan* qf GenerawUh
life '—so does tlffn- removing Impotency and

NOVES,

DoodtJ

IlysteAc*

w>w,

new

02

EDWIN

Nov. 1, I860

uures utntraL

OAK AND HEMLOCK BELTING.
LACE

administer

Or, essence of lAft,

m

26,520 00 02

t
1

laT'Frtight trains for Waterrillaand all Intermediate stations, leave Poiiland at 8.2-r> A. M,
Tram irom Bangor is due at Portland at 1.13 P, M,
In eeaso n tor onuect with train for Bo-, ion.
From Lewiston and Auburn ouly, at m.10 A. M

Dh. WRIGHT’S

Ladies’ and Mieses’ Serge and Calf Bonis.
Men’s Fine Calf and Thick Boots.
Boys’, Youths’ and Children’s Boots and
Shoes.
Bnbher Boots nud Shoes of all kinds.

24 81« OR 00
10x2 10 ou
10,362

7.40 A.M.

REJUVENATING ELIXIR,

d

s

tvi og

raBfflg“g?r! On and alter Mon day,November 12th,
Mftr^TitXOurrenr, iioius will l*a\o Poitlaml fyr
Bangor and all intermedia)o statu n on this lino, at
1.10 P. M. daily. For Lew iaton and A ubura only, at

Dr. W. B. MERWIN, 37 Walker St., N. T.
I N. B.—Cherokee Pjlln Nq, 2 are prepared for
Mpecial cane, wHen milder medicines fail; these
are sent by mail, free of postage, on receipt of $St
the price of tacii boas.

STREET,

PORTLAND, ME.
£
9*81

|

1SCG.

W. HATCH* Superintendent.
Augusta, Oct. 27,1306.
nov!2dti

proprietor,

BARBOUR,

Manufacturers and

09

in

of

plaints in run, m we treat an female complaints.
an«i prepare Medicines suitable for all diseases to
which tney are subject—Thirty-two page pamphlet,
in a sealed enrolope, free.
The Cherokee Pills are sold by all druggists at $1
per box, or six boxes for $5; or they are sent by
mail, free of postage, In an ordinary letter, free
from observation, by addressing tha sole

styles

lJih,

SuR.R.,

land.
Ladles can address us in perfect
confidence, and state their com-

hand.

IVor.

33 Passenger Tr ins leave Portland dally
I
■ —
■_A* at l.oo p M., for Bath, Augusta, Watiuiaii’s .Mills,bkowhegan, and intermediate
urvuic,
Stations,(connecting at Brunswick with Androscogfor Lewiston and Farmington, and at
endair* Mills with Alolne Central K.JbL) lor Bangor
and intermediate stations. Fares as low by this route
as any other.
Leave Portland for Bath, Lewiston, Augusta and
intermediate stations on Saturday only at 7.45 P. M.
Mixed Train leave** Portiandjor Brunswick and intermediate stations daily, except Saturday, at 5.30 P.
M.
Freight Train, with passenger car attached, will
leave Portland lor Skowhegan and inte mediate stations every morning at 7 o’clock.
Trains from Brunswick and Lewiston are due at
Portland at 9.2o A M., and from bkowhegan and
Farmington and ail imcimedinte stations at 2.00 P,
M. to connect with trains for Bo don.
Stages for Rockland Conner t at Ba k; and fny Belfast at Augusta, leaving daily oj: arr.valot train from
Boston, leaving at 7.30 A. M.; and »or Solon, Anson,
NocrtdgcWoek, Athens and Moose Head Lake at
Skowbegan, and for China, East aud North Vassalboro* at Va^salboro*: for Unity at Kendall’s
Mill’s,
and for Canaan at Plsnon’s Feny.

in constant

Scept

GOODS I

dcdOotf

WINTER ARRANGEMENT,

their
attendjanl.lMSdJtw.
one

days.

a tew

CemmeuciNg Monday,

as they arc nicely suaar coated.
They should be In the hands of
•very Maiden, Wife, and Mother

dtf

J, & C. J.
66,2.1

experience

to

P0fiTU*"DAK£SiEB£CTC

Headache. Giddiness; and all diseases that spring from irregularity,
by removing the cause and all the
effects that arise from it. They
are perfectly safe in all cases, «a>
tchen forbidden by directions, and are easy to

The stock embraces FINE, MEDIUM and LOW
PRICED CLOTHING, made up in the most tashion-

dec8

31

in Reply to Question ill.

LUMBER

OWING

tor

suppressed, Axcemve <ma
Painful Menstruation. Green
Sickness, Jienoua and*8pinal Affections, Pains in the Back,

STREET,

of GENTS* FURNISHING GOODS is

M

of

NOTICE.

the breaking of

a Driver on tho Engine
“Wuatbruok," the regular freight train on tho
Portland and Kochoaior It. It. will be diseouilnuod

in the

FURNISHING

t&TTh* subscriber has been appointed Agent of the above Company for this
City, and is prepared and
tally authorized to take risks on Buildings and Merchandise against loss or
damage by FIRE.
The Company, as will be seen by the published
Statement, has large means, and is entirely reliable and
losses under Policies issued here, will be adjusted liberally and paid
promptly. Apply to

BAIT

SPECIAL

Cure

than at any other store.

F.

Limuigtou. Lunington, Lnaorick, N« rwtela,
ParBonalleid aud O&ujnsts
At Saecaraupa for bouth Windham, Windham Hill
and North Windham, ilaiiy
iiy order ol iliol’roaident.
Portland, Dec. 11,
dtl

WINTER ARRANGEMENT,

^

—AND—

STBEET, BOSTON.

Double and single riveted, and of all sires, as used on
Btaam Fire Engines, Hand Engines, Steamboats and
Force Pumps.

4-

■■

W 145 M 01

(

and

South

MAINE CENTRAL R. R.

bare a new Mack of

we

3“;^ £ Si

1

95!
ss}

Bridgtou, Lovell, Hiram, Brownfield, Fryebuig,
Conway, Bartlett, Jackson Liuimgtou, Cornish,Porter, Freedom, Modisun, aud Eaton, IS’. H.
At Buxtoa Center for West Buxton, Bonny
gEagle,

Or Female Regulator,

Preble Home)

the

BOUGHT

AJSD 3 KILBY

lady

CLOTHING

91 mo 10 rut

m
217
98
21
ins

HIGGINSGN, Agent

itulldcr, Is prepared to take
MR. O’DUROCHER,
Adding, either by JOB or hy

Oti
<aM material

•—

Wheie

414 733 13 00

{

Railway

Notice to La/nd Holders,

■

(Oppeaite

09

0C

18,661

(

Bonds of Barton-on-Trent Improvement Commisaionerb,.
Balance ot snndry Loans accounts, secured by various British
aiul shares margin of from 15J to 52 per cent, above
amount lsut.

Philadeljthla Oak Tanned Leather
Fire Engine Hose,

-■

1

*

£100,000
11.000
2,160 Liverpool Corporation Water Board,.
4,100 Mersey Docks and Harbor Board Bonds,.

FIRE

Sold by all Druggists.

on
ni nq
v

India 4 per cent. Bonde,.
Canadian 6 per cent, stock,. ...••••.

—AT—

V Ask for Hall’s Vegetable Sicilian
Haul Renewer, and take no other.
The Proprietors offer the Sicilian Hair Reneweb to the publia, entirely confidant that it will
bring back the hair to its original color, promote Its

nr»

Board...

OLD

|p-

*953

trains will run tu* follow*:
Passenger train* lcavo storo River lor Portland at
5.30 and 0.00 A. 31., and S.4U P. M. Leave Portland
lor Saco River 7.13 A. M., 2.0 anti G.43 P. M.
Freight trains with rassenter o..r attached will
leave Sato River tor Portland. 0.50 A. M. Louvu
Portland tor Saco River 12.13 P. 31.
UT~~bb»ge. connect at uorhum tur West Gorham,
Standish, atcep Fails. Baldwin, Denmark, bebago,

cherokeeT pills7

CLOTHING!
288 CONGRESS

Bonds of Burial Board of Toxteth Park,.
British and Irish Magnetic Telegraph Company,..

IT IS A SPLENDID HAIR-DRESSING I

R. P. HALL * CO.

to

Investments,

Boots, Shoes and Rubbers

ICAL AUTHORITY.

KNIGHT I

NO. 8 EXCHANGE

218

..

A

own sex.
ance.

18 00

None.

12.000 Lancaster«Carlisle stock,.
100
2,000 Lancaster a Carlisle 4J preference stock,.
luo
ttO £20 shares Uerthyr, Tredegar and Abergavenny Railway,.. 20
10
do
820
do
do
do
do
10
28.000 South Eastern Railway 41 per cent, preference stock_100
25.000 Birkenhead Railway stock.100

N.-S.—Ladies desiring may consult

FIRM I

NEW

Referred to in Reply to Question 13.

£9,058 North Union Hallway A Stock.;.loo
7.000 South Eastern Railway 41 jier cent, preference stock,, .loo
780 XAncashire & Yorkshire Railway 6 per cent,
stock^T.... 100
19.000 Chester A Holyhead Railway Block,.100
10.000 South Rastern Railway 4} p/efer.nS stock,..m

& Co.

oet!2dtf_^_
ROBINSON

£20 401 12 02

What amount of

It will keep the Bair froma failing out.

young should &il to use it
It i* reammended and used bp the FIRST MED-

Burroughs

T.

Wo have taken the store

About.
None.

It cleanse* the Stalp, and snake* tk* Bate
SORT, LUSTROUS, ANIt SILKEN

or

George

is

same?...

Back to the old Middle St. Stand !

Ho person, old

00
ttO
10
10
00
00

f61,740 01 07

VSS2&

company,
Uow6JX?“TlSs0f
tile capital consists of the Stockholders’

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.
On ami after Monday, Dec. 17, 1bC6,

I Tffffi"lT:7fr8Tl

patient

_

are

Sicilian Hair Renewer

CASH.

capital

47.

has proved itself to he the most perfect preparation
for the Hair ever offered to the public.
It is a vegetable compound, and contains no
injurious properties whatever.
It is not a Dye, it strikes at the Roots and fills
the glands with new life and coloring matter.

CELEBRATED

ocn.Uy'W

man perhaps the
best knowu,.and certainly the m«
in all Prussia; he has devoted
his whole life
to the laboring classes, whoso
associates,
have found in him their most eloquent an i
zealous champion. He is still full of
vivacitv
and is constantly moving about bom one
part
ot the chamber to another to confer with
his
potlcal .rieuds. Lastly, we have Doctor Jacoby whose bald head and aquiline nose impart an original character to his physiognomy
you are acquainted with his republican opinions, of which he makes no mystery. He ■
especially the man of strong eonrictlons, ney-

isfaction in all cases when used in strict accordance with onr instructions.

Druggists.

condiment haviiqg caused many unprincipled dealers
pll
on the contrary,
F Ai.
xiSl^Twesfen.
!lic’ 'yfi°st‘i,avoi'ite,
Is
this latter
to apply the name to Spurious Compounds, the puba judge
personage,
in the Berlin tribunal, U a little
man With fair
lic is respectfully and earnestly requested to see that
hair and beard; he expresses himself
with a I
nrm voice and entergetic lucidity ue coe3 die names ot Lea & Perrins are npon the Wrapstraight to his adversary and presses him with per, Label, Stopper and Bottle.
arguments replete with lozic, which excite
Manufactured by
tempests on the side of the right.
Near him is M. Waldeck, member of
LEA 3z PERRIJV8, Worcester.
the
Supreme Tribunal (Court of Cassation), who
John Duncan’s Sons,
speaks frequently and defends constitutional
rights with all the authority of his position.
V0HK- Agents for the United States.
His marked features and white liair attract
attention, and his prolixity is pardoned iu virtue ot his age and gravity. In front of him is
^ HRISTMAS
seated AT. Wircliow, professor of anatomy at
Berlin, witii a forehead yellow like ivory, and
a dark brown beard beginning to be silvered
by age. You know well his taleu; and bis
Influence over his own party, and you cannot
have forgotten the provocation addressed to
him by Count de
AS THE HOLIDAYS AUE
Bismarch, who felt offended
APPROACHING
by the attacks made on his policy by the eminent professor.
Au L“l:
*e,t there are also to be
found 51. Sdiulz-TMitseli, a

If the Sicilian Hair Rbnbwbr does not give sat-

tle.

n

Reward

40 425 00
14
09
05
00
09

185**859
30*476
SlVl
27*500
49*020

49.

43.
44.
46.
46.

PORTLAND*JROCHLSTEHR.R.

need a medical adviser, to call at his rooms, No. It
Preble Street, which they will lln<l arranged for their
especial accommodation.
Dr. H.’s Electic lienovating Medicines are unrivalled in othcacy and superior virtue in regulating all
Female Irregularities, Their action is specific and
certain of producing relief In a short time.
LADIES will find it Invaluable in all cases of obstructions after all other remedies have been tried in
vain. It is purely vegetable, containing nothing in
the least Injurious to tlie health, and may be taken
with perfect safety at all times.
Sent to any part of thecountrv, with fell ilirectious,
DK. HUGHES,
by addressing
No. 14 Preble Street, Portland.

GREATLY REDUCED RATES

1G8.232 09 02

«•

42.

HALL’S

$1,000

17 02
00 1)0

-FOB-

..

VEGETABLE SICILIAN

Eton's Exteact of PoEE Jamaica Glxoeb—
for Indigestion, Nausea, Heartburn, Sick Headache,
Cholera Morbus, &e., where a warming, genial stimi ulant is
required. Its carelUl preparation and entire
purity makes it a cheap and reliable article for culij nary
purposes. Sold everywhere at 50 cents per bot-

16 07

8,110 06 97

41$20
3|i)00

Amount of dividends paid last year?.
Amount of income tax paid on
Amount paid for exiienseeot office?-.
.’
Amount of other expenditures?.
Amouutrecelved incaah for nre risks not terminated?
Amount required to reinsure all outstanding risks?
Ahon.
Amount of premium notes on risks not terminated ?
Amount of delinquent notes not charged to profit and loss? None
Highest rate of interest received? 9 per ceut.
Highest rate of Interest paid on money borrowed ? None
How many shares of
stock are pledged to the Company? None
Balance to creditof profit and Iosb account? This Is in addition to £118.913 02 10
Heserved Fund, making, together,.213,190 19 03,.
...
Balanse to debit of profit and loss? None.
““
,t0ck “e owned *>y
or not snbscrib-

The old, the young, the middle aged unite to praise

It is an entirely new scientific discovery, combining
many of the most powerful and restorative agents
in the vegetable kingdom.
We have such confidence in its merits, and are
so sure it will do all we claim for it, that we offer

12!o81

marine'bittiunm.

87.

I

Electic Medical Infirmary,
TO THE IiAOlES.
DIt. HUGHES particularly Invite, all Ladles, who

965 09 00

Amount ot

NATHANIEL

HAIR RENFWER.

Furniture
11

Amount of cash received for premiums on marine risks? No
Amount ot notes received for premium on tire risks? None.
Amount of notes received for premiums on marine risks? None
Amount of cash received for interest?.
/.
Amount of income received from ail other sources?
Including £55,000 Life Profit

88.
39.
49.
41.

The Company are not responsible for baggage to
any amount exceeding 5>&o In value (and that personal) unless notice is given, and paid for at tho rate of
one passenger for every *500 additional value.
C. J. li U i JJhLS, Managing L/trcctor,
II. BULL Y, Local Superintendent.
dtf
Portland, Nov. 2,180(i.

All correspondence strictly confidential, and will
be returned, if desired.
Address:
DR. J. B. HUGHE*,
No. 14 Preble Street,
Next door to the Jbreble House,
Portland, Me.
tST" Send a Stamp for Circular.

06

00

£77 878 00 01

tosses uue ana unpaid. None.
Amount of losses claimed ana unpaid? None,
Amount of losses reported, upon, wh^h the liability of the Com pan v
not determined?....... o
Included in amount mentioned In reply to question 34.
Amount of all other claims against the Company#

WutervUle,

cannot account for. On examining
a ropy sediment will olten he
sometimes small particles of semen or albumen will appear, or the color will be of a thiu nulkish hue. again changing to a dark and turbid appearance. There aro many men who die of thi» difficulty,
ignorant of the cause, which Is the
SECOND STACIE OF SEMINAL WEAKNESS.
I can warrant a
cure m such cases, and a
full and healthy restoration of die urinary organs.
Persons who cannot personally consult the Dr.,
can do so by writing, in a plain manner, a description of their diseases, and the appropriate remedies
will be forwarded Immediately.

STOCK

EXTENSIVE

arG'

Western Hallway Bonds...
100
10u
Cash value ot real eeate owned by the Company?.
on hand, and in Bank of Liverpool?.
Amount of cash In bands of agents and branches?.
Amount loaned on mortgage of real estate?.
Amount loaned on collateral? On Life Policies, with personal and other securities
Amount loaned without collateral? None.
Amount of all other investments? *As i>er memorandum B attached hereto....
Amount of all premium notes on rlske terminated? None
Amount of borrowed money, specifying collaterals given tor game ? None.

MIR ACULOIIS.

|

102,802,000

Amount of eash

j

interesting description
the deputies of the Prus-

£
s. d.
288,845 00 00

124
97
84
UN

idends.....,.
£fi7B
Duty collected for Government not yet due. .£17 urn;
Amount of cash received for premiums on lire risks,.

36.

Tj|7E

Dyspepsia-certain. They are very invigorating
when languid and week, and a great appetizer.'*
Sarsto a prlng Water, sold by all Druggists.

on

100
100
100
100

will ran as follows:—
Train l«<r South Parts and
Ixwiiton, at 7,40 A. M.
Mail Traill for
Bangor, ti Viliam, lMand
Pond, Montreal aud Quebec at l. 10 p. M.
This train connects with Express tiaiu ibr 'loronto. Detroit and Chicago. Sleeping ears attached Hoiu
Island I'oiid to Quebec and.Moutieul.
Train lor South Paris at 5.uj P. M.
No baggage ran l*e received or checked alter the
time above stated.
Trains will arrive as follows:—
From So. Paris, Lewiston and Auburn, at 8.10 \ gi
From Montreal, Quebec, &c.,
1.45 p. m

perfect

Unclaimed divi-

27.

Southern Pine Lumber £:
___

**1254

4HBS—SBfetraimi

found, and

The undersigned will Bell from their

No marine business.

ioo*^

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.
EaSEc.n "a ana after Monday, Nor. 12,1468,

die urinary deposits

DAYS

SIXTY

MAINE:

.........£1,281,056

Free burning and VERT PURE, and all kinds

„
,
Jan ,15th—dtf

OP

11 Amount of State stock? Sato amount of each kind, and
par value and market value of each. None.
12. Amount of bank stock? Sate amount ot each
kind, and
par value and market value of each. None.
15. Amount of railroad stocks? Sate amount of each kind,
and p«r value and market value of each
• As
per memorandum A attached hereto.
14. Amount of railroad bonds? Sate amount of each
kind,
and par value and market value of each. £40,000 Great

300 TONS LOCUST MOUNTAIN

Mouiteur, petit,”

the Kreutz Zeitung. He was formerly Uberai,
hut a great
change has come over his opinions; having become a high lauciiouary, he
delenas with ardor the policy of Count Bismarck. His solemn
language and very unprepossessing countenance do not effect much
towards conciliating the
good will ol the pro-

do

146

BBOKEN AND BOO SIZE.

year is something startling. They
uonkl till Broadway six feet high from the Park to
4ih street. Drake’s manufactory is one of the institutions in New x ork. It is Baid that Drake pointed alf
the rocks in the Eastern States with his eah:iiistic
“S.
and then got the old granny legislators to pass a law “preventing
the taco
of nature,” which gave him a monopoly. We do not
know how this is, but wc do know that Plantation
Bitters sell as no other article ever did. Tliey are
used by all classes of the community, and are death

STATUTES

6 per cent, stock, 1868.
5 per cent, stock, 1871.
6 per cent, stock, 1874.
6 per cent, stock, 1881...

do

282.000
26,000

Cor. franklin Wharf 4 Commercial St,
275 Tons Hazelton Lehigh,

one

THE

-Alteration of Trains.

Middle-Aged Men.
There are many men of the age of thirty who are
troubled with too iVoq mint evacuations from the bladder, olton accompanied by a slight smarting or burning sensation, and weakening die system In a manthe

Canada.

Ot

Hoar Many Thousand* Can Temiff to HQkis
b^lTnhappy Experience!
Young men troubled with emissions in sleep,—a
complaint generally the result of a bad habit in
youth.—treated scientifically and a perfect cure warranted or no charge made.
Hardly a day passes but we are consulted by one or
more young men with the above disease, some of
whom are as weak and emaciated as though they hail
the consumption, and by their friends are supposed to
have it. All such cases yield to the proper and onlv
correct course of treatment, and in a short time are
made to rejoice in perfect health.

FOR THE NEXT

1866,

871.000 United States 6 per cent, stock, 1887.***

M very superior Flooring and Step
Boards now landing at Custom House Wharf,
and for sale in lots to suit purchasers. Apply to
C. M. DAVIS £ CO.,
117 Commercial street.
nov22dtf
Portland, Nov. 21,1866.

T.—18GU.—X.—The amount of Plantation Bit-

WITH

Beater!

ner

England,

Year

Have Confidence.

KAlLViiirT

TRUNK

GRAND

The unfortunate should be particular in selecting
his physician, as it is a lamentable yet incontrovertible fact, that many syphilitic patients arc made miserable with ruined constitutions by maltreatment
from inexperienced physicians in general practice, tor
It is a point generally conceded by the best
svpUilograplien, tluit the study and management of those come
plaints should engross the whole time of those who
would be competent and successlUl in their treatment and cure. The inexperianced general practitioner. having neither
opportunity nor tirnu to makliiuiseif acquainted with their pathology, conimonly
pursues one system of treatment, in most cases ranking an indiscriminate use of that antiquated aud dangerous weapon, the Mercury.

REDUCED PRICES

10. Amount of United States stock or treasury notes owned by the Company ? State
amount of each kind, end par value and market value of each.
Par Value, Market Value,

Southern Pine.

Saratoga Spring Water, sold by all Druggists.
S.

the

COBLP’Y,

Parnbio in Gold or its equivalent.
C iT 'For Freight or passage ai*ply to
if. & A. aLLa.'i, No. 3 India *>t.
jan7dtd
Portland, Nov. 20, I860.

Caution to the Public.
Every intelligent aud thinking person must know
that remedies handed out lor general use should have
their efficacy established by well tested experience in
the hands of a regularly educated physician, whose
preparatory studies tit him for all the duties he must
raliil; yet the‘country is flooded with poor nostrums
and cure-alls, puri»orting to Ikj the lx?st in the world,
which are not only useless, but alwavs injurious.

All who have committed an excess of
any kind,
whether It be the solitary vice of
youth, t>r the stinging rebuke of misplaced confidence in maturer years,
REEK FOR AM ANTIDOTE IN SEASON.
The Pains and Aches, and lsa&dtude and Nervous
Prostration that may follow impure Coition,
are the Barometer to the whole
system.
Do not wait for the consummation that is auro to follow: do not wait for Unsightly Ulcers, lor
Disabled Limbs, for Loss of
Beauty
and Complexion.

$20.

Steerage,

cess.

—AT—

—

State tbs naihc of the Company ? Royal Insurance Company.
Where located? Liverpool, Ragland.
When Incorporated? 13th June, 1845.
A Amount of capital? £2,000,000. Subscribed for, 11,922,300.
6- Amount of capital actually paid In?.
«. Number of shares, and par value of each? 06,110 issued to
public, £J each paid.
7. Amount of tire risks outstanding? About...

White Asn—Locust Mountain, Johns’ and Broad
Mountniu.
Bud Asn—New England Sc.
JAMES H. BAKES,
■cpHdtfIUclian Ison’s Whart.

Coal,

standing or rec ently cuntrocusd,entirely removing the
dregs of disease from the system, and making a Dorfeet and perma-neni cube.
He would call the attention of the afflicted to the
Net of hi» long-standing aud well-earnad reputation
furnishiug sudicient assurance of liis skill and suc-

1.

—

ABOUT

COMPLIANCE

300 TONS LOBBRY,

all

TV

uud
ICtTuru Ticket* Krouted 01
Kedueeil Knit—.
The Steamship Hibernian, Captain Dutton, will
sail from this port lor Liverpool, SATURDAY, l^th
January, 1887, iinuicdbdcly alter the arrival of tbfe
train of the previous day from Montreal, to bo iollowed by the Belgian on the 19th of .January.
Passage to Londonderry and Liverpool, cabin, (ac$70 to $80.
cording to accommodation)

Liverpool*

flS*®*til0b<J

>u

Lop«loifory

Hooked lo

|

SrSteSSJRefiibjs1
Devoting his entire time to that particular branch ot
the mcihcal prolesslon, he R»l, {variant*.! In Su in'
ANTEEING A CUBE in all Cases, whether of long |

FIMITIBE

8.

from

NOW

Maosoma.—Ihe prettiest thin*, the

Saratoga Spring Water, sold by

It

STREET.

('AKKVINli 'nil: CANADIAN
AND UNITED STATES
MAILS.

I

hi.ririy,',a,‘'1

dec ltalm
FREE

?SSi

alnicti

EGG BEATER is made ol Steel wire tolled
dat, to give it a sharp edge. The wire Is spring
temper, > eing tempered with oil. This gives toughness and elasticity to the Beater, and case 10 the operator. The shank Is tinned together solid, and the
whole Is thoroughly made, and will not wear out
The elastic loops
or break, with any fair usage.
readily accommodate themselves to any diah.
The subscriber haring purchased the patent right
of Maine to this great Invention, offers the State tor
sale by Comities, and asks immediate attention to
W. A. HAND.
it.
To he seen at Investor’s Exchange.

2.

schr. John Crooker, 3C3 tons
landing
prime CUMBEltLAND COAL, fr m the Midland
mines. It is fresh miucit, of extra strength, and Jost
tlic article for heavy work.
Also the usual variety of Anthincites, viz:—
J.Eliiun—Harieigb, L;blgh Nav. Co’s, kneel ton and I

It overcomes the odor or perspiration; softand adds delicacy to the skin; Is a delightful peritirac; allays headache and inhumation, and is a necessary companion in the sick room, In the nursery
and upon the toilet sideboard. It can be obtained
everywhere at one dollar per bottle.

I

U

Liverpool,
For

Forge Coal.

“sweetest tiling,'’ and the most or it lor the least

|

CO.,
9

RET

1 inch.
128 M Dry.
500 M Dry Pine Oats.
SO M 3x4 Spruce Joist.
40 M Dry Pine Deck Flank.
1000 M No 1 Extra Cellar shingles.
For sals by
Q. W. COBS A CO.,
decl3dlm
272 Commercial Street, Portland,Me.

ens

j

ELDEW &

T.

Dec 10—dtf

-OF THE-

said we oue day to a young imp of the same
calling, and no( much older.
"Sorry 1 can t oblige you, sir; sold them all
last week,'' replied the promising youth, who
New Wheat Family Fiour of the most
celebrated brands.
was not to be caught napping.
“in
the
kettle
from
the
tire
I
scalded
lilting
we
the
tollies of his
myself T. Harrison A Co.,
However,
may forgive
very severely—one hand almost to a crisp. The tor- i
youth when we reflect on what he often be- tuic
*
*
*
was unbearable.
Plants. Eagle,
The Mexican Muscomes; if he sows wild oats, he not unffetang loniineui relieved the pain almost immediately.
Brilliant XXX,
quently reaps a harvest of glory, and stores up It healed rapidly and left very little scar.
a world-wide fame.
In what country in the i CliAs. Eosteu, 4*0 Broad street, Philadelphia.’*
Dictator,
Tins is merely a sample bf wliat the
Mustang Liniworld shall we tind a regiment like the Zoument will do. it is invaluabe in all cases ol wounds,
Traplcal,
aves'/yet the majority of the dauntless fol- swellings, sprains, cuts, bruises, spavins, etc., either
Ananmlo.
upon man or beast.
lows spring Irom this origin.
Beware of counterfeits. None is genuine unless
Whitmore,
We have all heard of Eugene Libaut, a nonwrapped in the steel-plate engravings, bearing Ike
FOB SALE BY
cunmissioned officer of this brave cotps, the signature
of bh W. Westbrook, chemist, and the pWfirst who ascended the heights of Sebastopol,
vuU stamp of Demis Barnes & Co, New York.
Browns & Manson
uud planted the flag of France upon its hereaugTdtf
Saratoga Spring Water, sold by all Druggists.
tofore impregnable summit. His general well
discerned the stutf of which he was made;
he placed the French standard in his
TK1NTDAB
hands, simply saying,
“C’esi le drapeau
i Kfk
lOU
MOLASSES Ibr Ml* by
signal—patiez.”
BARKER
ft
MUCH,
CO.,
And it was enough: Libau darted from the
All who value a valuable head of hair, audits presnov23dtf
138 Commercial Street.
from premature baldness and turning grey,
trenches, leading alter him the whole column. ervation
will
Hot
fall
to
u,m»
celebrated
Katharion.
li
Lyon’sr
Struck <yn the head as he reached the ditch
by t makes Use hair rich, soft and glossy, eradicates danda heavy stone, this intrepid young follow did I ruu, and causes the hair to grow with luxuriant
1
beauty. 11 is sold every where.
not slacken his progress; he continued to
E Thomas Lyon, Chemist, N.
scale the heights, regardless of the shower of
Saratoga Spring Water, sold by ail Druggists,
projectiles which assailed him, and, overcom
ing ail obstacles, he gained his point, (or the
colors of the First Division were seen floating
from the llalakolf tower, foiming a rallying
point, totind which the allies grouped them- I
selves and maintained their post with characteristic determination.
"Wbai Did Is? a youngiady returning to her
Eugene Libaut, the enfantperdu of the Ma- country home alter a sojourn
ot'a few months in Hew
lakoti’. began lite as a Gamin de Paris.
York, was hardly recognized by her friends In place
of a rustic Hushed lace, she hud a soft ruby complexof almost marble smoothness, and instead of 23,
j ion
she really appeared but 17. She told them plainly
Sketch of Ike Piuniaa Chamber of Depshe used Aagau’s Magnolia Balm, and would not be
without it. Any lady can improve her appearance
uties.
very much by using this article. It can bo ordered
of
any druggist lor 59 cents
A correspondent at Berlin sends to the Paris
Saratoga Spring Water, sold by all Druggists.
La France an

in winter and hot in summer the deputies find
it very tucoLvenienb
The speakers address
the house either irom their places or from
a smalt tribune placed below the president's
seat. The whole progressionist party U seated to the left ot that functionary, who has in
front of him the centre, placed between him
and the ministers, the conservatives sitting on
his right. M. do Forhenbeck, advocate, is the
president, and named by the chamber; he is a
young man, with a fair complexion and a very
mild aspect, but making liis observations at
times wilh considerable vivacity; the chamber, however, receive! them with deference.—
He is the mediator of the assembly.
In the centre, AI. Viucke, an old man, with
white hair and prominent features, is the
most influential member of hjs party; he is a
brilliant speaker, and often supports the pollcy of the government. Near him is the celebrated AI. Simpson, who presided over the assembly of Frankfort, and brought the imperial
crown to King Frederick William; he is held
in great repute as a lawyer.
On the right good speakers are lew in number. The member of this party who rises
most frequently is AI. Wagner, the founder of

MACHINES.

White Pine Lumber t
350.000 KsaarJRt*4rs ROYAL, INSURANCE

Seminal

The chamber is situated iu the Donbof- I Hoimstreet's inimitable Hair
Coloring has been
platz, in the center of the city; the building i3 I steadily growing in favor for over twenty years. It
acts upon the absorbents at the roots of the hair, and
a very ordinary one, differing but little from
j
the surrounding nouses.
After having trav- i changes to its original color by degrees. All instantaneous dyes deaden and injure the hair. Heimersed a court the visitor arrives at the hall of i strocts is not a
dye but is certain in its results, prositting through lovf and dark corridors, mu ’h motes its growth, and is a beautiful Hair Dressing,
resembling the passage^ in the Couciergerie of I Price 50 cents and $1.00. Sold by all dealers.
Patis. Two stories must lie ascended to reach 1
Saratoga Spring W at or, sold by all Druggists.
the public tribunes. The hail, oblong in lorm,
is covered with dark red paper, and lighted by
J
two large openings, in the roof.
As it is cold !

PRICES, and Bargains may be expected!

HT-A FnU Assortment at all times oi the Celebrated GROVER A- BAKER, Manufacturing and Family Sewing Machines, and Machine Findings, at Manufacturers’ Prices. Every Machine Warranted to give
satisfaction.

A QUANTITY of superior Southern Pine Floorl\ mg Boards, planed Jointed and thoroughly MaAlso Lathes and long
soned, and ready for use.
lumber, for aale by
E. T. PATTEN,
293 Commercial St.
JaSdtf

! money.

“How long ? O, ever since I was a child.”
We very much doubt if he ever had been
one I

Journal

We shall make a BIG BREAK IN

SEWING

Jan8d3w111 CaiSMwltl Btr— t,

Southern Pine Floor Boards,

tiniira

THIS

GOODS,

Near the Preble IIoum**,
he can be consulted privately, and with
uttnoHt contidenco by the affiicted, at
ttam « A. M. t. 9 T. M.
who are suffering under tlie
ot i rivalo
diseases, whether arising from

TX7HEUE

Attentively!

Egg

Montreal Ocean Steamship Co.

Xo. 14 Preble Street,

PATENT JIRT ISSUED.

Prices !

MOURNING

af\

Astonishing- [Prize

and, Gloves at

DR. J. B. HUGHES

PRIVATE MEDICAL ROOMS,

same

37

No, 60 COMMERCIAL ST.,

RECEIVED
at their Whuff,
JUST

joined,—

on

line of latitude as Baltimore, Md.
The soil is rich aud productive, varying from a clay
to a sandy loam. suitable tor Wheat, Grafs, Corn,
Tobacco, Fruit and vegetables. This is a great fruit
Country. Five hundred Vineyards and Orchards
have been planted oct by experienced fruit growers.
Grapes, Peaches, Pears Ac., produce immense proli s, Vineland is
one of the most beautiful
places in the United States. The entire territory,
consisting of titty s<jnaro miles of laud, is laid out
upon a general system or improvements.
The land
Is only sold to actual settlers with provision tor
public
adornment. The place on account of its great beauty,
as well as other advantages, has become the resort
of people of taste.
It has Increased five thousand
people within tlrj past three years. Churches. Stores,
Schools, Academies, Societies ot Arl and Learning,
aud other elements of refinement and culture have
been introduced. Hundreds ot people are constantly
settling. Hundreds of new houses are being constructed. Price of Farm Laud, twenty acre lots aud
upwards, $25 per acre, Five and ten acre and Village lots for sate.
Fruits and Vegetables ripen earlier in this district
than in any othor 1 cality, north of
Norfolk, Va.Improved places tor sale
Openings tor all kinds ot business, Lumber Yards,
Mauuiacfcories, Foundries, Stores and the like; anu
Steam Power with room can be rented.
For persons who desire mild winters, a healthful
climate, and a good soil, in a country beautilully improv d. abounding in truits, and possessing all other
social privileges, in the heart of civilization, it is
worthy ol a visit.
Letters answered, and the Vineland Rural a
papei
giving Ml information, and containing reports ot Solon Kobnsun, sent to applicants.
Address CHAR K. LANDIS, Vineland P. O.,
Landis Township, New Jersey.
From Report ot Solon Robinson, Agricultural Editor ol the Tribune; “It is one of the most extensive
fertile tracts, in an almost level position and suitable
condition tor pleasant forming that we know of this

septir.d<fcw6m

One Price and No Variation S

bailhoaus.

PAN BE FOUND AT HIS

side of the Western Prairies.’*

WOOD

SOFT

AND

HARD

Coal,

T.—186d^JL/’

GOODS.

Shawls, Silk Velvets, Cloths, and Cloaking Goods I

---w

“Anil how long have you teen in the busi?”
With a roguish sparkle of his eye, which we
shall not readily forget, and stooping down to
arrange his stock-in-trade on the pavement,
with the attitude of a man who is quite capable of attending to two things at once, he re-

to-morrow's

A PULL ASSORTMENT OP

Delivered at any part of the city at short notice.

lars.
Sold by all prugglst* throughout the world; or will
be sent by mail, securely Mated from all observation,
by inclosing specified price, to any authorized agent.
Proprietors’ General Agents for America, OSCAR
G. MOSES A CO., £7 Cortlandt St., Raw York.
W. F. PHILLIPS A CO.. Portland, Wholesale
Agent. Sold at Retail by every Druggist in Maine.
June MeodeowSrwly

ters sold in

Low

purchasing.

Suffer no more, but use The Great French Remedy,
it will effect a core where all other* fhil, and. although
a powerful remedy, contains nothing burtlUl to the
most delicate constitution.
Pamphlets, containing full particulars and directions for using, in English, French, Spanish and German, accompany each box, and also are eent free
to any address when requested.
Price One Dollar per box, or six boxes for Fiv Dol-

ness

me

keep constantly on hand a full assortment ot
Choice Family Coal. Those wishing to purlarge lots will do well to five us a call betbre

•We

dies above mentioned.

reply.

Figuarcd

Cloths,

Ottoman

Poplins,

Silk

Plain, Striped and Figured Wool Poplins at Very
Prices, Alpaccas, DeLaines, Prints, <£c.

FaraacM.

chase

Energy, Physical Prostrations, Nervousness, Weak
Spine, Lowness of Spirits, Dimness of Vlsl n, Hysterics, Pains in the Back and Limbs, lmpotency,Ac.
No language can convey an adequate idea of the
Immediate aud almost miraculous change it produces
in the debilitated and shattered system. In
lhct, it
stands unrivalled as an unfailing cuie of the mala-

casion.
“How old are you?-’said we once to a diminutive urchin at the comer of the Boulevard, selling newspapers, counting his receipts,
and giving change with the accuracy and
gravity of a practised baud.

Fancy Silks, Thibets—all shades,

and

Plain and

Lehigh Lump, for Foundry Use!

Emissions, all Weaknesses ar ising from Sexual ExYouthful Indiscretions, Loss of Muscular

"Ah yes, that is true,” was the ready response ; "they must have shot him
There is a provoking aptitude in the gamin's
repartees, which are prompt and flasumg as
the lightning, for he is always equal to the oc-

"Give

Black

Co.

Eor

genuine.

Afap r>E

GOODS.

MEDICAL.

a

already

Large Aaeortment of Rich and Low Priced

DRESS

For Ranges and Cook Stoves, John’s White
all
Ash, Diamond, Red Ash, which are ftee of
Impurities and very nice. Also Cnmherl.no ! A
Blacksmith
use.
cargo just landed, fresh njjned, for

cesses or

back.”

the curt

A

Lehigh,
LOAF
SUGAR
LEHIGH,

Hundred* aud thousands annually die prematurely, when, ii they would give the Greet French Kem«,T|
DR. JUAN DELAWARE’S
CELEBRATED SPECIFIC PILLS.
Prepared by Oabaxciiebe A DuPowt, No. £1* me
Lombard, Paris, Iron, toe proscription ol Dr. Juan
Delaitiarre, Chiel Physician to the Hospital du Nord
ou Lanboisiere, a lair trial, they would bud immediate rellel, and, in a short time, be lully restored to
Health <md Strength. It Is used in the praciice ol
many ouiment French physicians, with uniform success, and highly recumenued as the only positive and
Specijic Itemedu lor all persons suttesing from General
or Sexual Debility, all derangement of the Nervous

In the same class was another with whom
his Reverence had taken equal pains.
“Eli bien, mon petit,” enquired he of this
urchin in a conciliating tone, can you tell me
in what manner our Lord was put to death ?”
“O yes, m’sieur; the Jews guillotined him.”
“Guillotined him, my dear child! Why, do
think a little. The guillotine was not invented a hundred years ago, and our Lord was put
to death something like two thousand yeats

Co.,

&

Monday, December 10th,

on

LANB»,in

adelphia, by Railroad,

now

Old

LIFE—HEALTH—S rRENGTH.
LI PE —HEALTH—STRENGTH.

left.”

can

W£

LIFE—HEALTH—STRENGTH.

“Why,’’ replied the imperturbable catechumen, “of course I have not forgotten there
ware three to begin with, but as the Jews
made away with one, there can be only two

—-

ElcLen

And will Open

$8.

oiler nice CHESTNUT COAL
at $8.00 per ton, delivered at any part of the
Also for sale at the lowest market price,

city.

N. B:—$1 00 with eighteen cents lor postage, enclo ed to any authorised
Agent, or to the solo General
Agent for tho United States and British Dominions,
JOB MOSES, 27 Cortlandt St., New York,
will ensure a bottle, containing 50 Pills, by return
mail, securely sealed from all observation.

the boy.
“Two Gods!” exclaimed the miserable cure,
aghast, and wondering what he could have
said to leave such an expression. “Two Gods!
Mon Dieu! Mon Dieu! What can you mean?”

F BITIT

mild and
ARTP
healthful climate. Thirty miles south ot PhilFABUI
the
in New Jcraev,

AMONG WHICH MAT BE FOUND

each pack-

or

.

New Store I¥o. 5 Free Street,

foot of High afreet,

CHEAP COAL!

$8.

SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS. Price $1 per bottle.
SPECIAL NOTICE.
It is the fate qf every valuable Medicine to be Counterfeited. Be cauttous, therefore, and see that the letters “T. tr M., are blown in the bottle, and that each
wrapper hears thefac similes of the signatures of I.
C. Baldwin If Co., and Job Moses, &r Without which

ForccB, Melancholy, Spermatorrluea

order at short notice.

janfdti__

contain iron, calomel, antimony, or anything hurtful

consisting

was

Queen.

MARRIED LADIES
It is particularly suited. It will,in a time short,bring
on the monthly period with regularity.
CAUTION.
These Pills should not be tauen by Females durmg
MONTHS qr Pregnancy, as they
THREE
the FIRST
arc sure to briny on Miscarriage, but at any outer
time they are sate.
In all cases ol Nervous and Spinal Anections, Pains
in the Rack and Limbs, Fatigue on slight exertion,
Palpitation of the Heart. Hysterics, and Whites,

none are

T.

PEIUUNS, JACKSON A CO.,
High Street Whart, 002 Commercial,

these Pills will oli'ecta cure when all other meins
have failed: and although a powerlul remedy, do not

The little rascal has lived frightfully fast;
his preeosity is absolutely startling. At ten
he looks fitteen, and talks like tive-and-twenty; while liis knowledge of all he ought not to
know has attained its maximum. Wc stand
aghast at Iris self possession under 110-uiatter
what circumstances, and as we watch his unembarrassed air and steady gait, Ids matured
expression and self-conscious aspect, we mentally admit the melancholy fact, "11 n’y a plus
d’eulans!” The gamin is up to everything :
he smokes, he drinks, he gambles; but then
we must remember, if be indulge in the vices
of a man, he is often expected also to exercise
the strength and the skill of one. Many a
gamin is the soutien de la maison; a sick father, a widowed mother and several young sisters, often depend on his earnings for their
daily bread: of course it is only bread: still it
is he who gets it for them, and gets it bravely,
But unhappily—though as naturally—if
too.
a man. he is also a child, and in growing into
the one, lie has not grown out of the other;
so that his frolics, and the vagaries to which,
often in spite of himself, he is wont to yield,
are disasterous to others as well as to himsell,
and when the mischiet is done, he is the first
to lament it.
How the gamin ever learns anything is a
mystery which has never bsen solved; one of
in the tact that he
his peculiarities
is entirely self taught, lie takes in knowledge—Heaven knows all that it includes!—
just as he does air and sunshine, i:i his peregrinations through the ciowdedand instructive rues de Paris. There is a great deal to
be learnt there, tmd lie learns it. Put him to
school and you make uothing at all of him.
The be3t you can hope of his future is tiiatone
day he will naturally grow into a Zouave, for
he is one in embryo already, and no power we
know of eqjild train him into a domesticated
character.
“Tell me, my child,1’ said a cure one evening to one of me most promising, at the clone
of a long lecture on the subject, “how many
Gods ate there ?”
“Two M’sieur le Cure,’' promptly replied

to

Clapboards* Shingles and Laths.

TO

This inscrutable and nondescript class of
is made the subject of a
juvenile humanity
iu. a recent number of Onre
very lively paper

"Six,’’

sawed

Clarke, AI,D,t

SirJ.
to the

AL

Will Remove to their

and Dimension Lumber

Frames

This invaluable medicine is unfailing in the cure ot
all those painful and dangerous diseases to which the
feubile constitution is subject. At moderates albexcess
and removes all obstructions, iroin whatever cause,
and a speedy cure may be relied on.

el S"ari*.

E.

WHOLESALE AND BKTAIL,

ENGLISH REMEDY.

Prepared from a prescription of
Physician Extraordinary

LUMBER,

SPRUCE

Celebrated Female Fills.

pastimes.
You would say they were playing
And look! at aim’s length the* hold
The bubbles they blow, ail shining
in russet and crimson and gold.

T

--:

.SIR JAMES CLARKE’S

»t
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All Iduil. of

PROTECTED BY ROYAL LETTERS PATENT

Children are picking the wind-fails,
And shouting in pure delight,
While the trees they nod this way and that way.
Flatuly enjoying the sight!

*-«uu*i**»"

GREAT

TEH

R

*

MEDICAL.

lading,
And grasses and h aves decay;
But those merry groups on the uplands,
What in the world care they?

f

LUMBER

^_

arc

MISCELLANEOUS

MISCELLANEOUS.

MERCHANDISE.

er

POJiTLA Mi. MAINU,

THo

subscriber, recently Proprietor of die COM-

MERCIAf, IIOCSE, (wliii I, was destine cd in
the great lire.) legs lo announce to liis old
rations
ami the public tint he has leased the ahovo
hotel aud
will open for the accommodation of the public "encr.
ally, on Saturday A ugust 11.
Tliauhtu to hi* old customers for jnet patronaze
*
he would solicit a continuance ot the same

TERMS

FAVORABLE.

augM-fim__N. ,J. DAVISCard.
METROPOLITAN 110TEI.. Washmgeon, D. C.

on account ot the educed
price ot"
of hoard at tlda Hotel will bo

day from date.
January 1,15CT.

OIL and

provisions, Iho rata
Foci: Dollar t per

POTTS & SHELIET
Ja8dlm

CAUDLES.

LARD, SPERM

AND WHALE OIL,
OLIVE, ELAINE AND RED OIL,
KEROSENE AND MACHINERY OIL,
SPERM it ADAMANTINE CANDLES, &

SOAP,
PATCH,
Nd. 7 Central TVbarl, Potto*

For tale by BRADSHAW dk
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